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THE CO-OPERATIVE MOVEi^IENT
"The co-operative movement is of the people, by
the people, and for the people. It serves every
type of human need, both economic and cultural.
It thrives in every country where freedom is not
entirely destroyed. It removes the causes of
war and of internal strife. To a world disheart-
ened by unemployment and torn by war, it offers a
peaceful pathway toward a better civilization.
The co-operative movement gives people a sense of
responsibility for their own destinies. It is a
most powerful form of education; people learn by
doing; they develop faith in themselves and in
each other. The co-operative movement is the
practical application of the Golden Rule; it is
the ultimate democracy,"
Joy Elmer Morgan. *
The Journal of the National
Education Association.
January 1937
ni
FOREWORD
In this thesis, I shall atten^t to point out the significance of
the co-operative movement in Denmark and the unique progress that
has been made. I shall also try to show how this co-operative
system is a business organization built on so\and economic founda-
tion, developed 'by the people themselves, independently of all
state, political, religious, and social-class points of view.
The movement rests on an intelligent membership, possessing a
rational understanding of the value of co-operation, and of its
meaning and responsibilities.
I was born in Denmark and have visited the coiintry of which I
write within the last ten years, so I have some personal knowledge
of the common economic interests of the Danish people. I am in-
debted in no small measure to my husband for some of the informa-
tion I have acquired on this subject of Danish co-operatives. He
too was born in Denmark and lived the early part of his life on
a Danish farm. He attended the Folk High School and the Technical
School, which schools have been described as very "hot-beds" of
the co-operative movement, and he has, therefore, a thorough under-
standing and knowledge of the principles of Danish co-operative
movement in relation to tne nation's progress.
It is with mucn interest that I have read Mr. Frederic Howe's new
book entitled "The Co-operative Way in Denmark"; Miss Josephine
Goldmark's book "Democracy in Denmark" and Mr. Harald Faber's book

"Co-operation in Danish Agriculture", and used them all for a
great deal of the source material in this thesis. Bulletin ^pl266
on "Agricultural Co-operation in Denmark" by Mr, Christensen, is-
sued by the United States Departaient of Agriculture, has also fur-
nished much of the factual information which has been incorporated
into this report. To the Hall and Watkins book "Co-operation"
I owe much of the basic material on the history, principles and
organization of the co-operative movement in general, while the
Bulletin issued in January 193^ by the United States Department
of Labor nas fxarnished some of the statistics and tables.
I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to all of the above, and to
the various publications listed in Bibliography, for the helpful
information I obtained therefrom, without which I would not have
been able to prepare this thesis.

INTRODUCTION
Denmark is the vrorld^s experiment station of the co-operative
movement; a co-operative movement almost as complete as that
of Socialism or Commimism, It is a movement which has taken
over through co-operative agencies the processing, marketing
aad distribution of food products, their sale in foreign mar-
kets, and the buying and selling of goods and commodities
through stores, wareiiouses, wholesalers and factories owned
by the people themselves,
Denmark is the world's outstanding example of agricultural
recovery, a recoveiry which came from the people themselves,
and by the natural processes of increased efficiency, elimina-
tion of waste and reduction of overhead costs.
The banish farmer performs for him^self almost all of the
functions that in other countries are performed by capital-
istic agencies, and he is almost as self-contained as was his
ancestor of two centuries ago» Fana tenancy is about ended,
for only a very small percentage of the farmers are tenants.
Rural resettlement said subsistence homesteads for half a
century now have been ending landlordism, sharecropping, and
tenancy,
Denmark has realized the social and political values of co-
operation more than any other country, and out of it all a
IMB
culture has appeared. It has come through high schools for adults;
through new methods of teaching; through making education a life-
long thing; through government ownership of utilities; through free
trade or a veiry low tariff; and through a social system of security
which protects those who are unable to find and attain security for
themselves.
From small experimental beginnings, the co-operative movement in
Denmark spread rapidly and widely, becoming nation-wide in a short
space of time. The first societies were formed to enable the
peasant to in^rove his live-stock, something which he could not
afford to do by himself. The other societies were formed to im-
prove the manufacture of butter and bacon very soon thereafter,
and new and original methods of co-operation were introduced such
as "control" societies. Later on came the question of improving
farm seed, both by producing better strains of different kinds of
plants, and by buying these improved seeds through special co-
operative purchase societies. One after another co-operative
society was established, each with its own single object, for the
purpose of improving agricultural conditions. It was the peasant
himself who undertook this work, and the success achieved was such
that gradually farmers of the wealthier class found it advantageous
to join the peasants' societies.
Education, co-operation, farm ownership—these are the foundations
of the economic self-sufficiency and political confidence of the
Danish people.
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CO-OPKRATIVE ASSOCIATIONS
"They constitute a system of business which is
animated by the motive of service of the con-
sumers. The co-operative movement is based
on the freedom of the individual. It is vol-
untary. It represents a social organization
of business while adhering always to the prin-
ciple of private ownership of property. The
co-operative method expands only as it proves
by competition with other methods that it
serves the consumers best. If the profit sys-
tem is better, co-operation cannot grow. The
mere fact of its inconspicuousness but unre-
mitting progress is possibly an evidence of
its usefulness."
Peter Warbasse,
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THE MKAIUKG Of CO-OPEEATION
la the remote past, life was not the con^lex thing which civilization
haa made it today, but ever-new demands and ever-changing environment
has given man an infinite variety of experiences. From the very be-
ginning as consciousness dawned, man was a social being, but he fashicsnej'
vdth his own hands the things he needed. He made his ovm tools; he
made his own garments; they ansv/ered the purpose for -wdiich they were
required, no matter how crude these articles were. Self-preservation
vras the first law, and this meant that the efficiency of the thing he
made was of far greater importejice than anything else. His life de-
pended upon the quality, and as time went on, man foxind joy in invent-
ing better ways of making better things. From being a roving hunter,
he became a herder, a farmer, and gradually his social life developed
from the primitive stage to that of a more complex one. 1/hile this
state of evolution was going on, advancing by slow degrees, ever and
always man was groping for a con^rehension of the meaning of it all.
Imagination was at work; the creative spirit was at work; intellectual
development was making progress.
Gradually there came a time when men could make more things than they
needed for themselves; experts and specialists developed; men found
Joy in creatin^^ better things, beautiful things, with the paramount
idea of creating for service, and not for profit. Up until the nine-
teenth century this ideal persisted; then the idea began to wane, and
in its place came the desire to produce things for profit. A new
mot ive ent e red
,
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With the advent of machineiy came the discovery that profits could be
niade by owning machines and hiring other people to run them. It now
became possible to secure income and livelihood, not by performance
of service but by the ovraership of property. What was still more
potent for change of thought and action was the fact that the motive
of production, not for use, but for profit, became the dominant pur-
pose of industry, and today the economic life of society is largely
organized on this profit basis, with comparatively little interest
in other values.
Wever again in modern society can mian go back to the primitive method
of personally producing for himself except in a small way. This is
an age of specialists and machines, and human wants can be supplied
much better and much cheaper by production outside of hiraself. But
he can approach the ancient and natural method by uniting with his
neighbors to own and control the machinery that produces for them,
and working together with that machinery.
The movement in society which is adapting the old principles of ser-
vice to the present economic system is what is called the co-operative
movement. It is making for tne evolution of a society in which ser-
vice is tne dominant motive of industry. Our present-day interpre-
tation of a co-operative society is a voluntary association in which
the people organize democratically to supply their needs through
mutual action, and in which the motive of production and distribution
is service, not profit. In the co-operative movement the ultimate
tendency is toward the creation of a social structure capable of sup-
planting both profit-making industry and the compulsory state.
fey
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Co-operation Defined
Co-operation has been defined in various ways by different men.
Warbasse says: "Co-operative organization begins with the people
as consumers and represeaats the individual as an absorber and user
of tiae things that have been produced. This means that its first
concern is for the human being in the use and enjo^oaent of things.
Co-operation builds gradually as it goes. The people first organize,
plan, and work together to supply their wants. Vjith the development
of co-operative democracy, meeting new needs, performance of larger
and larger functions, transference of the control of industry from
the hands of the fev/ to the hands of the many, goes on without social
disturbance. Obvious benefits follow as it proceeds. It is the order-
ly merging, of one system into another. Co-operation is based on the
principle of centralized administration in the interest of efficiency,
and decentralized control in the interest of democracy; whereas profit
business practices centralized administration and centralized control
in the interest of economic autocracy,"
Holyoake says that "co-operation begins in mutual help, with a view to
end in a conmion competence, A co-operative society commences in
persuasion, it proceeds by consent, it accomplishes its ends by common
efforts, it incurs mutual risks, intending that all members shall
mutually and proportionately share the benefits secured,"
One may ask "Ydhat is the object of co-operation? Yftiat is the goal
for which co-operators are aiming? Is it merely a more economic
system? Is it a more satisfying economic system because it is more
moral and because it solves most of the present-day problems of indus-
try and commerce?" One writer says: "It is that; but it is something
V/arbasse "Co-operative Democracy" p.
7
**iiall and Watkins p»3li.
1Mm
m"more, for co-operation has other aims than economic ones. The earnest
co-operator seeks to apply co-operative methods to all purposes of
social life, and does so because he believes that in working with
others for the conmion good, man's highest qualities are enlisted 8n.d
developed; and in the employment and development of these qualities
the luan himself becomes a better man, and the quality of the human
race is improved,"
VfeLrbasse also says: *
"A significant result of the co-operative movement is that
it teaches people to administer their own affairs. That
in itself proves useful. ^Tlhen the workingman buys at a
private store, the private merchant gets the experience
in the administration of a distributing industry. But when
the workingman and his felloT/ workers start a store of their
own to do their distributing to themselves, they get the
eaq^jerience. And when they carry on their own banking and
insurance business, and organize their wholesale houses,
and build- their factories, and provide their ovna dwellings,
theatres, schools, telephones and transportation, they
train themselves in their own school. They are then mak-
ing themselves masters of industry. They are learning to
carry on their avm affairs in their own social interest.
It is a constructive function,"
Modern society in all its commercial, industrial, and social complexi-
ties, is based upon the willingness of individuals to unite in com^
bined efforts. Co-operative effort not only makes possible our great
commercial \mdartakings j it is also the foundation of our institutions
of government, local, state and national, as well as of our organized
educational, religious, and welfare enterprises. The mutual interest
that brings people together in corporate enterprises is nothing more
nor less than the desire and willingness to co-operate. Modern busi-
ness in practicall^r all its forms to based upon, and functions, through
group effort
.
Go-operative organizations are merely a form of such
*"<Yarbasse "Co-operative Democracy" p. iLj.
I
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group activity. Co-operation is the very essence and price of progress,
This working together for better economic ends and conditions is gen-
erally recognized as "good business". In this way economies and effi-
ciencies supplant sentiment and tradition.
So it is with the farmers; whether it be in the marketing of farm
products for the purpose of securing trade, or in the buying of fexm
supplies, they find it to their economic advantage to act collectively.
Through co-operative organization, the farmer becoines a participant
and partner in a group business enterprise, planned and carried on
to render a more efficient and effective service in the production,
manufacturing, storing, and. marketing of products, and in the purchas-
ing of supplies. Co-operative organization among farmers is just as
logical an economic development as its corporate or group effort
among xjrban or business roen, or groups interested in manufacturing,
finance and coimnerce. Agricultural co-operation has become necessary
because of tne growth of specialization in production, and by reason
of the enlargement of the market area in which the farmer sells.
Tne pioneer farmer had little need and opportunity for joining his
fellows in disposing of his products. His market was confined largely
to the community in which he lived. He produced on his farm practical-
ly all of the food and clothing which his family required. His pur-
chases were few. But farm marketing has groivn from a simple process
of exchange between neighbors into an intricate system in which various
functions have become necessary, and the farmer has reason to be more
interested than anyone else in the efficiency of marketing his product,
ilvery loss and every waste occurring betv/een him and the ultimate con-
sumer is likely to be carried back to hiiu in the form of a decreased
m
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demand for liis product or an added cost in marketing. In either case
the result is a lower net return to hiiuself, to his community, to his
commodity group, and to his industry. As a meinber of an organized
group he can help to bring about improvements in the technique of
producing and of marketing. And when local units, handling the same
commodity, federate into larger units for the purpose of financing,
storaging, selling and distributing, the co-operative organization
among farmers along these lines serves as a stabilizing function in
many ways.
Go-operative organizations enables farmers to deal on a more equal
basis with other organized groups in industry, commerce, transportation,
and finance. It serves to improve the quality of the products as
the market premiums received by co-operative associations for products
of superior quality furnish an incentive to employ the best methods.
Go-operation serves as a wholesome and effective competitive force;
it serves to acquaint groups of individual farmers with market con-
ditions and consumers' preferences and demands, so the farmer may
adjust his farm practices so as to produce the kind and quality of
products that best satisfy market demands.
These are some of the ways by which co-operative associations are
able to exert stabilizing influences upon the production and distribu-
tion of farm products.
Go-operative Societies:
At the end of the 18th century, and more particularly early in the
19ttj century, when the separation of the ownership of land, capital,
and labor power became more marked as a result of the industrial
1
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Hrevolution, many co-operative experiments were launched in industry
and trade, ii/tany of them failed, but others replaced them and still
others were undertaken, ^ontil today there is not a developed country
that has not hxmdreds of co-operative societies within its borders.
Co-operative Societies :
Co-operative societies derive their name from the fact that "co-opera-
tion" is adopted by the societies as a principle. It is the basis of
the association of the members of the society; the attempt is made to
secure full and conscious co-operation of all members, and the success
of a co-operative society depends very largely upon the extent to which
this full and conscious co-operation of its members is secured. Most
co-operative societies have been born out of the economic needs of
their founders; they continue because they still cater for these needs
of their present members; and in their economic activities, co-opera-
tors strive to realize ideals and practice equitable methods which
are only possible in co-operative associations.
Types of Go-operative Society i
Distribxited all over the world are many thousand co-operative societies.
They are naturally designed to meet the needs of their members, and as
these needs veury with the natxire of the industries and social condi-
tions of the country in which the societies have been established,
the societies vary in purpose and in the methods they adopt for realiz-
ing them. But minor differences being swept aside, the societies
may be classified in many ways. Tney may be classified according to
purpose. For exaaaple, the predominant type of society in lingland
is that which distributes goods required to meet household and personal
needs, while in Denmark and some other countries, co-operative dairy

societies and egg emd poultry socieites are very in^ortant; on the
American continent co-operative organizations for the sale of fruit
and large and important j in France there are many societies of crafts-
men organizing workshops j and in India co-operative credit associations
are numerous. A complete list of the various types of co-operative
societies would be extremely long.
A broad ajid not too shetrply drawn line may be used to divide societies
into two principal classes: Consumers' societies and Producers'
societies. A consumers' society is one Ydaich has been organized
8Lnd is controlled by consumers for the purpose of supplying their
needs as consumers. Societies of this type are most numerous and
strongest in an industrial comtry like Sngland or Germany, or France
or Belgivim, but they also exist in agricultural countries like Denmark,
and sire very n\amerous in Russia. They are the predominant type in
Britain where almost every toym. emd village has a finely-equipped
central shop or a branch of the consumers' co-operative society.
Such a local society is often technically described as a retail dis-
tributive co-operative society because it is engaged in distributing
£ood and clothing by means of retail trade to its members. However,
societies of this type do not confine themselves to retail distribu-
tion for some consumers' societies are engaged in wholesale trade;
and both wholesale and retail societies owned by consumers engage also
in various forms of production.
Producers' organizations are ones in which the members are associated
because they are producers and have formed their society to further
their interests in this line. The largest number of co-operating pro-
I
ducers are to be fovind as members of societies engaged (1) in indus-
tries such as butter-making, which work up some raw material or com-
modity which the menibers liave produced in their individual capacity
as capitalistic producers; or (2) in rendering services such as those
performed by banks and insurance societies; or (3) in billing requisite
required by their members as producers, or selling the produce they
have raised as individual producers, or which have been produced by
a co-operative organization of producers. Societies of the latter
two types provide exan^jles showing how difficult it is to draw a
sharp dividing line between producers' and consumers' societies, for
while the societies are established by producers to serve their inter-
ests as such, the producers' relationship to the societies is one of
consumers of the services which these societies provide.
Peculiarities of different types of societies:
Fnile the principles of co-operation is the same in both consumers'
and producers' societies, the types vary in several important respects
The principal differences already mentioned are in the nature of the
membership and control, but other differences arise. In the consumers
organizations the members themselves provide the market for the goods
they sell, and every additional member means additional trade, but the
producers' organizations sell to persons other than members. Selling
goods to themselves, the consumers' societies cannot make a profit
in the commercial sense; all they do is to buy goods at wholesale
prices (or make goods for themselves) for distribution among themselve
at the -wholesale price plus the expense of retail distribution.
Their operations may be truthfully described as "trade and production

mfor use" and not "production for profit". It is true that the common
practice of consumers' societies is to sell at current local prices,
and to return to the members as dividend the difference between the
selling price on the one side and the cost price plus expenses on the
other; but this is merely a trading device which is not essential for
the realization of the advantages of the co-operation of the members.
Producers' societies, on the other hand, are nearer to the private
capitalistic organization which enters an industry for the sake of
making a profit; but there are important differences. Vftiile producers'
organizations sell principally to non-members and obtain the best price
they can for their produce, thus realizing a varying rate and amount
of surplus, or profit, from year to year, this surplus is not usually
distributed in proportion to the capital holdings of the members as it
is in a company, but in proportion to the wages earned or to the use
made of the society by the individual members, and the members are
held together by the co-operative principle and practice which they
have adopted for the realization of their object.
The principle of equity, followed in the distribution of the surplus,
both in consumers' and producers' societies, is followed usually in
regard to the control of the society. In local consumers' societies,
the rule of one member one vote prevails; in their federations the vot-
ing is usually in proportion to the membership of the constituent
societies or in proportion to the purchases of the member societies
from their federation. In producers' societies, also, the practice
is for one member to have one vote, or for the voting to be on a basis
which allows, roughly, for votes to be exercised in proportion to the
I
use whiwh individual members make of tiieir society.
Capital is generally remunerated in both consumers' and producers'
societies at a fixed rate, so that the balance of the surplus may be
available for distribution according to the support which the members
individually give to their society. The difference in methods be-
tween co-operative societies of different types are only modifications
to suit the different circumstaiices of different types of society
Benefits of Co-operative Effort:
Living in association, men can adopt that specialization of labor
described by economists as division of labor, which enables each of
them to devote his time and energy to one job, usually for which he
has some fitness; to become more expert in consequence of his doing
it continuously, and performing it with greater econony of capital
than would be possible if all persons were doing the job for themselve
This economy and the increase in the total produce make possible by
the specialization of labor and exchange of products enables them all
to enjoy a higher standard of living than would otherwise be possible.
Since exchange depends upon the co-operation of the exchangers, we
may say that it is co-operation which enables the community to gain
the advantages of specialization of labor.
Similarly, the resources of the earth which abound in some parts of
the world and are scarce in others, becoiae distributed in the fonn
of material goods to all parts of the world through the specialization
of labor and the practice of co-operation in exchange/ The advantage
of co-operation are so great and so obvious, that thousands of organi-
'I
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zations and groups based on voluntary co-operation have come into
existence. These organizations and groups provide a medium through
which a number of persons, who have a common interest, may pursue
that interest or attain some purpose in coiranon,—objects which they
could not attain, or attain so easily or so effectively, without
the co-operation of like-minded persons.
There is scarcely a citizen who is not a member of at least one vol-
untary organization, modern society is held together by voluntary
organizations which widen life's opportunities and increase the
satisfaction of their members. But membership in co-operative
organizations, besides securing opportunities, imposes obligations.
Members must co-operate in, and work for their organization if it is
to succeed.

1^ THei PRIWGIPUcS OF GOOFEEATION
In the conduct of any business there are two eleixients whose combination
produces success or failure; these are the principles upon which it is
established and the character of those in charge of it. A business,
whether great or small, must be founded on correct principles or it
cannot endvire the strain of competition, and in the end will be un-
profitable. An exceptionally capable or industrious man may for a
time sustain a business against unfavorable conditions, and in income
petent or idle management, may ruin a business however well planned,
but in the long rxm a business must be wisely planned in order to
endure, and if thus well founded it will succeed under ordinary laan-
agement •
Fundamental Basis :
The fimdemental idea of the organized societies of producers and dis-
tributors—the co-operative societies—is that of saving rather than
of gain; of keeping what is already in possession, rather than of
sec\iring additional income or increase of capital. Of course the re-
sult, if success follows, is an increase of net income which may be
expended or become capital. These co-operative enterprises exclude
the idea of individual profit to anyone connected with the management.
The main idea in co-operative buying is to buy more cheaply and thus
effect a saving for the members; the main idea in co-operative market-
ing to get the highest prices obtainable for the products.
In considering the probabilities of success or failiire in a personal
business enterprise, the personal characteristics of the man at the
head of the organization —his qualities and nature—must be taken

into account. The establishment of a co-operative enterprise is, in
one respect, more complex than the fovmding of a personal business,
in that its constituents must be such as to insure the best ability-
available, and perfect honesty for the conduct of its affairs. In a
private business, the personal equation is fixed. What a man is, he
is, and he is inseparately attached to his business. In a co-operative
business, the directors change, but in the main, will usually represent
the best available experience and ability of the membership; their
election proves that, in the Judgment of their fellows, they are the
proper persons to direct the common affairs. The active management,
from the executive standpoint, however, must be in the hands of one
person to be efficient, --one person whose personal equation will have
much to do with the prosperity of the concern; and there are natural
laws, which, if enacted into rules by the main body of the society,
and carefully obeyed, will most certainly insure honesty in this
in^ort&nt position, and sufficient competence for its duties.
To succeed, co-operative organizations must be based and conducted on
business principles, always ready to compete in the market for such
talent and labor as it needs, and not expecting to secure able man-
agement for any less compensation than the same ability can obtain
in competitive service. All hope of economic gain depends on this;
for it is on idustrious and intelligent attention to detail that the
success of either co-operative or competitive business depends, and
this attention can only be continuously obtained by the expectation
and enjoyment of adequate reward,
Rochdale Principles ;
In 18U3> when the Rochdale weavers lost a strike and found themselves
Y;ithout jobs, they set about cons idering new ways of organizing tixeir
1
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economic life. They had the old dream of owning the factories and the
stores and they brought their dream to earth by organizing themselves
into a society of twenty-eight members. From this hiamble beginning,
the group worked out what are known as the Rochdale principles, the
tested methods of the co-operative movement, formulating the methods
capable of being standardized and serving as the guide for future
co-operative societies. It was not that they discovered anything
new, for co-operative societies had existed many years before the
Rochdale period; but they combined the nfithods which time has proved
essential to success.
The principles which they formulated and applied have come to be
recognized as fundamental. The success of the movement has depended
upon them. They are:
1, Democracy of control. Each member shall have one vote and
no more.
2, Limited interest on capital. Capital invested in the society
if it receive interest, shall receive not more than a fixed
percentage which shall be not more than the minimum preva-
lent rate,
3, Savings-return, If a surplus-saving (profit) accrues from
the difference between the net cost and the distribution
price of commodities and services, after meeting expenses,
paying interest (wages to capital), and setting aside re-
serve and other funds, the net surplus-savings shall be
used for the good of the Kiembers, for beneficent social
purposes, or shall be returned to the patrons as savings-
returns (dividends) in proportion to their patronage.
The first of these principles helps to guarantee democracy. No indi-
vidual or clique can easily get control. This differs from the prac-
tice of the profit-corporations in v^hich the individual kas as many
votes as he has shares of stock. Proxy voting is not permitted in the
co-operative society, Vjhere the membership is large and covers a

large area, the society is divided into districts, with district
meetings and delegate representation at a central meeting. Democracy-
is the aim.
The second principle provides that the co-operative society cannot
be used for purposes of capitalistic investment. No speculative pro-
fits are bestowed upon capital.
The third principle abolishes the thing commonly called profits, by
giving it back to tJae consvuner who creates it. This means that the
business is carried on for service.
Other principles less universally applied are:
There shall be unlimitied membership. No reason shall
exclude a person from membership except that his purpose
might be to injure the society,
5» A co-operative society shall be composed of individuals
who voluntarily join,
6, Business shall be done for cash,
7« A certain percentage of the surplus- savings shall be
used for educational purposes in the field of co-operation,
8, There shall be political and religious neutrality,
9« Beginning with distribution or the rendering of service to
the members, the society shall aim to expand its business,
to unite with other societies to produce the things which
the meiabers need, and finally to secure access to raw
materials.
In addition to the above principles, there are certain methods which
are associated with them in co-operative administration. These are:
a. Each member is expected to patronize the society in any
commercial enterprise in which he engages,
b. Each member shall bind himself to the society by the
investment of some of his capital or substance, if
capital is needed.

c. Persons, who have not capital to pay for initial stock,
may be permitted to join the society, and may allow
the savings-retiirn accruing from their patronage to be
applied to the payment for their share-capital.
d. At each inventory, depreciation shall be charged off
against the property of the society.
e. Federation of societies shall prevent economic com^
petition and hostility, avoid over-lapping of juris-
diction, and make possible mutual assistajace among
societies; for non-federated societies, while they
may be co-operative, are not co-operating, and are
not a part of the co-operative movement, national or
international,
f. The ultimate aim shall be to supply such needs of tiie
meiabers as a social organization can supply, especially
to attain to the control of production, to encourage
membership, to progiote other societies, to create nation-
al organizations in every country, and to effect a union
of the societies of the world into an international or-
ganization having the same common purpose.
From its humble Rochdale Weavers' origin stems a world-v/ide consxamer
co-operative movement which nvimbers according to co-operative reports
more than a hundred million members. *
*Based on Peter Warbasse "Co-operative Democracy"

THE PRESENT STATUS 01^' IKE CO-OPERATIVE wiOVEn'iEMT
l/Vorld co-operative associations or societies on January 1, 1936* num-
bered some 1465,200 groups of all kinds with a total membership of
139*550*000, Persons who profess to see a menace in co-operation,
rather than a challenge to business, generally think of the so-called
consumer co-operative. Yet close to 57/^ of all co-operative societies
the world over are agricultural associations, generally of the farmer
or producer type. This type of co-operative accounts for the larger
number of societies in Denmark as will be shown further on.
By far the largest number of co-operative societies is found in Asia,
the Soviet Union having 106,260 societies of all types, and India a
very close second with 106,050. Leaving these two large gtoups out
of consideration, we find that Germany leads (or did lead until recent
orders of the Government put violent end to many groups) with a total
registered number of 63*631 co-operative societies in 193U« Italy
which likewise has suffered recent changes under direct government
orders, was second in 193^ with almost 20,000; then cam© Czechoslovakia
with 17,605; France with 16,515; United States, li+*788; Sweden 12,800;
Switzerland, 11,919; Poland. 11,762; Rumania 10,i463; China 9,9i4S;
Yugoslavia, 8,22?; Denmark, 7,916; Greece, 7,387; Finland, 6,36l|.;
Japan, 5,U32; and the others trailing thereafter in the number of
groups. Great Britain, -wdiere the movement started in I8I4.O, has only
2,963 societies, but these have grown so powerful that they include
not only seven million members, but are doing from 20/i to 30/° of the
business of the nation. Soub estimates place it much higher. Certain
Based on a report of Hector Lazo "The Co-operative Challenge to
iunerican Business" delivered at V/asnington April I936 before tne
Uo-operative Distributors of ^unerica
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it is that the nximber of members in the British consumer co-operatives
alone represents lo/i of the total inhabitants; but if it is as claimed
that these seven million members are heads of families, then it should
represent approximately one-half of the entire population of the British
Isles.
In the United States proper, a total membership of i+.,500,000 in all
types of co-operatives represents only slightly over 3»5% of the na-
tion's population; and of this total, 3,156,000 members are grouped as
members in agricultural (producer and marketing) associations.
The development of the agricultural co-operative has generally preceded
that of other types of co-operatives, principally because the world-
wide need for economic readjustments, to which co-operatives seem to
offer at least one answer, was first manifested in agriculture.
This has been so with certain outstanding exceptions; notably in Czecho-
slovakia, Greece, Poland, and Rumania, where the co-operative credit
association developed to a preponderant degree, in nvimerical importance
at any rate. Credit co-operatives are likewise very important in
various other EiAropean countries. In the United States they outnumber
the cons vim© r co-operatives and form about 13^0 of the total nxmber of
co-operative associations.
It is more difficult to establish a comparative valuation of the volume
of business done by the various types of co-operatives in the different
covmtries. In Denmark, for exennple, producer co-operatives are credit-
ed with having done a total of 1,079*600,000 kroner as contrasted with
a volume of some 273*000,000 kroner ($73* 16i4.,000) done by the consumer
•1
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co-operatives (of v/hich 56^0 was in foodstuffs.) Comparable data of
volume of business done, hovrever, are not available for otner countries
in sufficient detail to be able to establish comparisons. Yugoslavia
co-operatives in 19$U had a total volume of business of 150,000, 000
of which some .#2,000,000 were retail sales of foodstuffs.
H
In Great Britain, where statistical compilations afford a very good
indication of the grov/th of the co-operative movement, we can conti-ast
the growth of the co-operative insurance society, for example, with
assets of approximately ^0,000,000 in I93O and ^97,000,000 in 19^k»
with the wholesale sales of the co-operative wholesale societies of
138,600,000 in 1930 and #38,000,000 in 193U; and contrast both of
these with the productive co-operative societies with a trade output
of just about 4131,000,000 each in I93O and 193i+. The so-called re-
tail societies—v^t^at we generally understand by consumer co-operatives-
showed a growth in total membership from 6,i4.00,000 in I93O to 7,202,000
in 193Uj but sales volume in dollars shows a drop of from |1,086,000,00C
in 1930 to vl, 035, 000, 000 in I93I+. It should be remembered that the
drop in retail commodity prices betv/een the years 1930 to 193U in
Great Britain amovuited to over 17% between those two years considered,
whereas the decrease in the retail cost of foodstuffs amounted to 235^.
By far the greatest share of the total sales by consumer co-operatives
is in foods and products generally grouped together in food and gro-
cery products.
The consumer co-operatives have progressed much fxirther and much more
spectacularly in Europe than they have in America. In Europe both
agriculture and industry had reached a point, long before the 'i/Var,
I
where self-action on the part of the economically-inspired was essen-
tial. In the United States a realization of this same need vras not
had xintil the depression of 1929-3i> set in. with its nyriad of conse-
quences upon all classes of society, but more especially on the fanner
and the industrial worker. In this latter field, the technological
displacement has been so severe, and bids fair to be even more ruthless,
so tiriat in self-protection, the so-called self-help co-operative has
arisen here and there. It has not made great strides, partially be-
cause of its own inherent limitations, and partially because with the
advent of enormous and apparently unlimited Government largess, it be-
came unnecessary for these unemployed and unemployables to do for them-
selves what an over-generous Government T/as willing to do for them.
Conflicts between co-operatives and the profit system:
There is an apparent fear in the minds of maiy in this covmtry, especial
ly in commercial circles, and a tendency to view the expansion of the
co-operative movement with considerable alarm. However, the competi-
tion which a well-ordered, well-gianaged co-operative offers the other
types of producers and distributors is both healthy and desirable.
If a co-operative shows the way to increased service or lessened costs
of either production or distribution, such leadership should be wel-
comed and not viewed with alarmj for increased service on the part of
any other established competitor leads invariably to increased competi-
tion aad better methods. If the consumer as a whole benefits, so does
the society of which that consumer is a part. The opportvinity for
the masses to eai'n the necessary means for purchase must be given, and
in many respects, the co-operative system seems to offer just such a

means. To the extent that it does, therefore, the only confliet there
can be between the two systems is that of varyin^i methods, not of
ultimate goalj which is increased consumption at prices and \mder cir-
cumstances that will make it possible for the greatest number of people
to consume the largest possible number of goods. And if there is any
social benefit in the theory of better distribution of income and pur-
chasing power among a greater number of people, then surely there is
social benefit in the co-operative system that would do just that,*
Based on a report of Hector Lazo "The Co-operative Challenge to
American Business" delivered at iYaexihington April 193^ before the
Co-operative Food Distributors of America,

mRISE AMD DEVELOPivlENT OF CO-OPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL
ORGANIZATION IK EUROPE
Gone it ions in Europe ;
In order to imderstand and appreciate the remarkable agricultural
recovery which Denmark has made, a brief survey of conditions in
the other countries of Europe would seem to be appropriate. The
extent to which agricultural organization, in some or other of its
manifold phases, has been adopted in almost every civilized country
on the face of the glo'te constitutes of the most remarkable of
economical developments, and one that has had considerable bearing
on general social condition*
Conditions naturally vary in all the countries concerned, and no
system of agricultural organization adopted in any one of them
might be suitable for exact reproduction in aaay other country;
but there are main principles which are, nevertheless, capable of
general application. These general principles are invariably de-
termined by what have been called "the urgent exigencies of economic
life"; and in few, if any, countries are such exigencies more urgent
from an agricultural point of view, than in a land like England,
for instance, where there is so great an industrial population to
be fed, and where, at the same time, so active a competition has had
to be faced by home agriculture in providing the needed supplies.
The very fact that Great Britain is the best market for the surplus
produce of other nations has tended to increase the volume of pro-
duce in these countries, and has strengthened their economic posi-
tion, so it is interesting to ascertain what special advantages
have heen secured by the exporting nations from effective organiza-
^1
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tion. Agricultural organization is effecting material changes in
the oircxunstances of many different countries. Of course there is
nothing new in the principle of combination for the purpose of fos-
tering the interests of agrioultxire. Just as the cultivation of
the soil is the oldest of callings, so do we find in the agricultural
industry some of the earliest developments of that "spirit of asso-
ciation" which in this day of societies, leagues, unions and federa-
tions of every class and description, may be considered one of the
characteristics of present-day society.
In France agricultural combinations began in the time of the Romans
and were continued through the mediaeval ages, leading up to the
present widespread form of legal association. Those early combina-
tions were brought about mainly by landowners who Joined together
at different periods for the collective cultivation of their pro-
perties, for mutual defence against drought or inundation, for the
drainage of bogs or sv/ariips, for the organization of mutual insur-
ance, or for the furthering of their general interests by the hold-
ing of exhibitions, by the study of agricultural questions, and so on,
In Portugal the institutions known as the Misericordia, which among
other beneficent purposes, and on the basis of fixed subscriptions,
granted loans to farmers at certain rates of interest, dates back
to li+98j but it was the Celleiros, of which the first was founded
in 1576 that, operated as benevolent institutions, more especially
sought to afford help to small cultivators by advancing them seed
at a fixed rate of interest, to be repaid in kind by the end of
the year.

In Austria associations of agriculturists, consisting mostly of
landowners, began to be formed in the second half of the eighteenth
centiiry with the object of contributing to the progress of agricul-
ture by means of research, instruction, conferences, shows, and
the influencing of legislation.
In the United Kingdom various societies were formed in the eighteenth
century, and since then other bodies have been organized for the
promotion or the protection of farmers' interests in general.
Various types of organization were to be found in the various co\m-
tries, all doing very useful work^ but they had their limitations.
In general they sought to promote the welfare of agriculture rather
than to meet the needs of individual agriculturists. They told or
showed the farmer what to produce, but in the main left him to his
own resources both in raising the ways and means by which he could
act on their guidance, and in disposing of his supplies to advantage
when these were ready for market. These organizations helped the
farmer greatly in the "science" of agricultxire, but very little in
the "business* of agriculture.
Hence there arose the need for ti newer type of organization which
would popularize the agricultural science the older societies were
promoting; open out to the producer greater opportunities for rais-
ing his supplies to advantage; and organize his business for him on
such lines that he would be assured a better return therefrom than
if he were left to his own individual resources. Many different
causes have contributed to the bringing about of this newer move-
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ment, based not only on sound economic, but also on co-operative
principles.
Agricultural Co-operative Credit;
The beginnings of the agricultxxral organization movement of today
cure to be fovind in the initiation in Germany of a system of agricul-
tural credit in the special interest of small producers. In some
quarters, there was a tendency to discourage the idea of cultivators
running into debt for the carrying on of their enterprises in spite
of the fact that farming is a business in which a facility to obtain
capital readily, on reasonable terms, may be still more necessary
than it is in the majority of other businesses,
'(Vhereas the ordinary trader, operating with borrowed money, may
expect to start almost at once with a turnover, the farmer must
prepare his fields, sow his seed, await the processes of Nature in
the growing and the ripening of his crops, gather in the eventual
harvest, and then dispose of it on the market, before he can hope
to secure any return on his investment and his toil; and he must
have the means to defray cost of seed, labor and machinery, to
cover rent, rates and taaes, and to support himself and his faiaily
during the time when the money is all going out and none is coming in.
On the other hand, the small faxmer has always been in a position pf
special disadvantage, as compared with large farmers or traders in
general, in obtaining the often indispensable loans, owing to his
inability to offer what the ordinary banker would regard as adequate
security; and as a result, he has been in all ages and in all lands

the prey of the money lender, who has too often practised upon him
the most shameless usvury, even if he has not taken more drastic
steps. The money lender may have pleaded that he ran greater risk
in lending to the small farmer than in lending to the trader, and
usurers speculated mercilessly on dire need and misery. There were
times when netiher the law nor the administration could protect the
farmer from abuse or mitigate his frightful poverty.
1^
The Raiffesen System t
It was the inaugviration of the Raiffeisen system of rural credit
in Germaaay, where in the middle of the nineteenth century, the money-
lender had become all-powerful in the poorer agricultural districts,
that showed the way out of tne difficulty by which the small culti-
vator was faced. His lack of visible security was met by the forma-
tion of village or local societies whose members became jointly and
severally liable for the repayment of loans which they themselves
granted to men whom, from personal knowledge, they regarded as
worthy of confidence, while the loans were to be applied to speci-
fied purposes of an exclusively reproductive character.
Starting in this small way, the Raiffeisen system xindeirwent various
developments, eventually gave rise to the creation of a net-work
of societies, federations and state or provincial agricultural
credit banks, spread into many different lands, and forms today the
basis on which has been built up much of the systematic organization
of agriculture tnat has become so active a force throughout the
world in general.
The need alike for agricultural credit and for agricultural organ-

iization became greater by reason of the changes in the methods of
production. Great advances were made in agricultural science,
Tnis meant that the farmer must not only have capital with which to
purchase requisites, but there was the further material danger that
if the manufacturers of these requisites were none too honest and
reasonable, and if the middleman dealer passing them on to him were
alike ignorant and unscrupulous, then, left to his ovm resources,
he might have to pay an excessive price for raw materials of inferior
quality, and also eventually gain an inadequate return from his crops.
These results were in fact experienced in Germany almost as soon as
the system of scientific production came into vogue; and the earli-
est measvires adopted to check them took the form of "control" or
"test" stations set up by certain non-trading agricultural organiza-
tions for the purpose of analyzing or otherwise testing the commodi-
ties in question, Tnis arrangement answered when the buyer himself
sent in the wares he had purchased, but was regarded with suspicion
if the middlemen claimed to have nad the tests made before the sale,
Tlihen, therefore, the Raiffeisen banks began to spread in Germany,
the further expedient was resorted to by them of arranging for the
purchase of agricultural necessities by or on behalf of the asso-
ciated farmers through the instrumentality of the rural or agricul-
tural bank, which was thus not only to provide the farmer with credit,
and so keep him out of the hands of the usuper, but also to enable
him to lay out his money to the best advantage. These arrangements,
applied in the first instance mainly to fertilizers, were afterwards
extended to tne improved machinery and the concentrated feeding

mstuffs which agricultural science had likewise introduced in the
interest of better production,
Co-Qperative Purchase ;
Meanwhile the great increase in the demand for all these things had
led to the industrial and commercial interests concerned in their
supply to form "trusts**^ "rings", or "syndicates", with a view to
controlling the output and to keeping up the prices. So there came
still f\irther need for the farmers to coiabine in self defence.
Special societies for joint purchase now began to be formed, as
distinct from what the rural banks had been doing, and in course of
time, the new societies joined together in federations which were in
a better position to deal direct with manufacturers and to obtain
lower terms for affiliated societies by purchasing large quantities,
and by saving intermediate profits, while they could also arrange
for trustworthy analyses, and thus obtain a quality guarantee. All
tnese tnings helped even the small producer both to face the changes
that science had introduced into production and to put his business
of agriculture on a better business footing.
Other Influencing Factors:
The forcing on the producer of tnese various measures became still
more pronounced under the conditions leading to the agricultural
crisis which began to affect ilurope in general when the countries
across the sea were able to send, at low charges for ocean trans-
portation, enormous supplies of wheat to be sold in iiingland at
prices which the European grov/er could not con^ete. The application
of steam to the propulsion of ocean-going vessels brought a complete
m
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transformation in trading relations; the invention of telegraphy
and the laying of ocean cables caused a no less revolutionary
change; and still another change in the situation was effected through
the use of refrigeration processes in the transport of perishable
products from over-seas countries. Since European growers found
themselves unable to con^ete with Americans in supplying wheat to
England, it became necessary for them to turn their attention to
other products instead, and such necessity led to a period of transi-
tion in which alternatives to wheat-growing were widely adopted,
among those alternatives being stock-breeding, the raising of market-
garden produce, fruit culture, and the sale of milk, butter, cheese,
eggs and poultry.
Urban Life ;
Such transition was, in turn, greatly fostered by the altered con-
ditions of urban life. The transformation in the industrial posi-
tion owing to tlie invention of new processes of manufacture, the
setting up of the factory system, and the migration of population
from the rural districts to the towns often discouraged the practice
of the older forms of agriculture at home and opened up still greater
possibilities to the wheat-growers abroad; but the same transforma-
tion had also led to the grouping together of collections of humanity
which could no longer grow their own food supplies on their own
holdings, yet stood in need of commodities besides wheat or bread,
and especially of vegetables, fruit, milk, butter, cheese and bacon.
The furnishing of these other commodities offered scope for the
enterprise and energy of cultivators unable to compete with the

foreign wheat-grower, while the transition in agriculture thus
brought about further meant an increase of opportunity for the
working farmer and the small holder,—especially under conditions
of intensive cultivation—notwithstanding the increasing discourage-
ment for the gentleman, farmer whose broad acres had been devoted in
the past to the production of corn crops.
These newer possibilities of the situation became greater still in
proportion as the industrial and middle classes regarded more and
more in the light of necessities what their forefathers would have
considered luxuries, even if they had in their day been able to
obtain them at allj and, as a result, although foreign competition
caused a shrinkage in the area devoted to wheat, the needs of urban
populations led to an increased demand for other food supplies of
a type that once more widened out the scope for agricultural organ-
ization.
Denmark Organizes for Production :
While these various conditions had been affecting Europe in general,
Denmark was more especially stirred into action by the urgent need,
following the results of her conflict with Prussia, to improve her
economic condition; and this she sought to do by organizing her
agricultural industries on such a basis that she could supply other
countries, and more particularly Great Britain, with the butter,
bacon, and eggs that are now no less needed than wheat, flour, and
bread. Opportunity for agricultural expansion was thus opened
out to Danish producers, who, in the circumstances, could afford
to disregard the competition of wheat from the American continent
or elsewhere.
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DiiNMARK—THE LAND Al'JD THE PEOPLE
Area and Population ;
Measured by its size, Denmark is not much of a country. It is the
smallest of the Soandinaviaji countries, comprising the peninsula
of Jutland €uid the adjacent islands in the Baltic, and some outside
possessions. The peninsula juts out from the western corner of
Genaany, dividing the North Sea from the Baltic, There are three
large and three small islands, besides the province of North
Schleswig which, though absorbed by Prussia in 1861+, was returned
to Denmark following the Great War.
When we speak of Denmark in general, we refer to a country about
twice the size of Massachusetts, less than one-third the size of
the State of New York, and one-fourth the size of the State of
Iowa. Not including North Schleswig, the total area is 15,586
square miles. Perhaps this can be visualized more clearly when
we bring to notice the fact that Texas is big enough to envelop
twenty countries the size of Denmark.
Denmark has a population of about three and a half million inhab-
itants. Of these, roughly, a half live in the country districts
and the other half in the capital and the eighty-five small pro-
vincial towns. The population of the capital. Greater Copenhagen,
in 1955 9hU»100, It is the largest and most important city
on the Baltic Sea and is often referred to as "the little Paris
of the North". The Free Port of Copenhagen is the quickest and
most ine3q)ensive port of call in Northern E\a*ope,
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Fig. 1.—Denmark, lying between the North Sea and the Baltic, comprises an area of
16,608 square milesi, or one-fifth the size of Minnesota. The population density is
196.7 persons per square mile, or Ave and one-half times that of the United States.
Contrary to general opinion, Dsnmark is not to be considered as a
cJountry of farmers with few towns, for the eighty-five provincial
tovras mentioned above sire fair-sized coioimunities, thirteen having
more than fifteen thousand population, and seven having more than
twenty-five thousand. The urban population has been increasing
steadily, having almost doubled in the last fifty years.

Topography:
The west euoA nortliwest coasts of Jutlsuid, which are washed by the
North Sea and the Skagerak, are low and girt by dunes and sand
bars. Behind the dunes are several large lagoons or inclosed
bays, but they are usually too shallow to serve as harbors. The
northern extremity of Jutland is formed by the Skagen, a long,
cxzrved sand spit. The east coast along the Cattegat lies at a
somewhat higher level and is indented by a series of inlets
(fjords) that penetrate deeply into the interior. Between the south
of Jutlaad and the southern extremity of Sweden are Fyn and Zealand,
the largest islands of Denmark, dividing the outlet of the Baltic
into three passages~the Little Belt between Jutland and Fynj the
Great Belt separating Fyn and Zealand; and the Sound between Zea-
land and Sweden. Both islands have an irregular and sandy coast
line.
The surface of Denmark is uniformly low. A ridge of hills crosses
the middle portion of Jutland from the southern frontier to the
Limfjord, of which the highest point, Himmelberg, is near Aarhus,
a little more than five hundred feet. The ridge constitutes the
water parting between the North Sea (which receives the Stor Aa,
the Uonborg Aa, and the Varde Aa), and the Cattegat (which receives
the Guden Aa, the largest river of Denmark, with a length of about
eighty miles). Many lakes, characteristic of glaciated areas,
abound.
Climate;
The climate of Denmark is like that of eastern Scotland, but some-

what warmer in summer and oolder in winter. The mean temperatiire
at Copenhagen is about 60 degrees F, in summer and about 32 degrees
F. in winter. In general, the islands have a warmer climate than
Jutland. In winter, the sound and other channels are sometimes
filled with drifting ice, but the blockade does not continue for
any length of time. Heavy rains are frequent in autumn, and mists
in summer, especially on the West coast of Jutland. The aamual
rainfall ranges from 21 to 27 inches. *
Production t
Much of the land was formerly a bleak waste of sand dunes. Only
the eastern part of the country and the neighboring islands were
considered fit for agriculture. In addition to its poverty in
natural resources, the country was further ia^overished by the
Napoleonic Wars in the early part of the 19th Century. In the
second half of the same centiory, the two provinces of Schleswig
and Holstein were taken by the Gfermans. Practically all of its
commerce was gone. The peasant farmers were in a most pitiful
condition. Yet today this same Denmark is in proportion to its
population, the wealthiest country in Europe, Forty years of
sound agricultural planning and progress have revolutionized the
economic and social life of her people, and she stands today as
the world's foremost agricultural country in the scientific organ-
ization of her produotiDn and marketing.**
Of the total area of Denmark, practically 90% is now productive.
76% is utilized in agriculture. Though a third of the nation's
* New Standard iiincyclopedia
* Bulletin 1266 U.S. Dept. of Agriculture p.l
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i workers are employed in industry, agriculture is still central in
the national economy, because without agriculture Danish economic
life and industry could not exist. For a country which possesses
no natural resources must of necessity purchase raw materials, and
by her export trade, four-fifths of which is agricultural, Denmark
pays in part for the imports of raw and half-finished materials
on which her industry and the eir5)loyment of her J+00,000 industrial
workers depends.
The chief crops grown, with the production in bushels in 1929» ares
wheat, 11,721,000; rye, 10,i4.33,OOOj barley, 51,075,000; oats,
73»855*000# potatoes, 59*589*000. Beet sugar production totaled
15i+,000 metric tons; forage roots, 22,288,000 metric tons; sown
hay, 920,000,000 metric tons. The return on capital invested in
agriculture in 1929 was 6.2/i. The census of live stock in 1929
included 521,000 horses, 5,051,000 cattle, and 5,616,000 swine.*
Commerce
t
Foreign trade was unusually active in 1929* reaching the highest
figures in actual gold vale since 1920. Imports rose to 1,792,000,000
crowns from 1,657*000,000 crowns in the preceding year. Two-thirds
of the gain in exports was acooimted for by increased shipments of
agricultural products. Grain imports decreased markedly due to
record domestic crops, but imports of mineral oils, automobiles,
iron and steel, textiles, and fuel oils showed marked gains.
Germany and Great Britain, with the United States third, were the
leading sources of iiqports; exports went mainly to Great Britain,
* New Standard Encyclopedia
m
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Germany, and Sweden.* An important source of revenue is the mer-
chant marine which carries freight not only for Denmark's ovm
large export and import trade, but serves foreign countries to a
considerable extent, earning thirty to thirty-five million dollars
annually for these services alone. **
Following upon increased prosperity in agriculture and the estab-
lishment of a high standard of living on the farms, a sizable home
demand for manufactured products made itself felt. T^e growth of
Danish industry natvirally followed. And with the need of special
machinery on the farm, such as dairy machines of all kinds, imple-
ments for assembling, processing, and transporting farm products,
cement machinery and the like, the manufacture of Danish machinery
so grew as to supply not only these home requirements but foreign
markets as well, in considerable quantities.
Farm Labor Force :
Two factors in Danish agriculture stand out as basic: that is, the
character of the farm labor force and the nature of the land tenure.
For here we have two elements which go far to explain the essential-
ly democratic natvire of Danish society, their roots reaching far
back into the past, their development not left to chance, but
worked out by intelligent thought over the period of a century.
If we keep in mind the volxime of Denmark' s agricultural production,
the character of the farm labor supply is remarkable. More than
half (55»17o) of all the farm work of Denmark is done by the farmer
and his own immediate family. An additional i\0% is done by
* New Standard Encyclopedia
** Goldmark "Denmark-Democracy in Action" p,2

regularly hired oad boarded help.
Einar Jensen, in his comprehensive analysis of Danish agriculture
says:
"This second figure by itself does not tell the whole
story. It is indeed misleading. Hired and boarded
help does not mean in Denmark what we associate with
the same neime. These workers are not laborers.
They are to a large extent the sons and daughters of
other farmers. They eat at the family table and en-
joy family advantages. They do not have the mental
attitude of laborers at all. On the contrary, they
have ambitions to become independent farmers them-
selves as soon as their apprenticeship is ended."
In other word, they have the mental approach of apprentices to an
occupation which they may legitimately expect themselves to enter.
And the Danish creditfacilities are such as to enable the hired
and boarded help themselves in time to become independent farmers.
Only 6. of all the farm work is left to be done by other regular
or temporary help, such as cattlemen and agricultural laborers.
Obviously, given such an outlook on the part of the overwhelming
proportion of those engaged in farming, comparable to that of the
small business man who owns, or expects to own his own business,
one may reasonably expect to find elements of stability and initia
tive in farm life.
Land Ovraership:
No less integral in Danish agriculture is the nature of the land
tenure, tor the policy of the country from the earliest times
has been to prevent the growth of an agricultural porletariat.
There are, indeed, classes in the Danish farm population with well
Einar Jensen "Danish Agriculture" p.
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defined political tendencies, and the interest of the small holders-
owning farms of less than 25 acres—have been in many respects dif-
ferentiated from those of the medium sized farmers. But there are
no hard and fast lines between the smaller and larger farmers,
"Socially", says Jensen, "there are no real barriers to mobility
between the groups constituting rural society." The former poli-
tical solidarity of farmers and small holders no longer exists.
The latter are a more radical farm group.
In Denmark, farm ownership ancient and long established, has been
not only economically but psychologically determining. Farm owner-
ship goes hand in hand with the national predisposition for educa-
tion, for the co-operative movement, for political democracy.
The People ;
Denmark is one of the most unmixed countries of Kurope so far as
purity of race is concerned. During those centuries after the
fall of Rome when conquering peoples wandered over the face of
Europe, Denmark was untouched by the southern and eastern races,
and remains today of the same ethnic stock as that which peopled
the country before historic times. These are facts to be borne
in mind in understanding the achievements of the country. The
people are easy going and light-hearted; they work hard, have a
wonderful courage and tenacity of purpose, and great political
aptitude, initiative and self-confidence. There is little caste
in Denmark, Birth or wealth coimt for little. Society is open
to talent of any kind. There is little ostentation or display.
The covirt life is single, members of the royal family moving among

the people in a democratic way. This does not mean that the king
is ignored. He is a very democratic-minded and popular monarch,
but the life of the people is so peirvaded with democracy that dis-
play of any kind seems out of place. Hereditary titles are no
longer bestowed by the Coxirt, and the old nobility has ceased to
exercise the political powers which obtain in other monarchical
nations of Europe. The king advises rather than commands in
legislation.
There is generous hospitality and good-nature on the peu^ of the
people. They participate in all kinds of activities, and give
themselves freely to leisurely living, to sports and entertainment.
The art of Denmark is an art of peace and culture, Vilhen in Den-
mark, a visitor gets the impression of wide-spread contentment; of
a feeling on the part of the people that they enjoy all that the
narrow resources of their country will permit; a feeling too that
their government, their schools, and the co-operative agencies
which they themselves control, place the poorest famer, if not
the worker in the city, on a plane of equality, so far as many op-
portunities are concerned, with the rich land owner or with the
city merchant.
Of course it is not to be assumed that Denmark is altogether a
little paradise. The people are not rich in the American estimate
of wealth; there is not an automobile to every five persons. The
wealth and well-being of the country is not to be measured by such
standards. They are to be measured by the comforts, conveniences.

and opportunities Yfhich the majority of the people enjoy. A man
may have a small income, but if he is able to buy cheaply and sell
advantageously, if he is protected from exploitation, if he is
guarded in old age and sickness by insurance, and given an opportunity
to rise by nis own efforts, he may be better off than the man with a
much larger money income in another country.
This is the kind of well-being that the Dane enjoys. Insurance,
credit and other services are organized to serve the average man.
Education is designed to make life fuller and richer. Denmark is
a nation of workers, of producers, and the life of the country is
adjusted with the interest of these classes in view. Multi-mil-
lionaires do not exist. They do not seem to be necessary. The
initiative of the people has been awakened by other rewards than
great wealth. iind it finds ample opportunity to play through the
thousands of co-operative societies, the educational institutions,
and the political activities in which the farmer and the v/orker
taJte an active part.
Democracy in Denmark is far more than a form of government. It is
a people, organized to use the government for the benefit of the
people. It is economic rather than political democracy that dis-
tinguishes this little country from the other countries of the
world.
How Denmark Achieved Her Success :
Much credit for the prosperity of Denmark must be given to her
system of education. This includes the long-term elementary

schools, high schools, circulating; schools from the agricultxiral
colleges and experiment stations, technical schools, traveling
experts, school and state bulletins, folk-fests, meetings to dis-
cuss life's problems and business, educational camp meetings, and
the University of Copenhagen. Education, general and technical,
homoi-,eneity of interest, occupying ownership as distinguished from
absentee ownership, production for export in bulk are the causes
underlying the aptitudes of the Danes for co-operation. No one
appreciates the value of an education more than the Dane, He re-
gards ignorance as a "blasting, blistering, withering otirse" that
makes for backwardness and stagnation.
At the University and the Agricultxiral Colleges, the student comes
to understand the complexity of modern business, and to regard agri-
culture not only as a science of production but as a system of dis-
tribution. He finds that the farmers' business may include the
marketing of crops as well as the growing of them, and that co-opera-
tive marketing is as essential as co-operative production. Having
finished these agricultxiral colleges, Danish students are equipped
to deal intelligently with the problems that they will meet.
Unlike the people of other coxmtries, the Danes do not cease to be
students after they leave college. They never stop learning. Agri-
cultioral bulletins are eagerly read. Farmers' organizations meet
and discuss local and national questions. The people of Denmark
are very close to everything that affects them, close to everything
that goes on. Their close identification with the land contributes
to this. One of the Danish writers tells of this identification.

ill
i
He says J *
"Here on this peaceful spot of the earth has his (;^he fanner's)
family lived for as many years as he can trace. Ever since
the thirteenth century has the church stood where it now
stands... for over 700 years the voice of the bells has called
from the church tower and sounded over the fields and meadows..
On the summit of the hill stands the windmill; its gray hat
and four wings stand out, a beautiful silhouette against the
evening sky, . •
,
"Close by his own home the farmer can see other well built
farms ..He knows maxiy of their inhabitants. From the mo\ind
he can count six or seven church towers.
"llVhat was he like, the old warrior who was buried in this
barrow ages ago?, . .Vfould he know his descendants and approve
of their work? But anyway the farmer knows that he belongs
to a race which through thousands of years has inhabited Den-
mark, cleared the woods, cultivated the soil, and been the
founders of her culture,,,
",.,the deep quiet feeling of belonging to the same family,
the same race of men, who have lived here for more than a
thousand years. This feeling tends to diminish the import-
ance of the individual, but at the same time it places him
as a link in an ever continuing chain. Here, today, on this
spot he has his work and his responsibilities just as some
other day his son will have when his turn comes to take over
the old farm. This is his home,"
The result of the Danish system of education and this large percent-
age of independent farmers has been a highly perfected system of
co-operation. The small farmer realized two things clearly: first,
he must not only make his land produce abundantly by skillful in-
tensive tillage, but, second, he must strive to realize the highest
net income possible from his product. The system of co-operative
selling and co-operative bi;iying as against individual buying and
selling was adopted to bring about this second desired end. It
was not without Duich doubting and shaking of heaxLs, however, that
these ideas gained headway, 1/ilhen the question of establishing co-
operative dairies arose, the older farmers were sure that all who
"Denmark and the Danes" Frederic Howe p,23
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tried it would come to grief. They said the system would check
personal initiative in a "dead level of uniformity", hinder im-
provements in processes, and financially penalize the more energetic
and skilled members for the benefit of the backward and stupid.
Experience has proved that these fears were not well grovmded. The
various sizes of farms--from 1^ to I50 acres, not including a few
large estates—show conclusively that property is by no means so
evenly distributed in Denmark as to destroy personal initiative.
Co-operation does not conduce to a "dead level of uniformity", but
on the contrary, it is constantly elevating the lower classes to a
higher plane of economic well-being. It has inspired hope and
optimism in thousands of peasants' hearts. They are proud to own
the land upon which they live, and it can hardly be said that a
system which so greatly helps farmers to become owners of their
homesteads will destroy personal initiative.
The Danes work together that they may prosper individually. The
effectiveness of each man's effort as a producer is increased when
combined with others; savings result when men group together for
the purpose of buying, and profits result from combined selling.
Thus instead of uniformity of a deadening sort, we find that uni-
formity exists in Denmark only to the extent that nearly all own
their homes. Instead of destroying personal initiative, we find
that only that phase has been destroyed which in other countries
manifests itself in the pernicious practice of one man preying upon
another in an epidemic of individualism; and instead of retarding
the introduction of modern equipments for carrying on industry, the

oo-operators of Demnark have greatly facilitated them,*
Today th© farmers of Denmark sit in her parliament, in a land where
a hundred years ago, around a king whose word was law, stood rank
upon rank of greater and lesser nobles. For fully tiwenty-five
years of that century the farmer has wielded the sceptor. Comfort
and culture and education have come with—have been considered a
part of—the co-operative program that has transformed this land
from sand dunes to prosperity.
Here is a country which, before the depression, had made the most
remarkable agricultural recovery in history; a political democracy
which has maintained itself along lines of its own choosing. To
the assumption that one extreme or the other— Comiminism or Fascism-
is the sole alternative confronting the world, Denmark offers a
stimulating challenge. For during the last fifty years, the Danes
have, within limits, wiped out the so-called vicissitudes of for-
tune. They have checked concentration and wealth, eliminating ex-
treme disparities of income without detriment to economic prosperity,
but to its advantage. They have provided for their people as a
whole th© basic securities on which civilized life must rest. They
have demonstrated the possibilities of social control, without too
far running coxmter to the preference, ingrained in the national
character, for freedom of action.
That Denmark is a small and homogeneous country does not invalidate
its experience for a larger people. It is as a demonstration of
method that the Danish experience is remarkable.
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Early Conditions ;
As mentioned before, Denmark has been an agricultural country from
her earliest history, for even in the days of the old Vikings, the
Dane was a farmer. The soils do not compare in richness with the
feii;ile agricultural regions of the United States. The eastern
section of Jutland and the greater part of the islands are fairly
fertile, but other sections have much light sandy soil. However,
through the means of scientific culture and treatment, and by appli-
cation of barnyard manures, the productivity of the soil has been
greatly increased in the last half century, and since the beginning
of this century, the improvement has rapidly increased owing to the
use of commercial fertilizers.
The old type of agriculture in Denmark was like that of the other
European countries. The period from the middle ages to the begin-
ning of the 19th century was characterized by the menace of increas-
ing leaseholdership and concentration of small farms into the hands
of large estate owners. Vfith this transition came the development
of villenage (Vomedskab), a system of land tenure which intensified
the control which the landowner might exercise over his tenants.
Mot only was the tenant tied to the farm, but his children were
compelled to work the land belonging to the large landowners.
Villeanage was abolished in 1702, but the oppression of the peasant
class was continued by a strict enforcement of feudal bondage
(Stavnbaand) enacted in 1733* ®- ^orm. of compulsory military service

which gave the large landlords the power to recruit their farm
laborers from the peasant class. This growing oppression, whivh
handicapped agricultural as well as national progress, prompted the
emancipation of the peasajits. With bondage abolished in 1788, the
peasants were no longer bound to the large estate holders*
Under the feudal tenure system of the country, the Danish peasants
were grouped in village communities (Landbye), The arable land
was cut into long, narrow strips, a large number of such strips be-
longing to each peasant in the village* Cultivation of these strips
in common was practiced. The new agricultural reform, which marked
the close of the 18th Centuiy, abolished the farming of the ground
in common. The iaid was parceled out into \mits of family-size
farms, and the peasants moved out of the village to liv» on their
own tracts. It is generally acknowledged by authorities that there
is no country in continental Europe where the parceling out and
moving onto the land has been carried out more completely than in
Denmark.
During this agricultural reform period, the Danish government initia-
ted its policy of encouraging farm laborers to become independent
owners of small holdings of sufficient area to provide for the home
and a few acres for cultivation and livestock. This was the be-
ginning of the modern small-holders (Husmand) movement in Denmark.
Land Tenure
«
The success of the rural co-operation depends in a very large measure
upon the terms and conditions of land tenure. Co-operation cannot

iwell succeed in a country where land tenancy predoiainates. Denmark
has eliminated this barrier by means of her land legislation. The
policy of the country has been to prevent the growth of an agricul-
tural proletariat. As already stated, most Danish farms are owned
by .the occupants, and latest statistics show that only about 3/° of
all Danish farms are now leased or helfl by tenants. * (193^)
"From olden times", says the 193^ Government Handbook, "Danish
legislation has taken care to maintain the greatest possible number
of independent farms, while in more recent times there have been
positive efforts towards the establishment of new farms." **
When the feudal system went out, and the peasants moved out of the
villages to live on their own ground, the policy was initiated of
encouraging them to buy their own farms, or more correctly, to pay
money instead of the labor dues formerly required, and thus become
peasant proprietors, able to utilize their full time on their own
farms. The theory was that only free peasants on their own land
could be expected fully to utilize the economic possibilities and
push the technical improvements on the land.
Early legislation (1819) required that in sub-dividing large farm-
steads—old peasant holdings—a reasonable block of ground, varying
in amoxint with the fertility of the soil, be retained with the exist-
ing farm buildings. This restriction applied to about one-third of
the country. But many small farms were created by dividing large
ones, selling off surplus land, etc. During the 19th and the
early 20th centuries, the peasants became small freeholders in ever
Royal Danish, Mnistry for Foreign Affairs: Danish Statistical Dept.
Denmark, I93J4, p. 62
** Goldmark_-l'D-Q^^^^rk; Democracy in Action" p. 8
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greater numbers as shown in the following; table;
Mm
m
Freeholdings with Land
1850 1885 1905 I9I6 :
: above 100 ha. ** 1,878 2,014.1 2,093 1*9^3 »
: from 12 - 100 ha. 67,800 73,000 7i+»600 76,000 :
: under 12 ha. 60,000 80,000 90,000 106,000 t
Below the peasants there had alTvays been the landless cottagers who
lived in the village emd had the right to keep a cow or four sheep
on the common. When the peasants became proprietors, the govern-
ment took steps to give the cottagers a few acres of land so that
they too might be able to provide at least partially for their fami-
lies and not be entirely dependent on what they might earn as labor-
ers. With the increased demand for hired help by the farmers and
on the estates, the number of cottagers increased and in spite of tne
government policy a large ntuaber of farmless laborers gradually came
to exist.
To meet this situation, state aid for the purchase of land was
initiated about 1875 through extension of government credit to
credit associations. But the large estate owners who controlled
the upper house of Parliament at that time endeavored to check the
movement for land distribution by making the size of the holding
so small that the state-aided farmers were obliged to work on the
large estates to make a living. Beginning in 1899 ai^d by later
legislation, the size of these holdings was increased so that the
small holder could support his family on his land and thus become
independent. This became a matter of government policy. The aim
*Goldmark '^Denmark: Democracy in Action" p. 9
** One hectare equals 2.14.7 acres

was not only to benefit the small farmer but also to stem the move-
ment of laborers to the urban districts and to counterbalance a
considerable emigration to the United States,
Terms of loans to Fiuna Purchasers
:
Under the Act of 1899» ^ revolving fund was created to assist farm
purchasers* Administration of the act is highly decentralized*
Local commissioners administer the funds, make the loans and super-
vise investments. Upon satisfying the local committee as to strict-
ly defined personal qualifications, the purchaser can obtain from
the government a loan equal to nine-tenths of the cost of the land
and buildings, but not more than a maximum sum, fixed annually.
During 1953~3U* '^^^ maximum sum advanced towards erecting buildings
was 8,000 kroner (|1760) and toward the cost of acquiring new land
not more than 7»500 kroner. Repayment is arranged for on liberal
terms* Briefly stated, the rate of interest on these long term
loans is i^o annually of the money advanced for purchase of land
euid buildings. During the first five years no amortization pay-
ments are required. Thereafter an additional 1% annually is paid
for amortizing. Since 1921+* part of the building loan is non-
interest bearing.
State Leasehold?
A further step in land legislation in Denmark was enacted just after
the War in 1919» through the effort of the Social Democrats* This
was a new form of proprietorship, through leasing from the state*
The state retains title to the land, the new small holders paying
only rentals, determined by the value of the land which is periodic-

ally re-appraised. This innovation in leasing land was greeted
as "the most radical step yet taken by any country in the promotion
of farm ownership". To obtain land for the state leasholds, two
additional measures provided for acquiring entailed estates and other
partitions of remaining large holdings. The new small farmer holds
the rented land with all the essential rights of an owner. He can
even devise it to his children. If he wishes to sell the leasehold,
the state reserves the right of pre-emption, the owner being compen-
sated for inqprovements.
To aid in making in5)rovements, the state grants loans up to nine-
tenths of the total cost of the buildings. The small holder thus
owns the house and improvements, leasing the land from the state as
landlord. For the house-building loans vmder the 1919 ac^* no in-
stallment payments are required during the first five years. The
rate of interest is h^o. The loan is repaid by annual installments
of 1% of the total loan plus interest. The small owner himself
must have the "necessary" amount of capital for the purchase of live-
stock and working capital.
"Up to 1933 over 20,000 state-subsidiaed small-holdings were estab-
lished, of which about three-quarters were under the 1899 act fiuad
one-quarter under the 1919 act* More recently more than one-half
of the holdings have been established xinder the leasehold statute.
Vihile obviously these state-aided holdings form only a small portion
of the agricultural area, they have served the purpose initiated a
century ago, of preventing the growth of an agricultural 'submerged
tenth'. Under the Act of 1899, between 1920 and 1932, the State

"loans to farmers for new holdings and additions to old ones amount
to 160 million kroner ($55,200,000). Under the Act of 1919* 1^®-
tween 1920 and 1952, land amoiinting in value to 56 million kroner
was disposed of, and about 55 million kroner granted as loans." *
Other acts recently enacted are also designed for the same general
purpose. Thus since I925 no farm can be closed down without the
approval of the Minister of Agriculture. All farms must be main-
tained as independent holdings; no part of the land may be joined
to another farm without the assent of the government. No farm can
be less than three hectares (7.5 acres) of medium quality land ex-
cept with special consent of the Ministry of Agriculture,
Size of Holdings »
Of the approximately 206,000 farms in Denmark having a cultivated
area of not less than one acre, only i^OO are of 600 acres or over.
About 1000 farms i,i^o) are between 5OO and 600 acres. These large
farms are survivals of old feudal estates. They are worked not by
tenants but by hired agricultural laborers. Another coiq)aratively
small group of Ii-OOO farms (2%) run from I50 to 5OO acres. These
farms as a rule are run by their owners who do not, however, do
much manual work themselves.
The medium sized farms run from 25 to lI|B acres. They represent
the old peasant holdings. It was the owners of these farms who set
the pattern of Danish farm life from the '70' s on, going into poli-
tics to formulate and to legislate for Danish rviral needs, building
up the widely ramified co-operative movements, taking the lead in

the eduoational ivorld of the folk high schools and the agricultural
schools. About one-quarter of the medium sized farms run from 25
to 37 acres, roughly a half from 37 "to Jb, acres, and less than a
quarter from 75 "to li i6 acres. Wcixle the medium sized farms cover
more acreage, that is about 65>o of the total farm area, they are
outnumbered by the small holdings. For of the total 206,000 farms,
I4u^% ar® medivua sized; 52«9?^ are small.
Thus more than half of all Danish farms are tander 25 acres; a third,
'^2,6%, are under 12 acres; 20/^> are luider 8 acres. This group thus
ranges from holdings able to provide a good family living, to farms
yielding partial subsistence, supplemented by work for hire or at
some other occupation on the part of the ovmer. The type of farm-
ing done on these small farms is especially adapted to their size.
Distribution of Far^i Area by Size of Farm: 1919*
Size of Farm ; Number of Farms t Area
! Total for Per t Acres Per
Group Cent : Cent
1- k. acres
' 16,135 7.8
t
I 1^7,227 0.5
k' 8 27,756 13.5 t 179,582 1.9
8- 12 J1 23,365 11.3 •• 260, 73U 2.8
12- 25 ! 14.889 20.3 •• 850,321 9.0
25- 37 ! 25,U9U I2,k : 903.721 9.6
37- 7U U3*36U 21.1 •• 2,700,571 28,6
! 22,552 11.0 •• 2,627,092 27.8
m-29b i 4,039 2.0 •• 956,83U 10.1
296-593 ! 916 o.k • 1+57,707 1^.9
593 over f U19 0.2 ••
•
iil|9,i|68 1;.8
I 205,929 100.0 • 9,11-33,257 100.0
: :
* Abridged frogi Jensen Chap. IV.

utilization According to Size of Holdings :
VJhile intensive animal husbajidry is the national industry and calls
for the same general set-up, yet the uses of land, labor and equip-
ment have been carefully adjusted to the different type, and especial-
ly to the different size, of farms. Thus the kind and simount of
crops raised and the kind emd number of livestock kept shows marked
variation. So, too, the most important factor in production, the
human labor force, varies with the size of the holding.
In all Danish husbandry, irrespective of the size of holdings, cer-
tain crops are needed, such as root crops for winter feeding of cat-
tle, other forage crops to be fed green in lieu of pasture; grains
and concentrates. Root crops are of prime importance, for through
winter dairying, Denmark has made a unique contribution to the ex-
port butter trade—a tmiformly stable supply of butter without
seasonal variations. The Danes found that utilization of root crops
is dependent on the use of imported concentrated, proteinaceous feed-
ing stuffs such as oil cake and wheat bran. This was clearly de-
monstrated during the Viiorld Vifar. VVhen in 1917-18 all iii5>ortation
of these products ceased, the result was a drop of ^O^o in milk pro-
duction. "From the small beginning in about 1880, the importation
of feeding stuffs in 1913 amounted to more than three billion pounds
of oil cakes, bran, maize, and other grains for feeding purposes"
it is reported in the bulletin of the United States Department of
Agriculture issued in 192i+ on Danish agriculture.* Today 70 - Q0%
of the fodder (feed-xmits) consumed by Danish cows is grown on
Danish soil; the reamining 20 - JO/'* consists of concentrates pur-
*U,S. Dept. of Agriculture Bulletin -^1266
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chased abroad.
Now on the small holdings which form so large a proportion of all
Danish farms {33fo)» ^.11 these needed crops cannot be home grown,
"Which shall be chosen? Naturally, on small farms, the family labor
force is much larger proportionately to acreage than on large farms.
Hence the most effective utilization of the small farm, keeping in
mind its labor force, is to grow crops needing intensive labor and
giving high yields. Such are the root crops as compared to cereals.
By devoting a large acreage to root crops, the small farmers can
provide winter feed for a dairy herd larger, in proportiom to lend,
that that of any other size farm. Moreover, with the large dairy
herds per vaiit of land on the small farms, the large amount of
skimmed milk retiorned to the farm from butter making, enables these
small holdings to keep also more hogs per acre than larger farms.
The abundance of skim milk is an important factor in keeping milk-
fed hogs.
Jensen points out that the characteristic utilization of land on
small farms, in comparison with larger ones, is to have almost the
seme percentage of land in grains, but much larger root crop areas,
slightly larger pastures, and less land devoted to miscellaneous
crops. Owing to the larger amount of livestock and more intensive
cultivation on the small farm, the return to the farmer for his work
does not decrease in the same proportion as the size of the farm.
The small holdings draw on other land besides their own.
The mediiim sized farmers and small holders have separate agricul-
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tiiral societies. In 1935 there were 137 fanners' associations with
105,000 members and 1,250 small holders' associations with about
81,000 meiriberB. These societies are organized into various provin-
cial and two national associations. Their comprehensive work for
the promotion of animal husbandry and plant cultivation, through
research, local farm advisors, livestock shows, etc., is aided by
*
government grants.
Agricultural Exports;
One of the smallest of nations, Denmark ranks among the first in
agricultural exporting. The reason is foxmd in co-operation.
It has been the foundation stone upon which Denmark's constitutional
kingdom has been built~co-operation between citizen and citizen,
and between citizen and government, Herein lies the answer to the
phenomenon of so small a country being a leader in world agriculture
and dairying. Interesting in this connection is trie fact that
only one-third of the workers are in agricultural dairying and stock-
raising pursuits, and this one-third of the population produces 80%
of the total exports of Denmark, The agricultural minority is
indeed a potent minority.
1
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The three leading agricultural exports —butter, bacon and eggs-
are consumed chiefly in Great Britain, although Denmark supplies
dairy products to Germany and other countries in Europe as well.
Denmark produces one-third of the world's total exports of butter
and one-half of all the imported hams in the world, which is not so
bad for a country whose total population is less than that of any
*Based on Goldmark "Democracy in Denmark"
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of the six largest cities on earth. Ranking next in order to the
dairy exports, the comparatively large surplus of cattle, meats, and
horses in pre-war years found their chief outlet in Gennany, The
Danish seed industry also supplies a large surplus of field and gar-
den seeds which are exported to many countries, including large
quantities each year to the United States.
The development of the agricultural industry of Denmark is shown
by the fact that the value of her exported agricultural products
nov; constitutes approximately nine-tenths of the value of her total
exports. Goldmark says:
"In I95U Denmark led the world in butter export, supplying
2Qfo of the total world butter trade. It also reported
more bacon than any other country. Indeed, at the peak
of 1931* when production was at its highest, Danish bacon
exports exceeded by more than IiD/^ the bacon export of all
other covmtries combined. In crude figures this meant
for instance in 19^1, the production of 195 million kg,
of butter, bacon made from over 7 million hogs, etc. The
volume of these figures speaks for itself,"
Denmark's geographical situation between the densely populated in-
dustrial countries. Great Britain and Germany, was an iji5)ortant
factor in this development, as both of these coxwitries furnish large
modern markets where finished agricultural foodstuffs are in great
demand* During the past few years, Denmark has naturally suffered
acutely from the world depression. Indeed for a country whose
economic life is wholly dependent upon its world trade, it might well
have been expected to succumb, Hot only did it suffer from the
natural retrenchments of its customers, but it has had to contend
also with the special trade contraction of its largest purchaser.
Great Britain, By the terms of the Ottawa Conference, and in order
Goldmark "Democracy in Denmark" p. int. vi
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to stimulate its own domestic industries. Great Britain has sharply
reduced its quota of Danish agricultural products. Hence Denmark
has had to devise ways and means of meeting economic difficulties
even greater than those which have fallen to the lot of covmtries
less dependent on external conditions, wholly beyond their control.
But Denmark has not succumbed, and if she were not economically de-
pendent on the products of other lands, her position would now be
good, "As it is", says Goldmark, "the degree of improvement
acnieved since the low point of 1932 and which continues to rise,
gives promise of complete recovery in the not distant future,"
Denmark's Agricultural Success *
Without under-rating the in^ortance of state subsidies, it may be
said that the quantitative and qualitative advance of agricultural
production is due in large measure to the activity of the farmers'
own associations—the Co-operative Movement, so called, which has
proved especially popular in Denmark, Though the movement is but
fifty years old, 185,000 of the 200,000 farmers in Denmark are
members of the co-operatives. They are thoroughly sold on this
system of organization for their peculiar type of economical set-up.
Before describing the origin of the Co-operative Movement in Den-
mark, its principles, and its wide ramifications, a general svirvey
and vuaderstanding of the co-operative movement as a whole may be
found interesting.
Goldmark "Democracy in Denmark" p. int. ix
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HOVll THE CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT CAME ABOUT
in
DElfwlARK
Origin of tae kovement
:
The wonderful system of co-operation in Danish agriculture, in its
present highly developed form, embraces almost every branch of agri-
culture and agricultural industry, and has its ramifications in
practically every parish in Denmark, It has built up an organiza-
tion so complete that all the threads converge to one point from
which the joint action of the whole system is in a certain measure
controlled. The co-operative movement in Danish agriculture was
not started by a circle of philanthropists or even by the landlords
for the purpose of benefiting the practical farmers. It has grown
up locally and gradually among the peasants in the villages, and
takes its roots in the feeling of solidarity and a sense of the
benefits of mutual help among the peasants which can be traced to
remote centuries.
The date of the foundation of the agricultural co-operative movement
in Denmark cannot, therefore, be given as it can in some countries
where it owes its inception to the action of a single man or a
committee, AtteBipts to introduce co-operation in Denmark, fostered
by philanthropists, were made in the last centxiry, between I85O and
1860, but they aimed at helping the industrial workers in the towns
and chieved but very little success. But the peasants, with their
experience of mutual help within the village communities, eagerly
took up the idea of co-operative supply stores on the Rochdale
system which the town workers were unable to maintain when these
I
stores were introduced for their benefit in 1866.
Improvement of Agricultural Conditions ;
It is characteristic of Danish agricultural co-operation during the
latter half of the last century that it aimed almost exclusively
at improving agriculture or agricultural industry. As left by
the Napoleonic Wars, Denmark was bvrb little more than the wreck of
a country, and even at the beginning of the last century, the
manufacture of butter was only of secondary importance, the cows
being inferior, the yield of milk small, and the butter, made in
ill-equipped dairies, very indifferent in quality.
Although some efforts were made to place the industry on a rational
and scientific basis, nothing came of it because of the disastrous
war with Prussia and Austria, as the result of which Denmark lost
two of the fairest and most fertile of her provinces, and vras thus
reduced to the narrow limits of the islands and Jutland. Oven of
this area, a substantial portion consisted of moor, marsh and dune
land, fit apparently for nothing but the wind and the storms to
blow over. On the top of all this came the fall in the price of
corn which had hitherto been the staple product of Denmark, but the
cultivation of which was found to be no longer remunerative.
Reduced to the proportions of a dwarf, Denmark fought against ad-
versity with the courage of a giant j and, crippled though she was,
she not only regained her strength, but became a power in the com-
mercial world with which other nations have had seriously to reckon.
Reclamation of the Land:
One of the first things done was to secure such compensation as was
possible for the loss of Schleswig-Holstein by reclaiming and bring-

ing under cultivation the aforesaid moor, marsh and dune land, of
which the surface of Jutland then so largely consisted. In the days
of ancient history, there were extensive forests in this part of
Denmark, with good pastures which, together with the abundant crops
of acorns, ai'forded ample food for the swine that were kept there.
But in the course of centuries the trees gave way to brushwood, the
brushwood was succeeded by heaths, the pastures disappeared, and a
previously fertile district became little better than a desert waste,
where, even so late as I85O, one could wander for hoxirs without see-
ing a single human habitation* At the time, the extent of these
Danish "landes" represented a total of over ^,000 square miles, and
the conditions were but very little iii5)roved, if at all, in 1866
when, following on the war, one of the most practical of Danish
pai?riots. Colonel Dalgas, started the Danish Heath Society, with
the idea of bringing the area in question under cultivation*
Roads were made, irrigation schemes were carried out, colonies were
established, railways were constructed, and plantations were ar-
ranged, the final outcome of the society's work being that 25<000
acres of sandy land had been converted into productive soil; 75*000
acres planted with conifers j two experimental stations established,
and J4.OO demonstration fields organized in all pajrts of the country
where heath land was found.
Development of tae Dairy Industry ;
It was, of course, in the development of the dairy industry that
the Danes mainly found the means of recovering from the crisis which
had overtaken their economic, and especially their agricultural,
conditions; but this relief was secured only as the result of pro-
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longed experiment and much patient effort. Originally the butter
exported from Denmark came from what were little more than blending
mills, the sapplies produced by the individual farmers, and repre-
senting a variety of qualities and different degrees of freshness,
being bought up and mixed together with results that were not always
satisfactory to the purchaser, while the expense to which each
farmer was put in producing his own particular lot of butter left,
as a rule, a very small margin of profit.
Then there was adopted the system of creameries to which the farmers
would take their cream only. This represented a distinct advance,
as it effected a saving alike of time and of cost to the farmer; but
the greatest degree of progress began with the perfection of the
centrifugal cream separator, which left the farmer to do no more than
send his milk to the butter factoiy, where the cream was taken from
it, by the separator, and the skim milk given back to him for the
feeding of his pigs.
In other ways, besides, the researches of a number of leanied pro-
fessors had placed the working of the industry on a more scientific
basis, thus facilitating operations, reducing expenses, and allowing
of far better and much more profitable results being obtained than
had been the case before. Then, also, the spread of an extremely
practical scheme of national education, and especially agricultural
education, had prepared the people to take advantage of the coming
transformation; while the system of land tenure in Denmark, which
had done so much to encourage both the creation of agricultural
freeholders and the increase of small holdings, had further strengths
1^11
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ened the power of the agricultural coinmunity to benefit from the
opportunities opening out to them.
Philosophy of Bishop Gruntvig ;
It was Bishop Gruntvig who realized the seriousness of Denmark's
status in the '80' s of the last century; it was he who made it clear
to tne Danish farmers that if they were to be saved, they would have
to save themselves. He preached to them that "nature's gifts were
always present, but that it took man's ingenuity to make them avail-
able for jise ; that the tools of man were science, intelligence,
teamwork and industry," With this social philosophy, it is no
wonder that Grxindtvig became the father of the Folk High Schools
or People's Colleges, which have played so important a role in
the transformation of Denmark. These are schools for adults, the
ages of the students ranging between eighteen and twenty-five.
The winter session of five months is attended by men, while the
Slammer session of about three months is attended by women. The
schools teach the advantages of teamwork as against the old individu-
alism of tne countryside, and seek to integrate culture with work
and living. The schools send the young country people back to the
farms with a desire to be better farmers, teaching them that it is
not so much what a person does as how he does it that counts.
They teach that culture comes from a trained understanding of nature'
processes on the farm —that this culture is just as real as that
which comes from studying the classics.
Science Applied to Agriculture ;
The first step in the reconstruction of the Danish farmer was the
clear recognition that the old order had to go. He had to work out
an entirely different kind of agriculture on the worn-out land.

So he adjusted himself to the situation, buying cheap corn and
cotton seed froia America and converting it into banish butter and
bacon. Shipload upon shipload of feed was sent from America to
L»eniaark; the fertility of corn and cotton fields of America was
literally transferred to the soil of I;enmark,
Before 1881 the i^anish farmer was an individualist, each peasant
making his own butter and selling it as best he could. But with
the changing conditions, and especially with the influence of the
folk schools, plant growing and conservation of the soil became
objects of affectionate interest. Science so applied to agricul-
ture, husbandry, the improvement of herds, became a national hobby.
The immediate and most striking outcome of these various conditions
was a resort to co-operative dairies, so that the agricultural
classes could get a maximxam of possible benefit for themselves.
The first co-operative dairy wasopened in Vvest Jutland in 1882.
Others followed, and to such an extent has the movement spread that
today a co-operative dairy is to be found in almost every parish.
Development of Bacon Industry >
Tne dairy business naturally led to hog-raising which brought on
the bacon industry and led to co-operative slaughter-houses. The
first co-operative slaughter-house was organized in 1887« In 1932
there were fifty-eight such plants with a turnover of 379 million
kroner, representing 81% of the total of 7, 8^40,999 pigs slaughtered
at the bacon factories. Today there is a slaughter-house within
easy reach of every farmer so the cost of transportation and market-
ing is reduced to a minimum. The average cost of these plants is
^85*000 and are operated by experts. They save the farmer the
1l
process in(2 profit of this industry and the cost to the consumer is
thereby cut down,*
Some of the co-operative meat packing houses have taken up the sale
of eggs as a part of their business, organizing it as a separate
co-operative society with local egg-collecting centers OtheiTvise
the co-operative movement in this respect is concentrated in the
Danish Co-operative Export Egg Society which has branches throughout
the country.
Co-operative kethods :
There are co-operative selling organizations, and the Danish farmers
are almost as self-contained as the American packing syndicate. The
co-operative creameries have federated into eleven butter export
societies. The products of the slaughter-house are sold in England
througjh the Co-operative Danish Bacon Society of London, Through
such co-operatives the individual farmer, however small, is provided
with the best possible facilities for marketing.
Not only do the Danes produce and market co-operatively; they also
buy co-operatively. In 1931 there were 1825 consumers' societies
numbering 351*00^ members with an annual turnover of 13i+, 700,000
kroner. These societies began in the country but are now rapidly
spreading to the cities. *
Co-operation has been the chief factor in enabling the Danish farmer
to capture euid hold the British, and to a lesser degree, the German
market for butter, eggs, and bacon, and to set a standard for qual-
ity and unifomiity and steadiness of supply which is the envy of
other countries, Iflhile retaining individualism in productions,
*Osterii,ard "uo-operative Denmark" Christian Century Vol 52 1935 pl655

co-operation has given the fanner the advantage of large-scale
machinery in dairies and slaughter-houses, and then by mutual agree-
ment among the many units are able to adapt and limit quickly through
production to the changing needs of the market, which needs they
must carefully study and meet,
Tnus step by step the i^anish peasant has raised his financial and
cultural standing. Beginning with the processing of his farm pro-
ducts, he gradually extended his activities to cover all his needs
lontil today he, with his fellows, affect and in many cases, control
their economic, cultural and social life, and have made little
Denmark a model for all the world.
Fig. 5.
—
a moilein Danish fainistead.
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DKWl^iARK' S
DEMOCRAT I C OROAW IZAT ION
I'he organizations in Denmark which have "brought co-operative fame
and prosperity to this little state, and v/hich include a total member-
ship of one and a half million, have been built up entirely on the
voluntary principle without state aid in either legislation or finance.
Credit societies, it is true, were created by special legislation as
early as I85O, and both because of the natxire of these societies and
the comparative freedom of the Danish farmer from the need of much
assistajice, the movement for credit co-operation has not gained as
much headway as other co-operatives. The movement proper is of
agricultural origin, but of separate initiative in its two main
branches, the consumers' societies dating from 1866 and the producers'
societies from 1882.
First Co-operative Store *
The first co-operative store founded under the leadership of Christian
Sonne was inspired by the Rochdale moveiBent, It was not till I9OO,
however, that town workers entered the field, and even at the present
time only aboirt 80^ of the 1821+ stores are urban. Practically all
of these societies, with a membership of about 335*900 in 1933
founded on unlimited liability and are federated for trade and other
purposes with their own wholesale societies, having a turnover in
that year of more than 1+02,600,000 kroner.
Producers' .diovement
The producers' movement began \mder the leadership of Stiller Anderson
with an organization of dairies of which there are 114.02 (in 1933)*
Co-operative bacon factories established in 188? were the first to
enter the field of co-operative sale as well as production. In 1933
Encyclopedia of Social Sciences
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there were 60 co-operative bacon factories, with a membership of
about 180,000, doing a turnover business of more than 14.70,000,000
kroner. In 1925 butter export associations also entered the market-
ing field. Subsequently tae export of eggs and the import of seed,
feed and manures were undertaken by special co-operative orgstnizations.
In addition there are societies for so many specie.l purposes that all
the needs of the Danish agriculturist are provided for by co-operative
organizations.
Significant Statistics ; *
A table compiled for 1935 shows that there ?/ere 2169 societies for
production and sale with a meinbership of i+^l^ll+l, doing a tvirnover
business of 1,079*600 kroner. The societies for agricultural pur-
chasing in the same year shows a total number of 28142, with a member-
ship of 152,875* doing a turnover business of 122,600,000 kroner.
In addition there were other co-operatives doing business of more than
10,000,000 kroner. The grand total of all co-operative societies
for 1953 shows 6860 societies with a membership of 1,669*862, and
doing a txirnover business of 1,615,600,000 kroner.
i\iational I'ederat ions :
The intricate regional and commodity federations or societies of the
agricultvu'al movement are comprised in 17 national federations of
national scope. The national organizations are themselves members
of the Federation of Danish Co-operative Societies which is concerned
not with commercial dealings, but with methods of organization and
with information service. No affiliation fees are paid to the federa-
tion as the income from its weekly paper "Andelsbladet" is sufficient
to cover the expenses of the secretariat. The fxmctions of this
secretariat are of an informational rather than propagandist character.
* "Denrriark-Agriculture" The Danish Agricultural Council I936

In fact, little propaji^anda or theorization is necessary for the whole
movement is securely founded upon the hi^ educational level of the
countryside, which has been brought about through the agency of the
folk high schools* Various national organizations are affiliated
with the International Go-operative Alliance.
Koonoraic Set-up t
So through their co-operative societies and through their government,
the Lanes have turned the major economic forces of the nation, such
as credit,transportation and marketing, from agencies of profit into
instruments of service. They have passed legislation to break up
large estates and have encouraged the establishment of small ones.
They have made it possible for industrious laborers to borrow for
long terms at low interest from the public funds, up to 90% of the
value of the small farm, including animals and machinery. As a re-
sult of legislation which prohibted the concentration of large agri-
cultural holdings, and which encourages individual ov/nership of small
farms, ^T/o of all farmers own the land they operate. Denmark is an
example of what a country can be made by wise statesmanship on the
one hand and agressive assertion of scientific principles and of
human rights on the other, Denmark found its leadership in the
neglected farmer. The co-operatives have developed a new morality
in which the spirit approximates the ideal of "All for each, and
each for all,"
In Denmark there is no great wealth and no poverty. The economic
set-up is such that it is practically impossible to aiaass great
wealth because the bulk of the profits are turned back to the pro-
ducers. As economic power generally carries with it political power.

the farmers and laborers of Denmark are the ruling classes in Denmark,
i'hese "common people", (and that includes the vast majority of Danes),
have gradually made up their minds to control the conditions of living,
*
As Air. Ostergard sayss "The Danes would no more consider trading
their co-operative industries than Americans would tolerate selling
their city parks and public schools," The economic importance of
the co-operative movement as related to the processing and marketing
of farm products may be seen from the following figures for the
year 1933»**
Extent of the Co-operative Movement ;
Co-operative Dairies dealt with ^% of all milk supplied
by all dairies,
i+T*!/" of the total butter export took place through the
Co-operative Butter Export Associations
8l4;;'o of all killings in Export Slaughter-houses were done
in Go-operative Bacon i^'actories
The Danish Go-operative Egg Export and the Co-operative
Bacon factories dealt with 25«1;<> of the total egg exports
Of the export of meat and cattle, 39»5?'* were managed by
the Co-operative Cattle Export Societies
6T,h^o of the total net import of feeding stuffs took place
through the Co-operative Societies for the purchase of
feeding stuffs.
The Danish Co-operative Fertilizer Society dealt wita ^°/o
of the total trade in artificial manures,
yiflaen it is considered that these co-operatives are in continuous
session; t^at they involve frequent meetings; that they stre carried
on by farmers and are watched over and taken part in by the people
themselves, we can begin to realize the extent to which co-operatives
dominate the life of the little Danish nation,
Ostergard "Co-operative Denmark" Christian Century Vol 52 p,l656
for year 1935
* Danish Bulletin #1266 Dept. of Agriculture
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There are several factors which stand out pre-eminently in the
Danish co-operative movement—the abolition of the middleman, the
democratic nature of the management; the wide diffusion of profits;
the educational effects. Through the co-operatives, the Danish
farmer has almost completely done away with the middleman, a revolu-
tionary change in modern agriculture.
The extent to which the co-operative movement is woven into the life
of the average farmer is shovm by the following figures for 1932 J *
Local iviember-
Co-operative Dairies
Go-operative Bacon Factories
Egg Collecting Centers
Cattle Exporting Societies
Feeding Stuff Societies
Societies ship
1,588 189,000
61
700
15
1,368
Co-operative Fertilizer Societies 1,14-12
170,000
i+5,000
1U,000
83,000
57,000
Kroner
Turnover
i|65,000,000
379,000,000
13,500,000
5,000,000
106,000,000
15,000,000
983,500,000
In 1923 8UI official inquiry was made which shov/ed the part played
in agriculture by various co-operatives, with the percentages of
agricultural holdings connected with different undertakings and
the number of cattle, pigs, or poultry involvedi^ as follows:
Co-operative Dairies
Co-operative Bacon Factories
Local Egg-collecting Centers
Cattle Export Societies
Feeding Stuff Societies
Co-operative Fertilizer Societies
Percentage
of total
number of
farms
%
90
70
22
11
31
2h
Percentage
of total
livestock,
etc.
/°
86 ( cows
)
75 (pigs)
26 (poultry)
18 (cattle)
33 (cows)
29 (area)
These include the major forms of producers' co-operatives. Through
them upwards of 200,000 farm familes perform the functions of entre-
Tirs—7o--i5perative Y^ay" p. 71-72
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preneur for themselves, not through state socialism, but through
voluntaxy organizations differing only in motive from the purely
private corporation.
They themselves produce and sell their butter, cheese, and other
dairy products; they o"wn their oiwn slaughter-houses situated near
their ovm farms; they kill and sell their own cattle and hogs; col-
lect their own eggs, grade them, standardize them, and distribute
them to the domestic and foreign market. Through the co-operatives
they buy their own fertilizer, feed, and cement. The fanaers func-
tion through their local societies, a separate society for each com-
modity or undertaking, wnich are in turn combined in a nvimber of
regional federations, and these again joined together in national
organization,
Distribution of the Consumer's Dollar:
According to eui article in the "Christian Century" (December 25,
1935)* the distribution of the consumers' dollar in Denmark is
almost exactly the reverse of its distribution in America, for it
is stated that out of the dollar spent by the consumer for ten
foods in the United States in 193^* 3^*39^ went to the farmer, and
61,5^ went to the distributors and processors, whereas it appears
from the Danish Statistical Yearbook (193U) that the consumer's
dollar of the Danes in 1933 """^s distributed 63»U^ to the farmer and
36.6^ to the distributors and processors. Naturally when the
Danish farmer is his own processor and distributor, his gains are
larger than would otherwise be the case, and this is an important
factor in explaining the high standard of living and income. Great
as these gains are, they are but secondary to the gains which have
mi

come from the independence of the farmer and his control of his
industry in all of its relations with the outside world. This,
with the improvement in the quality of the product, the adoption
of hifch grades and standards, the pride which the Danish farmer
takes in the perfection of his activities, are of greater value
than the piirely economic savings which are involved.
Turnover ;
Here are a few significant facts presented by Goldrnark in her book
on Danish Democracy for 193^
s
"The turnover of the co-operative Danish packing plants if
oteer 180,000,000 a year. Of the 85 packing plants in Den-
mark, 62 are co-operative, widely distributed throughout
the country, locally accessible. In these plants in 19^2*
more than seven million hogs were handled. The Danish
bacon commands the markets of the world for quality,
"The private dairies in Denmark now nvimber only about 33^
as compared with IJ4O2 co-operative dairies which assemble
and process approximately 9O/0 of the total irdlk production
of the country. The eleven butter export co-operatives
carry on U.T/0 of the butter business and have an annual
turnover of $28,000,000."
Hughes says that the co-operatives for feeding stuffs conduct over
bT/o of the business in this field; the fertilizer societies provide
30 - U07o of the fertilizer usedj the co-operative seed associations
have the largest seed business in Scandinavia and handle about J4.O/0
of the seed industry in Denmark.**
uoldmark says ftirther: "In 1928, when the co-operative dairies
numbered 1^62, they turned over |;liji4-»000,000. Their packing busi-
ness added another i;10U,000,000 and their eggs |2, 500,000." ***
Goldmark "Democracy in Danmark" p. 35
* Hughes "Co-operation Here and Abroad"
** Goldmark "Democracy in Demnark" p. 34

Agricultural Cooperation in Denmark—Number of Associations and Volume uf Business,
1S66-1920.
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P ig. o.—This chart does not include the Danish, Cooperative Bank, who.se volume of
business was 10,500.000,000 kroner in 1920.

PRINCIPLES OBSERVED IN DANISH CO-OPERATION
Business Organization :
Certain forms in organization and operation and certain legal aspects
are coinraon throughout all branches of Danish co-operation. The
system is a business organization built on a sound economic founda-
tion, developed independently of all state, political, religious,
and social-class points of view. Co-operative organizations in
Denmark have never received financial aid from the state government
except in the case of co-operative breeding associations for live-
stock improvement. This means that the co-operatives always meet
on the ground of common economic interests. The movement rests on
an intelligent membership, possessing a rational understanding as
to the meaning, responsibilities, and value of co-operation. The
Danish rural educational system makes possible this high standard
of education among the rural population.
As a rule, no co-operative association is formed vmtil a sufficient
amount of patronage is insured to enable the association to operate
in an economical and efficient way. No effort, however, is made to
control a major part of the production unless this amoiont is necessary
to insure the proper vol\uae for efficiency and economy. In other
words, efficiency and not monopoly is the goal.
Legal Aspects; There are no statutes in Denmark providing for the
formation of co-operative associations. These organizations are un-
incorporated, voluntary associations, formed in accordance with what
may be called common-law principles. Each has certain papers which
state its purposes and define the method of operation and the rights

and liabilities of the members . These papers are analogous to the
constitution and by-lavifs of an incorporated association operating
in the United States , ejnd they constitute contracts or agreements
betvireen the association ajid its members, and betv/een the various
members, which are enforceable in the courts.
Liability of Members;
The liability of the members of one of these associations for its
debts may be likened to the liability of partners in this country
for the debts of the partnership. The members are called upon to
pay such debts only in the event that the association fails to meet
them, and in practice this rarely occurs. The niimber of associations
in Denmark that fail is small. The liability of members of such an
association for its debts presents a strong contrast to the situation
which normally exists in the United States of non-liability on the
part of the members of an incorporated co-operated association for
its debts. In the United States, as in Denmark, the members of an
unincorporated association are usually held liable for its debts.
In the case of creameries and local purchasing associations, the lia-
bility of each member for the debts of the association is tmlimitedj
that is to say, a creditor of the association, in the event that he
failed to obtain payment therefrom, could recover the entire araount
from a particular member. As betv/een the members of an association,
an equitable contribution in such an event could be required from
each member. A number of co-operative creameries or other local
commodity associations frequently dispose of their products through a
sales organization. In such cases the liability of each of the cream-
eries or other local commodity association, for the debts of the

sales organization, is limited to a certain fixed amount. In some
instances, the extent of the liability of the individual member of
an association depends upon the extent of his patrona^-e. The greater
his patronage, the greater his liability.
Board of Arbitration: According to the constitution and by-laws
of most Danish co-operative associations, all disputes and disagree-
ments arising between individual members and the local association,
and betv/een the local association and the central association, are
settled by a board of arbitration formed by the association and can i^ol'^':
be talcen into the courts of the country, but claims by third persons
against an association may be settled in the courts.
The constitution and by-lav-'S which are signed by the individual mem-
bers in the co-operative bacon-factory associations and the co-opera-
tive purchasing associations for buying feed stuffs and fertilizers,
specify that all disputes, disagreements ecnd differences, except debts j
that may arise betvreen the individual members and the local associa-
tion and betv/een the local and the central association will be set-
tled by a board of arbirtration and cannot be taken into the courts.
The constitution and by-laws v/hich the individual members of each
co-operative creamery sign, as a rule provide that any member who
fails to deliver his milk may be required by the courts to pay the
creamery association the amoxmt which it suffers by his failure to
deliver his milk. It is presumed that this v/ill be at least ^0 /re
{13 •k cents at par) per day for each cow, but a larger amount may be
recovered if incurred.
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Finajicinp. Method; As a general rule, the Danish co-operative market-
ing and purchasing associations are non-stock associations. The
necessary fixed and operating; capital for carrying on the business is
created by loan, which is guaranteed by the members* T/Yith the local
association, individual members pledge their guarantee jointly against
all obligations incurred by it; but with the central association,
each local association pledges its guarantee for a definite amount.
In the latter case, the individual members either sign themselves or
authorize the local board of directors (provided for in the consti-
tution and by-laws) to sign the guarantee pledge certificate, which
is then forwarded to the central association to be used by it for
providing necessary funds to carry on its operations.
Liability to Creditors ;
As regards the creditors, the individual members are jointly liable,
but within the local association the liability is apportioned accord-
ing to the members ' patronage . The Danes have fovuid that a group
of farmers within a neighborhood, where there is a degree of personal
acquaintance, agree to the joint liability feature, but when the
activities of a co-operative organization extend beyond the local
community unit, the farmers in the respective local associations
are luiwilling to assme joint liability with associations in other
sections of the country unless the guarantee assvimed by each local
association is limited to a definite aiaount. This method appears
to be well adapted to the Danish credit system.
Commodity Selling and Buying; In the whole field of Danish agricul-
tural co-operation, the trend of development has been to apply the
principles of specialization. The common practice in both the sell-
I
ing of agricultural products and the buying of fann supplies, such
as fertilizers, feeding stuffs, cement and coal, is to form special
organizations for special purposes. In other words, the famers
organize and operate along commodity lines.
Strong Local Associations; The structure of these co-operative
associations is characterized by a strong local development, vdth a
democratic membership control. The larger co-operative associations
have been built from the bottom up around local undertakings. The
need for co-operating mth some other similar associations, which
was soon felt by leaders and local officers, in the early days,
prompted the local associations to federate into districts, and
eventually into provincial and national associations, along commodity
lines. But the large associations operating today, in every case,
have started from comparatively small beginnings.
Central Associations ;
Whether the central association, "vidiich is organized to handle one
commodity, embraces the v/hole nation or only one province or dis-
trict, its membership consists of local associations; the contract
agreement is made through the local association. However, if a local
organization organized for a definite purpose desires to become a
member of the central association which handles its commodity, its
individual members must agree to the terms and conditions of the
contract agreements as required by the central organization. This
form of organization is common with all the agricultural co-operative
associations, except the Danish Farmers' Co-opera.tive Association
for Seed Growers. In this association, the central association oper-
ates on a contract agreement directly with each individual member.
1
Management: The general assembly of a given co-operative v^hich
meets once a year, elects a committee as its executive body* This
cammittee is in control of the affairs of the organization and the
manager in each concern is responsible to the committee. The slireivd-
ness of the Dane is shoivn in the -way he ties a manager up with the
success of the enterprise. For insteuace, the manager of a dairy de-
rives his income from milk. According to contract, he obtains for
himself a percentage of the milk delivered. He becomes personally
interested in the economic result of the dairy since his oym. salary
is dependent on the price paid to the farmers j both the immediate
price they get v/hen the milk is delivered as well as the dividend
which comes later. In addition he is supplied with a house and garden
The salary of the manager of a retail co-operative is ^% of the
annual turnover, with certain exceptions such as coal and timber on
which goods he gets 2% of the gross cost. He also receives a house
but has to pay an assistant out of his salary. Nor is any manager
employed vdio can not deposit a certain siom as a guarantee which is
available to the society he serves in case it suffers loss through
poor management.
Part of the strength of the Danish co-operative movement is due to
the management because of its efficiency; likewise part of the
strength of the management is due to the fact that those participating
in the venture contract to deliver their products or purchase their
supplies for a given number of years . This enables the management
to make definite plans on a kno\m volume of business*
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Contracts: TiYithin both the local and central co-operative associa-
tions contracts exist between the members and the association, bind-
ing the members to deliver their total production of that particular
commodity, except what is needed for hone use, to the marketing asso-
ciation for a definite period? and, in case of purchasing associations
to buy their necessary supplies of that commodity from the associa-
tion for a definite period. The length of this period varies not
only with the nature of the commodity handled but with different
associations. It ranges from one to tvrenty years. The contract
period of delivery with the co-operative creameries is five to twenty
years, but usually ten years j with co-operative bacon factories, five,
seven, or ten years; with cattle export associations, three years;
with co-operative butter export associations, one year; and the mem-
bership is automatically renewed for another year unless six months*
advance notice is given previous to the close of each fiscal year.
The contract in the co-operative egg export association is for one
year, mth tliree months' advance notice required for withdrawal at
the end of each fiscal year. In the co-operative purchasing asso-
ciations, the members are obligated by a contract agreement to pur-
chase their necessary supplies from the association for a definite
period: five years with the feeding stuffs associations, ten years
with the fertilizer association, five years with the cement associa-
tions, and five years with the coal association.
m
Pooling: As a general rule, the Danish co-operative associations
operate on a pooling basis. As each member's products are assembled
at the co-operative association's headquarters, the products are
I
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classified as to quality and grades by the association. On the basis
of the classification, the association remits a partial payment for
the products to the respective members on or soon after the delivery
of the products, and the balance is paid to them at the close of a
six or twelve month period. The quotations fixed by the different
producers' asTSOciations usually serve as a basis for making this
initial payment. The use of this quotation figures may be illustrated
as follo"ws;
'iihen a member delivers hogs to a co-operative bacon plant, the first
partial payment is made -within a few days after the hog is slaughtered
and has been classified as to weight and quality. The amo\mt of this
partial pa^onent is determined by the weekly quotation set by the
association. It is usually about ^(y/o of the market value of the hog.
The balance is remitted in a final payraent at the close of the six
or twelve month period. A similar plan is used in the creamery, egg,
and butter iriarketing associations.
These principles are common in Danish co-operation, but in the final
analysis the commodity involved and the nature of the industry deter-
mine the more specific features in each co-operative enterprise.
Mortality Rate: It is significant to mention here that the rate of
mortality ajnong local co-operative associations in Denmark has been
verj' low. This is equally true of the large central federated market-
ing and purchasing associations. Among this latter group, the Danish
Farmers have experienced two failures: The Pamers of Denmark Butter
Export Association (1699-1908); and the Danish Farmers' Co-operative
i

Potato Marketing Association (I919-I92I). This latter association
•was a nation wide potato marketing organization formed in 1919*
Contrary to the conmon Danish method, this nev<r potato association
set up irhe central machinery and then began to build the locals*
Vfith an enormous organization force and the advantage of a favorable
foreign market demand, the association closed the first year's
business with export sales amovuiting to $8,285,000 at exchange, and
its membership totaled 550 local associations with 25#000 producers.
Instead of capitalizing its favorable position in the business cycle,
by laying aside substantial reserve funds during the high prices in
1919 and "til© early part of 1920, the management continued its promo-
tion work, both in membership organization and the building of ware-
houses. Enormous losses incurred in export trade, together with the
market depression in I92O, wrecked the association in its second
year's operation* Its failure is attributed to inefficient manage-
ment and a mushroom-like growth during an inflation period.
The policy of "b^iilding from the groxmd up", going counter to vihich
the potato co-operative failed, has more than justified itself. It
has resulted in the remarkable record of financial success among the
thousands of co-operative associations. *
* This chapter based on Bulletin jj^lZSG Dept. of Agriculture, and
Goldmark's "Democracy inDenmark.
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THE DANISH MILK PRODUCTION
Gontribut ing 1? actor s
:
Danish agriculture has in the course of sixty years made tremen-
dous advances. Briefly stated, betv/een 1875 1925* ^ some'what
smaller number of persons were enabled to cultivate a 10^ larger
area, producing twice the physical volume of crops, three times
larger quantity of meat, and five times larger quantity of butter.
These figures of I925 have since been exceeded.
Owing to a variety of factors, Danish agriculture has thus brought
about in effect an improvement in the intrinsic value of the soil.
The richer feed supplied to animals, especially to milch cows by
way of oil cakes and so forth, has meant improved quality of man-
ure and heightened value as plant nutrient. Owing to the great
increase in the number of ajiimals kept, faxmyard manure has greatly
increased in amount. Its uses have been diversified in many ways,
while the extended use of fertilizers has further contributed to
radical improvement of the soil. In addition, changes in the use
of land, such as superseding of fallow areas by intensive root
crops, have added to the processes of melioration. Extensive
operations in draining and marling, or irrigation, carried on for
generations, have made large areas of heath, moors and meadows,
fomerly useless, available for pasturage or cultivation. Hun-
dreds of special co-operative societies have aided in the work,
as has been stated, and these co-operatives have been assisted by
government loans and grants. To this result, many factors have
contributed, especially the application of science, and the fact

mthat ovon the smallest farms have entered into the spirit of co-
operation.
Development of the Industry:
Milk production -was not almys the main industry of Denmark. Grain
growing had almys been and was until the 19th centuiy, the chief
agricultural activity. As late as I866-7O Denmark's grain exports
amounted to about SOfo of her total agrioult^-iral exports, but grain
prices declined progressively and the soil was steadily more de-
pleted. Experimentation on a few acres had shown the benefit
to soil fertility from keeping a large number of livestock. The
marketing of cattle on foot, mainly to Gennany, had long been a
side industry.
During the '60's and *JO's, various factors tended to hasten the
change from grain to animal husbandry. For one thing, the vra.r
with Germany in 18614. turned Danish trade increasingly to England,
which was soon to be her largest customer. It has been generally
accepted that chief among the causes of change was the sudden and
ruinous competition of cheap grain from fertile regions both in
the old world and the new. Modern means of transportation on
land and sea flooded European markets with grain from the countries
about the Black Sea and the Baltic, and a little later from the
United States euid the Argentine. The price of wheat, rye and
barley fell disastrously. Economic ruin was imminent. Something
had to be done.
It was then that the Danish people showed the flexibility of mind
M
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mand power of detennination for ?^ich years of education and coimnun-
ity life had prepared the rural population* Other European coun-
tries, hard pressed by the same fall in agricultural prices, too
refuge in erecting tariff barriers vdth high duties against the
foreign grain, but Denmark deliberately chose a different method*
"Butter and bacon saved Danish agriculture". In other words, her
basic industry was shifted* Exportation of Dsmish grain ceased,
and the new grains, v/hich were cheap, were imported both for human
consumption and so far as needed for fodder. Animal husbandry-
production of milk, butter, bacon, eggs and beef became her prime
industry* New field crops were grown adapted to the new needs*
Statistics on Increase of Production:
A few figures will throw some light on the size of this Danish
industry* Milk production is so large in proportion to the Danish
population that the fluid milk market is negligible, amounting in
1930 to only about 12/o of the total milk produced. In 1955 "^^^
total output of milk amounted to about million tons, of which
million were used for butter* Butter output increased steadily
from 162 million kilogram in I927 to I95 millions in I95I, declin-
ing to 150 millions in 19314.* During the last fifty years the
milk yield per cow has more than doubled; the butter fat production
per cow has increased two and a half times*
These gains are shown in the following table:
Year
1881
1895
1905
Average per cow
Milk Butter Fat
Lbs . Lbs
.
5*550
h,kio
5,510
111
li+8
195
Lbs* Milk per
Lbs , Butter
29 •h
26*9
25.6
Roy~al" Danish Ministry: Danish Statistical Dept* Dennark I95I p IQh
i

Year Average per cow
Milk Butter Fat
Lbs • Lbs
•
Lbs. Milk per
Lbs. Butter
I9IU
1919
192^
1930
6,060
5*990
6,610
7.300
215
2I4.I
272
25.5
2)1.9
23.5
Invent ion, of Cream Separator ;
The pivotal point in the development of the milk industry was the
invention of the cream separator, perfected in I878 by the Danish
inventor L. C. Nielsen, and in I879 by the Swedish physicist Laval.
By the use of this invention, cream could be continuously separated
from milk which had been transported and shaken up, more effectively
than cream could be skimmed from milk which had been left quietly
to rise.
At one stroke the separator revolutionized butter marking. Milk
could now be collected once or twice a day from numerous small herds
in volvune, previously obtainable only on the large estates. The day
of the small farm had dawned. Its product was now marketable in a
nev/ way. The manufacture of high quality butter from this milk
was to follow, in such amounts that it readily entered into inter-
national trade and obtained the prices previously received only by
the manors.
Application of Science to Industry ;
After the invention of the separator, a quantity of other auxiliary
dairy machines followed—new churners
,
heaters, pasteurizers, coolers,
automatic scales; later steam for heating to high temperatures and
refrigerating machinery for cooling. Electricity had been increas-
ingly introduced until today 85$^ of the Danish farms and rural homes
are electrified, enjoying central station service* "Co-operative
I
"associations invai'iably took the initiative in rural electrifica-
tion* Some of these co-operatives T«rere organized betv/een I9O8 and
1915 and are still prospering, providing electricity to famers at
reasonable prices. In many cases these co-operatives ovjn generating
facilities, although the recent trend has been towards purchasing
po-wer at wholesale from large municipally o-\vned plants." *
Meanvjhile technical procedures, resting on the basic sciences, had
revolutionized other aspects of this great industry, in tilling;
in fertilizing; in selection of seed; in cultivating; in harvesting;
in breeding emd feeding livestock; in all the processes of butter
making.
Increase in nvunber of dairies ;
That the nxuaber of dairies has kept on increasing, when it might be
thought that the country had already been fully stocked, is partly
due to the increased production of milk, which was estimated in I898
at 2,500,000 tons, ejad in I914 at 5,500,000 tons (respectively 5IO
millions and 778 millions of gallons). ** Goldmark reports the pro-
duction of milk in 1953 5*5^0,000 ton. With the increased
quantity of milk, it was found practicable in many pls-ces to build
up a new dairy and divide the district instead of enlarging the old
dairy. This vra.s often done to reduce the average distance of farms
from the dairy, whereby the cost of caxtage Viras reduced. This plan
also offered advantages to fan:aers living far atrmy from the old
dairy by doing away with the necessity of having the covrs milked
very early in the morning, at the same time enabling the skim milk
to be returned earlier in the day.
Goldmark "Democracy in Denmark" p. 28
** Faber "Co-operation in Danish Agriculture" p. i+O-IjJ.

In handling the milk, the general practice is to assemble at the
co-operative creamery the whole milk from the individual farms, thus
eliminating the use of cream separators on the individual farms.
It ivas a common practice in the early days for members on a milk
route to arrange among themselves to drive the milk v^agon certain
days of each month, but the common arrangement at present is for the
association to engage one farmer on each route to collect the milk
each morning at the farnistead or farm's private road. The same
wagon returns the milk cans filled with skim milk* The rexauneration
is a fixed sxm per ton of milk delivered*
Cheese kaking ;
Cheese making is practiced chiefly as a side line in order to util-
ize wl-iat little surplus skim milk is not returned to the farm. The
principal aim in cheese Jtianufacture has been to supply home consump-
tion, although lately there has been an increased interest in cheese
production for export. Nearly one thousand Danish creacieries are
now equipped to make cheese.
Fig. 6.—A typical cooperative creamery in rural Denmark.
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THE CO-OPERATIVE DAIRIES
Locally Controlled Organizations ;
The co-operative dairies, like all Danish co-operatives, are strong,
local, democratically controlled organizations. They have compara-
tively small plants designed to assemble and process milk produced
in their immediate vicinities. The average creamery has about I50
members with about 800 to 1000 cows. The supreme authority of the
association is the general assembly in which each member has one
vote. This assembly meets every six months. It elects a board of
directors which supervises the business, each member being expected
to serve his term. The board employs a technically trained dairy
specialist as manager.
"It is common", says the Bulletin of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agricvilture" to find the most modern machinery
and equipment in the co-operative creameries, the best
technical methods , and the employment of the best tech-
nically trained butter and cheese makers".
As stated in the previous chapter, the advantage of the small area
is that it reduces cartage and provides for the quick return, gener-
ally by noon, of the skim milk to the farm. For the abundance of
skim milk contributes largely to the excellence of Danish bacon from
the milk-fed hogs, bacon being second only to butter in Denmark's
export trade. The number of pigs kept on a farm is largely depend-
ent on the amo\mt of skim milk that is av8,ilable. About ^0% of the
skim milk is returned to the farmiS. Like the cream and milk used
for butter, the skim milk is pasteurized according to the require-
ments of the Danish law. The co-operative dairies are engaged
chiefly in the manufacture of butter, for which <^^% of the sv/eet
U.S. Bulletin rrl266 Department of Agriculture

milk delivered is used.
Rise of the First Co-operative Dairy;
By the '80' s, Danish butter and bacon had in letr^e part replaced
grain in export tradebut the small farmer could not provide large
butter shipments of unifom grade. Individual producers' shipments
were insufficient in quantity, if not in all cases inferior in quali-
ty, and the peasant butter obtained about 2^% lov/er prices in the
English market than butter made on the large estates.
It -was the invention of the cream separator, already mentioned, -which
made it possible for milk from numerous small herds to be collected
and processed in volume, previously obtained only on large estates.
At first separate comiaercial butter packing plants v/ere tried in
various communities, but they proved costly and "wasteful.
The first Danish co-operative was started at Hjedding in West Jutland
in June 1882. A group of farmers owning small and medium sized
farms had gathered to discuss methods of improving their situation.
The employment of a dairy specialist was considered to advise on
methods of iraproving and marketing farm butter. One enthusiastic
young dairy expert. Stilling Anderson, urged the formation of a co-
operative association for joint action in producing a standard pro-
duct which would command high prices* Mr. Faber describes the
origin of the co-operative dairy as follows:
"During the winter of 1881-82 a young man came to an inn
in the v/estern part of Jutland; from there he sent word
to the surrounding farms that on a certain afternoon he
would give instructions to anybody desiring it on the
ways and means of making the best butter. Quite a num-
berof farmers came, and the young man told them how
Harald Faber "Co-operation in Dajiish Agriculture" p.
I IB
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"great an advantage it would be if an association could
be started, the aim of which should be to engage the
services of an expert. This expert v/as to give in-
structions in the homes on hov^ to produce fine butter
of a uniform quality; he would then receive at some
center, conveniently situated for all, the butter which
had been churned in the f8.rmhouses» There it should
be vreighed, classified, and treated scientifically,
welded and packed in butter barrels*
"This proposal aroused great interest, for the old ways
and means of earning a living (the sale of corn, breed-
ing, and fattening) had no longer been sufficient nor
satisfactory* A group of men arranged another meeting*
At this meeting the opinion of the majority was that it
would be better to collect the milk than the butter.
A young dairyman present v;armly recommended this, and
the greater part of those present approved the plan to
build a common dairy; each man joining in the enterprise
to have his share of the profit in proportion to the
weight of the milk delivered by him. The idea was car-
ried out and plan became a reality." *
The building of a co-operative dairy was agreed upon, the farmers
guaranteeing to deliver milk from i4.00 cows. The success of this
first venture in assembling the entire milk production of a snmll
community and manufacturing a steady high grade product was soon
evident and became widely recognized. The movement spread rapidly.
In the next eight years—that is, by I89O— there had been estab-
lished 675 dairies of co-operative type; by 1914 there were l,l68;
by I93i|, lL\.02 had been established. **
Ml
From the above, we see that it wb-s the Danish peasants themselves
who fovind a practical way of developing the dairy industry. They
received no support and only lukewarm sympathy from large farmers
and estate owners, until later on v^en the co-operative dairies were
doing so well that even o-vmers of estates with two to three hundred
cov/5 found it to their advantage to close their private dairies and
Harold Faber "Co-operation in Danish Agriculture" p.
** Goldmark "Democracy in Denmark" p.
m
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to join co-operative dairies* Neither the State nor any other public
body took any notice of the co-operatives, nor did even such a ques-
tion as the technical education of the many hiondred men required to
manage or work on the staff of these very complicated dairies, vdth
their powerful and dangerous cream separators, their pasteurizers,
pure culture propagators , and other appliances , trouble any one out-
side the peasant farmer class.
Education of Dairymen ;
But from this class men came forward to supply the need as it arose,
and foremost among these men was Niels Pedersen (1851-191l)» son
of a small Danish farmer in Jutland. He had passed through the
usual training of practical work on the farm, had taken vri.nter courses
at the People's High School, at the agricultural school, and even a
full course at the Royal Agricultural College in Copenhagen. After-
wards he purchased a small farm of forty acres near Askov High School,
wiiere he opened an agricultural school—Ladelxmd—and built a dairy,
for which he bought milk from the neighbors. He saw what the co-
operative dairy system promised to develop into, and he saw the need
of educating dairymen. He, therefore, in I887 opened the first
dairy school in connection with his agricultural school, and the
first vdnter course of five months was attended by i+3 dairymen.
It is to a very large measure due to this man that it was possible to
find technically trained men to become managers for the himdreds of
co-opera.tive dairies which sprang up all over the ootmtry. Since
then other dairy schools have been opened*
Delivery Agreement ;
In the co-operative dairies each member contracts to deliver his

total milk production to the cresjnery for a number of stated years,
excluding only milk for home consumption. So importsjit is the good
faith of members to deliver their agreed output that the constitution
and by-laws which the individual members of each co-operative cream-
ery sign provide, as a rule, that any member failing to deliver his
milk may be required by the courts to pay the creamery association
the loss incurred per cow. The provisions with respect to financing
as well as the delivery pledge and other rules governing production
of the milk are all set forth in the co-operative agreement*
"This contract", says Jensen, "was evolved by three famiers during
a long night of deliberation when the first co-operative was formed,
and vias subsequently adopted all over the country* It served both
as a constitution and by-laws, and membership agreement."
From the beginning the members bound themselves to be individually
responsible for any debts that might be incurred. This miade them
careful as to the management, for any one of them might become in-
volved for a substantial svm if the enterprise went bankrupt. Any
profits made vjere to be distributed among them in proportion to the
amoimt of milk each farmer delivered.
Standardization of butter ;
As stated above, the experiment of 1882 was a great success. It was
noted by other farmers. It freed them from private processors who
paid -ivhat they chose for milk, butter or cheese, and cared little
as to its quality. Moreover, the small fanner v/ho had heretofore
found himself handicapped both in production and marketing, found
himself as welcome in the co-operatives as the large farmer.
Almost immediately the co-operatives began to improve the quality
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of tho butter vviiich the private processors had not done* They did
this for business reasons* Good butter returned a higher price than
poor butter. Since then, the quality of Danish butter has been
standardized and is knovm the world over for its excellence* It ms
the farmer and not the processor who established this idea; not only
established it, but enforced it* A member who does not live up to
the standards established is fined or othejrwise punished by the co-
operative*
A xmique system of competitive butter exhibitions has stimulated the
co-operative effort toiivard this xmiform grade of high quality butter*
Each year local competitive exhibitions are held in the various dis-
tricts* They are arranged through the joint efforts of the district
creamery associations. A big exliibition is held in each province
annually, sponsored by the responsible provincial agricultural socie-
ties* Taking part is optional, but most creameries are eager to do so
mi
m
Official butter judging exhibitions held at the government experiment
laboratory at Copenhagen each Monday have also helped to raise a
quality staxidard* Butter from more than a hundred creameries is
judged and scored each -vieek. by nine official judges. Judging of a
creamery's butter occurs on the same day that the production of that
week reaches the English consvimer's table* A leaflet showing re-
sults goes to each creamery, and when a creamery falls below standard,
expert advice is given* Since 1912 these official butter judges
have been compulsory for every creamery that wishes to use the "Lur
Brand" trade mark* A creamery must register v/ith the govenament
for the use of the common trade mark. It is "riven a number which is
1!
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a part of its "Lur Brand" stamp* It is thus possible for the consumer
in England to trace the butter back to the producer.
Lur Brand:
Under the Danish law the "Lur Brand" guarantees certain fixed stand-
ards in butter so stamped. Chief among these are the follovdng:
that the butter has been manufactured from pasteurized cream, that
it contains not more than l6% of water, and at least QOfo of butter
fat. It must not contain other preservatives than common salt, nor
be colored with analine dyes. Penalties for evasion are severe-
Excess of water content involves confiscation.
At first the trade mark was stamped ("hot-pressed") along the whole
length of two opposite staves in the butter cask before the staves
were fitted in the cask, and later on the mark was also printed on
a thin paper laid on top of the butter inside the cask. The words
"Lur Brand Danish Butter" is printed
on a reproduction of two pair of trum-
pets, the word "Lur" being the old
Danish name for a war trumpet used by
Tirarriors in the Bronze Age. The lurs
were always soimded in pairs.
Creameries using the brand are super-
vised by government dairy experts.
Upon request each dairy is compelled
to forrreird immediately a cask of the
day»s butter production* Failure to
Fig. 7.—The standard (flr-bairel) cask, 112 pounds keep up to standard requirements
net, with the Danish butter trade-mark " Liu-
Brand " stamped on two staves on opposite sides.
It is indicated by two pairs of war trumijets
-^e^ay^^s A-'U^ t _ _ _ ..p 4-t._ IIt -n jH
with the words " Lur Brand " and " Danish but- moans the loss of the "Lur Brand"
ter." The word " Lur " is the old Danish name
for war trumpets, sounded in pairs bv warriors nr'-i -tr-i T
in the Bronze Age. i.M±A.Q^e
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It was in I9O6 that the State passed a law that the "Lur Brand" was
to become a compulsory mark for all butter produced in Denmark from
pasteurized creain and intended for export. If a dairy loses the
privilege of stamping the "Lur Brand" on its products for failure
to keep up to standard requirements, this in turn restricts the
creamery to home consumption.
On the first of each week, the past week's butter production is
started to market from the dairy's storage room. "The govern-
ment control service is familiar with the output and dispatch days
of the dairies and knows literally to the hour when the dairy's
butter should arrive at the railroad or in the hands of the exporter,
and how much there should be", writes the Chief Inspector of the
service. *
Quality of butter is judged weekly by official sampling at the State
Agricultural Experimental Laboratory at Copenhagen. After twenty
years' experimentation with voluntary submission of samples, the
tests were made statutory. Upon request from the experimental
laboratory either by letter or telegram, without any advance notice,
each creamery is obliged to forward immediately a cask of the day's
butter production. For every scoring there are nine judges, six
of whom are butter merchants. Results of each test are coiTimunicated
to each creamery; expert advice is given regarding any defects. If
these are not found and remedied, the right to the Lur Brand is re-
voked, and the ruling is enforced by removal of all Lur Brand pack-
ing materials needed for export.
Denmark, I93I p. 212
m
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mFastenrizat ion
;
The principal objection to the co-operative dairy system in the
beginning was the mixing of milk from many herds, not because of
its effect on the butter, but because of the return to the faimers,
as food for their calves and pigs , of mixed milk derived from many
herds of which some, in all possibility, contained cows giving tuber-
culovxs milk. This system, unavoidable if co-operative dairies were
to remain, contained undoubtedly a grave danger, but this \ms happily
obviated, thanks in the first instance to the exertions of the great
veterinary authority Dr» 3» Bang. To his distinguished research
work and untiring energy in combating tuberculosis much is ovjed of
the present knowledge of that disease. It is, however, doubtful
if even he would have been able to effect the required reform were
it not for a most fortunate concurrence of developments, seemingly
with no interconnection.*
In a remarkably short time, a new systein of treating cream in dairies
had been adopted in Denmark from whence it has spread to many other
countries , even as far as Australia. The origin of this treatment
of cream, namely, the pasteurization of cream and the use of a more
or less pure culture of bacteria to start the fermentation necessary
for the development of the butter flavor, can be traced to a serious
complaint of the quality of butter made at Duelimd Estate, the pro-
perty of a former Danish Minister of Agriculture. Careful inspection
showed that the animals were healthy; there was no lack of teclinical
skill in the manipulations in the dairy; and still the butter was
very vmpalatable. As no means availed to overcome this difficulty.
Faber: "Compulsory Pastevirization of Milk in Danish Dairies as a
Precaution Against Tuberculosis" Public Health January I9OI
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on an estate previously renovmed for its fine butter, and as the
trouble spread to neighboring dairies, N« J» Fjord, the eminent
leader of the Laboratory for Agricultiiral Research at Copenhagen,
•was appealed to for help.
A bacteriological laboratory "was fitted up on the estate, and it v/as
proved that the milk ms pure when milked with proper aseptic pre-
cautions; that a certain microbe present in the dairy, the cowsheds,
&nd one of the wells on the farm, was the cause of the disagreeable
taste and flavor of the butter; that this microbe was destroyed by
heating the milk or the cream to Jl degrees C (l60 degrees F»)j
that cream so heated did not retain a boiled taste when quickly
cooled down; and finally, that excellent butter could be nmde from
the cream when the obnoxious microbes had been killed by heating,
the cream subsequently cooled, and a fermentation-starter added,
in the form of either buttermilk from a dairy producing fine butter,
or a "pure culture"*
The absolute success of this attempt to trace and to check the cause
of a disease in the milk, producing a bad flavor in the butter, led
to the application of the sane method of pasteurization in other
dairies , and it ms found that it invariably resulted in an improved
quality of the butter.
The pasteurization of cream, in connection with the use of "pure
culture" for starting the fermentation, for the purpose of improving
the quality of the butter, was gradually adopted in other estate
and co-operative dairies, and it was foxmd at the periodical butter

1shows that an increasing proportion of the prizes was awarded those
dairies who had made their butter by this new process. In the
covu'se of six years, this new method had been almost universally
adopted by Danish dairymen. Not only that, but it was found that
the butter from the dairies which did not pasteurize their cream
\ms very much inferior in quality to that from other dairies, a re-
sult Vi/hich corresponded with the awards given at the butter shov/s
held by agricultural societies. The temperature at first recommend-
ed for pasteurizing cream was Jl degrees' C, but practical experience
has gradually led to the use of higher and higher temperatures.
As mentioned above, as a result of the works of Dr. Bang and other
investigators, it was well known that tuberculous milk could and
probably would infect calves and pigs when mixed aiad spread as it
was by passing through co-operative dairies. But it was found that
cream heated to a temperature of 85 degrees C» (I85 degrees F«)»
free of all danger of infection when made into butter. Therefore,
it would be a sufficient protection of the stock against infection
through the milk if all milk returned from dairies had been previously
so heated. As almost all Danish dairies had voluntarily introduced
heating both skim milk and cream, it would evidently be no Imrdship
to require that all dairies should so heat their milk and cream.
Legislation for Pasteurization:
A law was therefore passed in I898, which ^vas amended in 190^* and
revised in 1912, according to which it is prohibited to deliver from
dairies, as food for cattle, milk and buttermilk v^ich has not been
previously heated to a temperature which was in the first law fixed
at 85 degrees C. (I85 degrees F.), but has in the later law been re-
i
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vised to 80 degrees F» (I76 degrees F»), for the practical reason
that easily applied tests will show whetlier milk has been heated to
at lea^t 30 degrees C« (l?^ decrees F.), but will not show that it
has been heated above that temperature. A thorough heating to 80
degrees C» (I76 degrees F«), 7/hen this temperature is maintained for
some time, is quite sufficient, and is as effective as a momentary
heating to 85 degrees C« (I85 degrees F.) The law further provides
that all cream from which butter is churned for export must be heated
to that temperature* By this measure, the danger involved in the
co-operative dairy system has been effectively met» *
m
*Based on Harald Faber's book "Co-operation in Danish Agriculture".

Method of Finanoing the_ Co-operative Dairies
:
Methods of payment have remained the saiae as first adopted. The
co-operative pays approximately the butter value of the milk de-
livered, according to the Copenhagen vreekly quotation for butter.
Accountings are rendered each -week. Payments are monthly or semi-
monthly. T/hat is left at the end of the year is spread out in the
form of "surplus" dividends—a return over iwhat Yrould be paid by
a commercial dairy.
The necessary capital for building and operating a co-operative dairy
is raised, not by the sale of shares nor by the contribution of funds
by members, but by obtaining a loan from a bank or savings institu-
tion. The loan is guaranteed by the members. They are Jointly liable
to creditors , but the liability of individual members is in propor-
tion to the quantity of milk delivered during the current month or
period.
Nothing shows more clearly the hold upon the membership of the small
local unit than the difference in method of financing the large euad
the small associations. In the local groups, the individual members
pledge their guarantee jointly to meet all obligations; in the
central organizations, each local pledges itself only for a definite
amount. For to quote again from the Bulletin of the Departiuent of
Agriculture:
"The Danes have found that a group of farmers -within
a neighborhood where there is a degree of personal
acquaintance, agree to the joint liability feature;
but when the activities of a co-operative organiza-
tion extend beyond the local community unit, the
farmers in the respective local associations are un-
willing to assume joint liability with associations
in other sections of the country except a definite limit."
m

Dairy Associations:
The various co-operative dairy societies (sometimes called "co-op.
dairies for short) have combined in Dairy Associations for the better
protection of their common interests. According to figures given
by Harold Faber* there are twenty-one in different sections, com-
prising 1205 of the Co-operative Dairy Societies. Since then the
nvimber of dairy societies have increased to lL).02, and it is possible
that there has been an increase in the number of Associations, but
figures are not available at the present time.
The Dairy Associations are again formed into Unions. Over and above
all of the farm co-operatives and the consumer co-operatives is the
Union of Danish Co-operative Societies which looks after the joint
interest of the local societies and regional and national associa-
tions, furnishing them mth information and publishing a co-operative
journal.
The Central Organization represents the Danish Co-operative Dairies
in all of their relations, both internal and external, dealing with
any questions that may arise relative to the dairy industry that may
be brought by legislative or administrative authorities. It has a
statistical bureau that gathers information concerning the management
of the co-operative dairies, and the prices paid to them for butter.
Through a coraaiittee elected at the annual meeting, it fixes a weekly
butter quotation, and performs other services of mutual benefit,
such as the appointing of a consulting expert to advise the dairies
how to operate more economically, and another expert to advise them
on dairying in general.
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A Committee for Dairy Statistics, to which the Central Organization
elects three members, and the Danish Dairy Managers' Society two
members, publishes a statistical report on Dairy Management each
year. This is Denmark's "Mejeri-Drifts-Statistik" or Danish Statis-
tical Report on Dairy Management, vriiich contains tables and charts,
giving detailed information for each of the dairies sending in
tneir account. These reports show; *
i
The number of members
The number of cows
The amount of milk received
The amovxnt of butter produced
The amoxint of skim milk and butter milk returned to farmers
The amount of skim milk and butter milk used for cheese-making
The expense for v;ages, cartage, fuel, packing, oil, salt, etc.
The proceeds from sale of butter, etc.
The surplus paid to members
The net proceeds per 2 kilo milk, etc.
General averages for all the dairies showing yield per cow,
production, prices, economical results, etc.
The same Committee for Dairy Statistics also publish an annual re-
port on tne prices paid week by week to dairies for their butter,
and at various times publishes information of timely help to the
dairies.
The Danish Butter Mark Society:
According to iur. Faber, the Danish Butter Mark Society (Danske iiiej-
eriers Snvbrmaerkeforening) was formed in I9OO for the purpose of
having all Danish butter marked with a common trade mark, the members
of this Society being Danish dairies, either co-operative, private
collective, or estate dairies, Membership in this society enrolled
so rapidly that in I906 all but thirteen of the then I328 Danish
dairies had joined. *
*Harald Faber "Go-operation in Danish Agriculture p,^0
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Export of Danish Butter
:
The Danish producer has studied the particular tastes and deioands
of the ultimate consumer and adjusts supply accordingly. More
than two hundred million pounds of butter are exported annually.
Improvement of production is easily the outstanding characteristic
of the movement in Denmark, and there is a quick market and a good
price in England for the co-operative groups because they guarantee
quality. In recognizing the impostance of establishing a steady
flow of his products to the British market the year around lies the
great fvmdamental contribution which co-operation has given to the
Danish dairy industry. It has adjusted production to meet the
two outstanding dejnands of the market; namely, the established con-
sumer's demand as to quantity, and the standard market demand as to
qualitj"-. A fundamental basis for efficient marketing, with costs
reduced to a minimum, is thus provided.
Denr.iark can supply her English customers the year around. This fact
together vdth the uniform standard quality, makes it easier and
cheaper for the English merchant to handle Danish butter than the
butter from any other country. The folloiving yearly averages of
the expoi't of Danish butter are given by Mr. Faber: *
Tons Amount
1881-85
1901-05
1911-15
1925-29
15*650
75*627
90,265
114.1,058
£1,620,000
£8,000,000
£.10,950,000
£.26,810,000
An industry of that magnitude, made possible only by co-operation,
has of necessity had a far-reaching effect on trade SLnd industry in
* Harold Faber "Co-operation in Danish A?;riculture" p.i+5
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many directions. The building and allied trades have found occupa-
tion in building, extending, and re-building both dairies and farm
buildings for the increased stock, and engineering and machine trades
in manufacturing separators, pasteurizers, coolers, churners, milk
cans, scales J a large demand for beechvrood for staves for butter
casks has benefitted ovmers of beech forests and the timber and
coopering trades, so forth. The large import of feeding stuffs
for the increased stock, of salt, soda and oil for the dairies, and
the large export of butter have benefitted not only merchants but
also the shipping trades*
Distribution:
Danish butter is not sold on an exchange. It moves regularly each
vreek in a direct channel between the Danish creamery and the British
retailer. All butter, except i/vhat is needed for consumption in the
immediate community leaves the creamery the first of the week. It
is not kept in storage. Special transportation facilities are
provided by the steamship lines.
The creamery itself does not sell the butter to the English retailer
but disposes of its vreekly butter production to one of the so^-called
butter-traders , of -which there are some forty in Denmark. These
may be grouped as follows:
1. Co-operative Butter Export Associations
2. English wholesale houses which have representatives
in Denmark who purchase direct from the creameries
•
5« Danish butter merchants, who are largely exporters,
but also supply home trade.
C
o
-operative Butter Export Associations;
Approximately ^Qf/o of the milk production in the country is assembled
I
mand manufactured into finished food products in the co-operative
creameries, but the producers have not as yet centralized the selling
of their entire butter production in one central selling pool. Each
of the co-operative creameries may choose to sell its butter inde-
pendently or it may join a co-operative butter export association,*
In 1889 the co-operative creameries made their first attempt to
consolidate the sale of their butter by organizing the "Farmers of
Denmark Butter Export Association". This association did business
until 1908 at which time it was forced to discontinue. According
to Danish authorities, its failure was due to the fact that it did
not operate on a strictly co-operative basis, and further that it
was embarrassed by poor management.
In I695* "the dissatisfaction with the Copenhagen butter quotations
in regard to "overprices" and the need for certain trade reforms
in regard to weight and payment for quality, prompted the farmers
to form two co-operative butter export associations. These are
still doing business most successfully. Other associations followed
in the next few years. In 1933» there were eleven export associa-
tions with a membership of 62+1 creameries, with a turnover business
of l^h*3 million kroner,***
The tremendous increase in the export of butter is shown by Faber
when he reports that it grew "from an average of 15,6^0 tons between
1881 and 1885 to an average of 99,i420 tons in the years I9II - 1915;
and from I925 to 1929 to an average of 1141,058 tons. In I93I it was
172,000 tons. The value of the exports of butter, including cream.
Bulletin fl266 U, S, Dept, of Agriculture p,25
** uertel "Andelsbevagelsen, I9I7 p,282 ***Eowe "C^-p^era^ive Den-
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milk and cheese, in 19$1 amounted to 59U>000*000 kroner. The co-
operative butter export societies handled i].'Jml% of the butter
exported.*
i
All the export associations, with the exception of the first failure,
have been successful and they have won the confidence of their
members and of the trade. There have been no sensational mushroom
growths, but each export association has started business with a
few creameries and each year has annexed a few additional ones.
In the case of several of the older associations, only one or two
members have withdrawn during a period of twnety-five years.
a
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Each association operates its business independent of other associa-
tions, and with the exception of the Danish Dairies Export Associa-
tion, each export society limits its operations to creameries in the
particular section of the country where its headquarters are estab-
lished* However, these associations do work together in carrying
out certain trade policies and standards, which serve the common
interests of the producers and the Danish butter-trade in general.
Federat ion o^f Export As sociations;
For this purpose, the 11 export associations are federated into
one national organization (De Samvirkende Danske Andelssm/irexport
Foreninger). The standards and trade policies practiced by the
export associations have been a dominant factor in establishing the
enviable reputation for trade dependability and high quality which
the Danish butter trade enjoys both at home and abroad.*
The Danish Dairies Export Association (Danske Mejeriers Andels
Smoreksport Forening, Copenhagen) with its 227 creameries, is the
Bulletin ^1266 U, S. Dept. of Agriculture p. 2?

largest export association in Denmark and has members scattered in
all sections of the country, while the other associations restrict
their membership to creameries in a limited territory. This asso-
ciation has sufficient property and reserve fimds to provide its own
security for necessary operating capital without asking its members
for any financial guaranty. Instead of remitting to the creameries
according to the Copenhagen butter quotation, it remits to them each
week the actual price received for the butter, minus the cost of
operations. These two features are xmdoubtedly looked upon with
favor by many creameries, and largely explains the larger membership
of the "Danish Dairies".
Practices and operations;
The practices and operations of the co-operative butter export asso-
ciations may be summarized as follows: *
1. yftien a creamery joins an export association, it agrees
by contract to deliver its total butter production to
the association for one year, except what butter is
needed for hone consumption. Withdrawal may occur at
the end of each fiscal year, provided six months* pre-
vious notice is given,
2. Butter export associations are non-stock associations.
The necessary fixed capital is supplied by loan and no
initial outlay of money is required by the members. In
addition to the delivery pledge obligation, the members
are jointly liable for any financial obligation incvirred
by the association. However, the common practice is to
restrict this liability to a certain limit. A marketing
terminal of this type requires only a comparatively
small investment with modest offices and warehouses at
shipping port, where the butter is assembled from the
creameries in the svurrounding territory. Clean sales
are made each week. Butter trade of this type, with
standardized products, requires only a comparatively
small operating capital.
3. The control of the association lies with a committee
which usually consists of three representatives from
each creamery elected by the local membership. This
Bulletin fl2b6 U. S. Dept. of Agriculture p. 28

large oommittee of representatives elects from its
own number a board of five directors. This board
employs an experienced butter merchant to manage
the association's business*
k» Each week's butter production in the local creaniery
up to Monday, inclusive, is shipped either Monday
afternoon or Tuesday morning to the warehouse of the
export association. Here each creamery's butter is
scored in weekly judging contests arranged by the
association. The judges sire selected from the trade,
creamery managers and government dairy specialists.
With this quality classification as a basis for pay-
ing the creameries each week, the butter is then pooled
and sold by the association. The price determining
the partial payment, which the export association re-
mits to the creameries for their butter the same week,
is based on the coming Thursday's Copenhagen butter
quotation. In one association the actual paying of
this partial payment is deferred one week, giving the
association the use of the money for operating purposes.
The surplus earnings are retained by the association
and remitted to the creameries at the close of each
fiscal year. Substantial reserve funds are provided
for in each association. These associations usually
own stock in the ijanish Co-operative Bank, and some
associations are accumulating a special insurance fund
proposing to establish their own sea-risk insurance.
5. The export association takes care of transportation,
from the creamery to its warehouse at the shipping
port. With the Danish butter trade to Great Britain,
sales by the export association are made largely to
wholesalers and large retail buyers by telegraphic
commvmication each week on definite order at a fixed
price basis, f.o.b. Denmark. In pre-war times, large
quantities of Danish butter were sold direct to retail-
ers in Great Britain, but since the War British butter
trade conditions have eliminated most of this former
direct retail and wholesale trade, and large quantities
of Danish butter now go through the British butter import
merchants.
British Buyers in Denmark;
The English Consumers' Co-operative Wholesale Society, Manchester,
v/hich has been buying bvrtter in Denmark for over forty years, is
among the largest buyers of butter in Denmark, It has established
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its own purchasing depots in five Danish ports, with its own repre-
sentatives, who purohase directly from the creameries. These pur-
chases are usually handled on a contract agreement whereby tne
creamery agrees to deliver its weekly butter production for a definite
period (three to six months, or a year) to the Consumers' Wholesale
Society, The price arrangement is based on the weekly Copenhagen
butter quotation as the minimum price, and usually an "overprice" is
paid. The distribution is direct, as the bulk of the society's
purchases is shipped direct from the collecting depots in Denmark
to the local consumers' retail stores in England, Here we have
international co-operative trade in which the consumers' co-operative
enterprise engages in the marketing by going direct to the producer's
co-operative plant.
m
m1^
Another large British wholesale buyer of Danish butter with its own
purchasing depots in Denmark is a joint-stock company. This firm
distributes its purchases of Danish butter through its own chain of
hundreds of retail stores in Great Britain. In normal times, approx-
imately one-third of the Danish butter export is handled by these
two large buyers. Other smaller British companies have depots and
buyers in Denmark,
Danish Butter Exporters:
Private butter merchants constitute the third group through which
Danish butter is sold, ^Vherever possible they buy direct from the
creameries and enter into the butter trade both in Denmark and on
foreign markets. This group, together with the smaller British
buyers in Denmark handles about one-third of the Danish butter export.
mm:

Butter Prices:
The price paid the creamery for its butter, whether delivered to
the co-operative butter export association or purchased by the
British buyers or by Danish butter merchants, is always based on
the Copenhagen butter quotation, which serves as a basis for paying
the creaiaeries and indicates what the foreign buyers must pay.
The Copenhagen butter quotation is fixed each Thursday at 2 p.m.
Two committees, one of producers and one of butter merchants, meet
and agree er else compromise on a price. Basis for this quotation
is reached by checking the actual price which Danish butter has
reacned on foreign markets. The accuracy of this quotation is
supported to a high degree by the wide knowledge which the two
committees have of the immediate demand. When issued, it is immed-
iately given wide publicity in Denmark, the United Kingdom, and
other foreign markets. This quotation serves as the price basis
for that week's butter delivery and for price settlement between
the local creameries and the export associations and all other
butter mercnants. *
* U. S. Bulletin yl26o Dept. of Agriculture p-29-30
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Danish Butter Exports into Great Britain.
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Fui. 9.—While the pcrcentaRp of Deuiirark's total butter exports into Great Britain fli -
dined Kradually the last four years previous to the World War. Denmark's proportion
of the total butter imports into Great Britain for consumption remained constant, or
approximately 44 per cent, until 1915. In 1922 only 71.5 per cent of the Danish buttei
exports went into Great Britain, as against 85.8 per cent in. 1914. Denmark's share of
British butter imports was 33.4 per cent in 1922, as against 44.9 psr cent in 1914.
Data based on Danish and British statistics.
I
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DANISH BACON INDUSTRY AMD CO+OPERATION
First Co-op9rativeJ3acon Factory:
The swine industry ranks next in importance to the dairy industry in
Denmark, in point of agricultural exports. In pre-war times, Denmark
exported 272,000,000 pounds of bacon to Great Britain, which was 98/°
of the total Danish bacon export, and ^1% of the total bacon imports.
The significance of the co-operative movement in this industry lies
not only in its material results, striking as these are, such as the
supplanting of the middleman and the resultant saving to the producer
of a whole series of charges, but in the development of thought and
resourcefulness in the people themselves who have built up the move-
ment j the high degree of intelligence and ingenuity called forth in
the course of solving the common problems of their industries.
Joint action, far from discouraging individual initiative, has stimu-
lated it; but it has been for joint, not individual, profit.
The history of the co-operative slaughter-house illustrates how in-
telligent and thoughtful planning on the part of co-operating farmers
was successful in overcoming the opposition of selfish private inter-
ests. For, linlike the first co-operative dairy, the first co-opera-
tive undertaking among hog raisers encountered definite opposition
from the ovmers of private slaughter-houses sind from private dealers
who bought hogs in rural districts on comiaission from the packing
plants.
The first co-operative bacon factory was opened in 1887. Dviring the
first half century, pig breeding was not a very important branch of
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Danish agriculture, as in 1837 the total pig production numbered
only 235*000 animals, and their quality was very indifferent. How-
ever, when the dairy farming became general, the skim milk, butter-
milk and -whey from the dairies enabled the farmers to keep more pigs,
and in forty-four years, from 1837 to 1881, tne numoer of pigs rose
from 235 > 000 to 527*000. During the follov/ing seven years there
was a further and very much more rapid increase of 214.3,000 to 771*000.
That was the period when the co-operative dairies were starting up.
As they increased, so did the number of pigs. Simultaneously with
the increase in number there was an improvement in the quality,
Wjaen the first co-operative bacon factory was undertaken, not only
were private owners and dealers against it, but public authorities
placed obstacles in its path; nevertheless the factory was built
and equipped for business.
The experiment was unexpectedly successful and led to the organiza-
tion of other factories. They were established not only in towns
where private slaughter-houses did not exist, but in towns where
such private enterprises already had a foothold.
Reasons for Promoting Bacon Industry ;
9ne of the reasons for the interest in promoting the bacon industry
was becaase Germany had closed her ports to live pigs from Denmark
in 1887, owing to the fear of a possible introduction of swine fever
from that country, and tne Danish dealers had to think of converting
more pigs into bacon, exporting them in that form instead, mainly
to England, whicn nad begvua to be a buyer of Danish bacon some ye sirs
previously. It is interesting to note that these factories were
Faber "Go-operation in Danish Agriculture" p, 55

orij^inally the outcome of political prejudices, the Liberal farmers
versu3 the Conservativo dealers. Vftien the farmers could not get
their political rights, some of the leading men of the Horsens
district in Jutland got together to consider tne possibility of us-
ing the co-operative methods in the bacon industry. The leading
spirit in this undertaking was i' . Bojsen, principal of one of the
i^'olk high Schools, and Ghair;nan of the local Agricultural Society,
There were no slaughter-houses in or nesir Horsens, Hogs were bought
up by dealers, in some years as large a number as 20,000, They
were weighed at the railroad station and sent by rail to the packing
plants, "Farmers had to wait a long time at the station", we are
told, "had to pay four pence per pig for the weighing and tip right
and left for attention. The Agricultural Society applied to the
railway for an alteration in this arrangement, only to meet with a
refusal".
Appointment of ^Ccmraitte e to Study Problems;
A committee of the Agricultural Society appointed to study the prob-
lem subsequently proposed to the farmers of the district to build a
co-operative packing plant. Among the advantages cited was the sav-
ings of commissions paid by the slaughter-house to the private deal-
ers, amounting to approximately ^8,500 a year; the saving on the
utilization of by-products through enlisting the interest of co-
operatorsj and the saving, for co-operators, of the profits of the
shareholders of the private plants. The Committee pointed out that
the farmers of the 53 parishes involved, forming the local district
of the Agricultural Society, would have to guarantee delivery of
the necessary number of hogs of the right size and quality, and that
*raber "Co-operation in Danish Agriculture" p, 58
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the sum of about 4'^'^, ^00 would have to be raised. It was suj^gested
that this sum could be obtained by a bank loan if the oo-operators
in each parish would become jointly liable for a certain share of
the loan.
Opposition to Establishment;
Within a month the sum of ^i42,000 had been guaranteed by 1100 co-op-
erators and 1200 had undertaken to deliver 10,500 pigs annually for
a period of seven years. The plant was thus ready to be put into
operation, but many difficulties had first to be overcome. The
private plants and the commission dealers raised all manner of objec-
tions. Letters were published in the papers claiming that the pro-
duction of pigs did not pay. Local banks refused to advance the
necessary capital. Even the Town Council of Horsens objected and
the Sanitary Committee were at first unwilling to agree upon a site
for the plant. But all these difficulties were successively met
and within five months before the close of 1887 the first co-opera-
tive packing plant was in operation.
During the first year as many hogs were delivered as had been con-
tracted for. The opposition did not, however, at once cease. The
large landowners especially hesitated to guarantee large sums for
building and working capital,, and considered it too risky to bind
themselves to deliver their hogs to the yet inexperienced co-opera-
tive plant, iiteetings were held throughout the country, at many of
which Mr, Boj sen was the special advocate for building more co-opera-
tive slaughter-houses. The smaller farmers supported the proposal,
and in 1888 four more such slaughter houses were built. Within ten
years, twenty-fo\ir co-operative plants had been constructed, of
I
which eight were in Jutland and sixteen on the islands.*
Suc ce s s of First Attempts
:
Co-operative slaughter-houses have been established in other coun-
tries of Europe, but nowhere has the movement met with such tremen-
dous success as have the co-operative bacon factories of Denmark.
In soiae European countries the consumers have attempted to own and
operate slaughter plants on a co-operative basis, whereas the Danish
slaughtering enterprises are all controlled by producers. The
Danish plants restrict their operations mainly to slaughtering hogs
and curing bacon, and slaughter only a small number of other kinds of
livestock, chiefly for making sausages.
In Denmark the slaughtering industry is not centralized at the large
markets as in the United States but are distributed more or less
locally throughout the entire kingdom. Each plant draws its supply
of hogs from a limited territory. The average membership belonging
to each co-operative bacon factory association is about 36OO hog
producers.
Rapid_^rovrbh
:
The co-operative movement in the bacon industry was one of rapid
growth when it was once under way. This can be seen from the fol-
lowing figixres: l^hen the first factory was erected at Horsens,
Jutland, inl887, "there were 1218 members, and 214,000 hogs were
slaughtered the first year. In I915 the association had over 5,000
members and slaughtered 88,000 hogs. In I9I6, after twenty-eight
years of suocessfiil operation, the plant was rebuilt and now has
a capacity of 3,000 hogs per week." * By I89O there were 10
co-operative plants and farmers in different sections of Denmark
Goldmark "Democracy in Denmark" p. 58-59
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were anxious to establish other plants. In the early years there
was some difficulty due to the lack of sufficient hogs and to the
scarcity of qualified men for mnagers, but since the beginning of
the 20th century, the co-operative bacon factories have been estab-
lished and operated on a sound basis. They have had stifficient
volwae of business and trained business and technical management
In his nevr book (1956) Mr. Howe reports that "there are 62 co-opera-
tive export bacon factories in the coxmtry today as compared with
25 private enterprises. These 62 co-operative factories slaughter
Qkfo of the bacon export. Growing out of the co-operative slaughter-
house, similar co-operatives were organized for the export of meat
and live cattle, and today 39*5?^ of the export of meat and live cattle
is handled by co-operative cattle export associations. The fact
that there are 85 slaughter-houses in a country'' of but ji" million
of people, a country with a total area but twice the size of I/Iassa-
chusetts and one-twentieth the size of Texas, is indicative of the
fact that slaughtering is an industrj"- easy of decentralization." *
As a result, it costs the farmer little to bring his hogs and cattle
to market. In addition he is able to control his marketing. He is
assured of all the profits and all of the many by-products as vrell.
The slaughter houses are equipped v/ith every modem device. They
are clean and sanitary, and the butchering is done by trained veter-
inarians licensed for the purpose. Hogs are killed by electricity.
Any of the surplus earned by the factory is divided among the members
at the end of the financial year, according to "tiie number of pigs,
T«*Lich have been delivered, after deducting for expenses, interest,
*p.91 m
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reserves, so foirth.
As a further aid to the ho^ producer in the improvement of his pro-
duct, and especially in its marketing, there is a nation wide collabor-
ation between the various factories. This is obtained through the
head office of the bacon factories in Copenhagen. In America the
private packers say that only through large scale operations is it
possible to save all the by-products of slaughtering; yet these
things are achieved by the Danish bacon co-operative. By-products
are converted into canned oommodities. Edible fats are refined; pure
Danish lard of high standard is exported in great quantities to other
countries; hog vasings are also important in the export trade. Less
valuable by-products are treated in destruction plants for the ex-
traction of fats and the manufacture of meat meal and bone meal. A
large medicinal industry has developed.
Standardization of Product;
Danish bacon is maintained at a high standard. It is this standard
guaranteed by tne co-operative that has given Danish bacon a "hall-
mark of superiority" throughout the world. The word "Danish" is
burned on the rind at short intervals. Export may
-feaJce place only
through authorized factories approved by the Ministry of Agriculture,
They are subjected to special inspection. Everything -viiiich might
influence the quality is thoroughly inspected.
Gains from the Industry
:
Here are some of the "xmseen gains" which have come to an industry
through other than purely capitalistic motives* The quality of the
product has been improved. The market has been expanded. Instead
of resistance on the part of processors to proper grades and stand-
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ards the fanner has developed a gradinj^ system in his ovm interest
which he enforces even on his associates.
The taking of the slaughtering industry out of private hands and its
conversion into an industry managed by 179*000 farmers, and doing sua
annual business in 1932 of 387*000,000 kroner, is an exhibit of
one of the by-products of the co-operative movement which cannot
be adequately portrayed in statistics. The fanners are moved by
the same motives as private individuals, and the expansion which has
taken place is fairly comparable to the best exhibits of American
industry.
This is indicated by the increase in the number of pigs in Denmark
since the organization of the first co-operative in 1887» It is
as follows: *
Year
1888
I91I4.
1932
1933
No, of Pigs
771*000
2,1+97*000
14-,826, 000
i+, 390,000
As exhibiting the gains which have come from a high standard of
quality and concern for the export market, the export of bacon to
England has increased as follows:
Year Kilos (2.20i46 lbs.)
1888
I91U
1932
1933
i+5,000,000
11+7,000,000
38l+,000,000
280,000,000
"Almost every housewife in Kngland and almost every educated child
knows that the favorite breakfast dish of the family, bearing the
Howe "The Go-operative iiVay" p. 91+

red "Lur" brand, is Danish bacon. It is found in almost ©very
siiop", says iir» Howe, The demand has been created by the ingenuity
of the fariaer working democratically through his own organization.
H© has achieved something which private industry could not achieve,
and he achieved it by the improvement in the quality of the product
and by policing that quality even on himself.
Co-operative Marketing Agencies
:
In order that he might control his commodity to the ultimate con-
sumer, he established in England his own co-operative marketing
agency, "The Danish Bacon Con^any, Ltd." which is known everywhere
in Great Britain and throughout the Empire, The head office is
in London, It handles ^O^o of the total iziyorts of Danish bacon to
England. It has branches all over England and Scotland, It has a
fleet of motor trucks which reach retailers in every corner of the
country. Its selling organization includes offices, depots, curing
factories, etc.
The owners of this export agency are a group of twenty-three co-
operative bacon factories which also distribute for other factories.
Bacon is shipped to England on modern motor ships fitted out with
cold storage facilities. In the summer, the bacon is conveyed to
ports of shipment in refrigerated motor vans from which it is loaded
into refrigerated vessels.
One great contribution which co-operation has made to the Danish
Bacon l?actory industry is that the producer has become directly
interested in producing and delivering the type of hog which the
English market demands, and pays the best price for, and which con-
sequently yields the greatest return to the producer.
I
i?' inancing the Bacon Industry:
The nature of the slaughtering process necessitates a comparatively
large \mit plant. The original outlay for erecting the plant, as
well as the necessary operating capital, is much larger than that
necessary for the co-operative creamery. This is because curing the
bacon necessitates carrying the stock for a longer period. In the
co-operative creamery the surplus earnings which accumulate through-
out the year are kept largely as a savings deposit; in the co-opera-
tive bacon factory this surplus is used as operating capital. As
the surplus earnings are returned to the members at the end of the
fiscal year, it is usually necessary to borrow pairfc of the operating
capital required for the first six months of each new year.
Form o_f Organiz ation
;
The co-operative bacon factory associations SLre non-stock associations
The necessary fixed ajid operating capital is provided by a loan which
is guaranteed by the members of the association. So far as the cred-
itor is concerned, the members are jointly and severally liable for
this loan and for any other obligations incurred by the association.
Within the association tnis sum which is gusiranteed is divided among
the different districts in proportion to the number of hogs pledged.
While the membership in a co-operative creamery is local and each
member is personally known by other members, the co-operative bacon
factory association comprises a much larger territory. It was
foiind that the farmers in each district were willing to enter into
a Joint guarantee with fajrmers in their local district, but were not
willing to enter into a similar contract with strangers in other
sections of the territory. So it was necessary to divide the terri-
1
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tory into local districts and to make the farmers in each district
Jointly liable for the district's share. However, within each
district this liability may again be proportioned among the members
according to the number of hogs delivered or pledged.
Membership Agreement
»
The membership's contract agreement holds for a definite period;
usually five, seven, or ten years, and comprises two features*
(1) Each member is pledged to deliver to the co-operative factory
all hogs he produces, except those used for home butchering, breed-
ing stock, and small pigs sold before three months old. In viola-
tion of this pledge he pays a penalty of 10 to 25 kroner per hog;
(2) members become joint guarantors for the loans which are executed
by the association.
I
After providing for the amortization and reserve fxmds, the surplus
is returned to the members in proportion to the slaughtered weight
of hogs delivered during the year. The plant is owned by the cur-
rent members. The property is valued at the beginning of each period
and each member is credited with his share of the association's
assets in pcoportion to the weight of hogs delivered during the last
period. If a member withdrav/s at the end of the 10-year period, he
or his heirs may be refunded at least two-thirds of the amount of
his share. If a farmer tvurns his operations over to a new person,
he may arrange to transfer his delivery agreement to the new person;
but this does not release him from the guarantee obligation for the
10-year period, vmtil the new party has been properly recognized
by the board of directors.
Based on Bulletin ^1266 U, S. Lept, of Agriculture.
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The National Federation:
Although the co-operative bacon factories function and operate inde-
pendently, as early as 1897 they formed a national service federation
known as The national Federation of the Dcuaish Co-operative Bacon
Factories. The federation maintains offices, with a secretary, in
Copenhagen. It serves the common interests of the co-operative
plants and the swine industry, and represents the industry in other
joint co-operative activities, which aid agriculture and the nation
in general. Its activities embrace legislative matters affecting
the swine industry, transportation, and market and labor problems.
The federation has taken an active part in promoting improved pig
breeding and has given financial aid to such experimental projects.
Its activities are financed jointly by the co-operative plants which
constitute its membership.
Danish Bacon Exports into Great Britain.
PER CENT OF DANISH EXPORTS
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Fig. 14.—In normal times approximately 100 per cent of the Danisk bacon exports are
consumed in Great Britain. As the Danish bacon imports steadily increased before the
World War, Denmark's share of British bacon imports increased proportionally. Den-
mark's proportion of bacon imports into Great Britain was 44.6 per cent in I'.ill, 51.1
per cent in 1912, 49.2 per cent in 1913, and .o4 jier cent in 1914. As fast as her bacon
production is nearing tJie pre-war level, Denmark is regaining her pre-war vliare of
British bacon imports. It was 39.8 per cent in 1922. Data based on Danisli niid Brit-
ish statistics. The teim " bacon," as use<l in Denmark, refers to the Wiltshire cut.
The bulk of Danish povk products is exported in this form.

THE EGG CO-OPERATIVES
Character and Grovrth:
Eggs now form the third side of the triangle of Denmark's important
agricultural product that is exported* The Danish egg export rose
from an annual surplus export of 365,000 cases of eggs in the early
nineties to over 2,020,000 cases in 1922,- a remarkable development*
Since the mr, the grovrth of the export trade in eggs has been sensa-
tional. In 1920 the export value of Danish eggs surpassed that of
bacon, ranking second to butter, and in 1922 the Danish egg export
Yreis 62/^ above the pre-v/ar level of 1915*
In the middle of the 19th century, poultry keeping was very much
neglected in Denmark, and the trade in the products such as eggs,
fowl, geese or turkeys was slight. l/i/hen in I865 the first direct
steamship commimication with England was established, an export of
eggs began, at first on a very small scale. The cheap Danish eggs
found favor in England, and Danish farmers gradually found that even
poultry keeping could be made profitable. About the year I67O,
50,000 score of eggs to the value of £1,600 vrere exported; twenty
years later, 5*000,000 score to the value of ii270,000 were exported,
and the business gradually rose to about £350 » 000. But then it
seems to have reached its Biaximijm 6ind for some years it did not in-
crease .
Early Marketing Problems
:
The reason why the trade in, and the export of, eggs stagnated was
the growing complaints from English dealers. Prior to about 1880
the control of eggs and poultry was in the hands of middlemen v/ho
purchased the eggs for shipment to England at an agreed-upon price.
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The speculators withheld the eggs for the -winter market in order to
secure higher prices. The eggs were not always fresh when marketed,
and the Banish producer suffered in consequence. The fe.rniers tried
to control the situation themselves by agreeing to deliver only fresh
eggs, but they were balked in their efforts by the speculators.
Finally the farmers realized that they must find some means of get-
ting past the middlemen, just as they had in the case of butter emd
bacon. So they organized a society to collect, store, and distribute
eggs themselves. The movement began in a small way as it did in
the case of dairying. The early attempts did not succeed, but they
helped to draw the attention of many people to the need of reform.
Establishment of Export^^oci^iej^:
The egg export society v/as formed in 1895* From the very beginning
it vmdertook to become a nation-wide agency. The marking of the
individual eggs was introduced from the first, and this striking in-
novation, which has since found many imitations in various countries,
has brought all the advantages which were hoped for*
The society has branches all over the coxintry; each branch has a dis-
tinctive niJimber, and each member has his number within his branch.
Before the eggs are delivered to the collector for the branch, each
egg is marked by means of a rubber stamp with the number of the member
and the number of the branch, and these two n\ambers prove the origin
of the egg, so that when a "spotted or stale" egg is delivered, it can
at once be seen who is the offender. At the packing and exporting
warehouse the trade mark of the society is stamped on each approved
egg next to the two nimibers. The collection is done by agents to
each one of whom a district is assigned, and after collection the
I«
eggs are shipped to Copenhagen for packing and export.
The speculators opposed the co-operative in every possible way, but
as the society sold only fresh eggs, and as it stood behind its guar-
antee, it soon received higher prices for its products than the
private dealers could obtain. This forced the private dealers to
raise their standards. They, too, had to reject the stale egj^ £uad
them back on the producers . This drove tlxo independent fanners into
the society and it automatically led to the improvement of the repu-
tation of the Danish egg. In three years' time, exports to England
increased seven-fold, while the price received increased with the
improvement in quality. The egg industry is not as yet as exclusive-
ly xmder co-operative control as is the dairy and bacon industry.
Standar d.i zat
i
on of Product;
The result of the co-operative movement has been to standardize the
Danish egg and to raise the price to all of the farmers. In addition,
the control of the market by the middlemen has been broken, and just
as the co-operative dairies and co-operative slaughter-houses in-
creased the production of butter ajxd bacon, so under the co-operative
idea the number of fowls in the coimtry had increased from 5*900jOOO
in I893 to 15,100,000 in 19li4., and 26,638,000 in 1933 . *
During the year 1935* "bhe rise in export returns from the sale of
eggs has been a material item in the upv/ard turn of Danish receipts
from foreign trade. Egg exports rose from 14.3^ million kroner in
the first six months of 193^ to almost I4.6 inillion kroner in the same
period of I935. *
Again a brand assures quality Danish eggs, like Danish butter and
* BulleTin ^IS'SS U.S.Dept of Agriculture p. kl
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Present Marketing System:
Danish eggs are now marketed through three oommon channels; namely,
the Danish Co-operative Egg Export Association, the co-operative
bacon factories, and private merchants. The Danish Co-operative
Egg Export Association began its activities in 1895 with 25 local
egg-collecting associations, with a membership of about 800 egg pro-
ducers. The second year, there were over 200 local associations in
its membership, while after 25 years of activity the central orgeuaiza-
tion nvimbered 5^0 local associations with approximately 50,000 members
In 1922 the membership reached 550 associations, and the central asso-
ciation handled 13,510,869 pounds (about 275*000 cases) of eggs at
a value amounting to li+, 701,500 kroner. Between 1^% and 20^ of its
eggs handled annually are sold on tne home market, largely to the
wholesale trade. In 1922, the central association exported 11,562,
998 pounds (about 230,000 cases) of eggs, which represents 11.2>'o of
all export of Danish eggs.* In 1955 there were 7OO co-operative egg
export societies with a roembership of 14.5,000 members. Their turnover
amovuited to 21,000,000 kroner. These seven htindred branches are
firmly \inited into a single organization. These facts show that
this association has developed into a most powerful and influential
enterprise in the Danish egg trade.
It was but natural that the Danish Egg E^qport Association with its
strict control guaranteeing fresh high-quality eggs should create
a favorable market demand both at home and in England resulting in
better prices, efficient distribution returning a larger share of
consumer's price to the producer than before the days of co-operation,
H
From a precarious, unprofitable business, co-operation in marketing
Bulletin 7fl266 p. kl
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changed egg production in Denmark to a prosperous industry possess-
ing a fair degree of stability.
Central Organization for Marketing;
One of the outstanding characteristics of Danish co-operative egg-
selling activities is strong centralization. The eggs come from
medium sized flocks, and the value of the egg production per farm
is comparatively small. The single producer cannot afford to devote
much time and energy to the selling end, Even in the local associa-
tion the value of the combined egg production from its members does
not represent a relatively large capital, and would hardly justify
the employment of highly-trained salesmen. The local associations
do not operate independently, but are sort of "avixiliary suppliers"
to the one central association, thereby relieving the producer and
the local association of the responsibility of selling. On the
other hand, if the central organization is to handle the selling
of thousands of small \inits from members, it must have some assurance
of the regularity of supply as well as quality. The producers
guarantee this supply by promise to deliver all their eggs to the
local association, which in txirn is under contract agreement to deliv-
er its total supply to the central association.
Another prominent characteristic of this form of organization is the
strict, almost perfect, regulation as to quality. In its ability
to demand the best quality product from the producer and to get it,
the central organization surpasses similar co-operative selling
societies in other European countries, and has made possible two
outstanding accomplishments in the Danish egg trade, as mentioned
above: namely, improvement in the quality of the egg production.
I
resulting in a quality-egg export trade, and steady increase in price
paid for Danish eggs, resulting in the retvirn of a larger share to
the producer. The co-operative marketing associatior thus again
illustrates how through co-operation standai'dized high quality pro-
ducts may be produced and marketed in volume from numerous very small
units.
Form of Organization:
This national scope in co-operative egg selling was aimed at in the
beginning. Authority is invested in the central bodyj the local
associations must submit to and are obligated to obey the rules and
regulations of the central organization. If contract agreements are
violated by any local association or individual producer, the party
may be excluded from the central organization by its board of direc-
tors. Almost full value is paid at delivery according to a quota-
tion fixed by the association, and final payment at the end of the
year. Bggs are paid for by weight to encourage the selection of
breeds which produce large eggs.
for the first five years, the headquarters of the Central Associa-
tion were in Veyle, Jutland, but since I9OO the central offices
have been in Copenhagen. In addition to large packing houses at
headquarters, the central association has established branch pack-
ing houses in several provincial towns throughout Lenmark. The
eggs collected by the local-egg collecting associations are sent
to the nearest packing house, where they are examined, sorted,
graded, and packed for shipment. The popular crates contain 9^0
and l)|i|0 eggs. The lj|J|0-egg crate is considered tne standard size.
The Copenhagen headquarters handles the selling and directs the
J
shipment of eggs from the different packing houses. Bad eggs are
rejected and the good eggs stamped for export. Bad eggs are charged
to the account of the farmer iwho sends theiii in through the local
association. He is warned and fined, and if he repeats the offense
he may be expelled from the society.
Form of Organixations The Central Association:
The Danish Co-operative Egg Kxport Association is controlled by a
board of directors, consisting of five members, elected by the dele-
gates at the annual meeting of a general assembly, which comprises
the board of directors, a committee of representatives, and one
delegate from each local association. Only the delegates have
voting privileges. The chairman of the board of directors is elect-
ed for a period of five years; the dther four members are chosen for
two years. The executive business committee consists of three mem-
bers—the board chairman, the association manager, and one other
member of tne board. The chairman of the board receives a small
salary; other members are allowed expenses when engaged on official
duty. Between the board of directors and the local associations
is the committee of representatives which consists of one representa-
tive from each county in the land. The county representative is
elected for four years at a county meeting where each local associa-
tion sends one delegate. The representatives are not salaried; they
receive only expenses when on official duty. *
The conuaon trade form in the Danish egg trade to England is similar
to that of the Danish butter trade. They are generally sold f.o.b,
to English provision wholesalers and large retail companies. The
Bulletin -#-1260 p. 50
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iCo-operative Egg Export Association has its agents in different sec-
tions to place orders with the wholesalers. The Association also
sells to the wholesale and retail trade at home.
C ontract Agreement:
The contract agreement between the central association and its local
association members involves not only the feature of being bound to
deliver all eggs gathered from its members direct to the central
association, which pledge of the local association holds good for
one year, but tnere is another important feature in tne contract:
namely, tnat each local association is liable to the central associa-
tion only to the extent of its part or share of the reserve fund
hela by the central association.
As in tiie other co-operatives already described, capital is provided
by loan rather than by selling shares. The first few years the
central association worked under great handicaps with the scarcity
of capital; the payment to members was often delayed until their
eggs were sold. Although comparatively less capital (fixed) is re-
quired than with the creamery or bacon plant, the central association
requires large svuns of operating capital. It has provided its own
finances by building up large reserve funds. Such reserves, held
by the central association, are now of sufficient size to provide
tne necessaiy operating capital, and interest is still dravm on
a laxge part of it. These reserve funds, together with its property
give the Central Association ample security to finance its own busi-
ness activities. Each local's liability ta the central association
is limited to its share of the reserve fund held by the central.
Again, as in the other co-operatives, joint liability is willingly
m
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agreed to in the local xinits, -where members know one another. It has
not proved feasible to extend liability to the large central asso-
ciation.
Eggs sold through Co-operative Bacon Factories
i
Several co-operative bacon factories sell eggs along co-operative
lines. The egg producers within the territory of the bacon factory
organize into a co-operative egg export association, coming under the
management of the bacon factory. However, the membership in the
egg association and its financial affairs are distinctly separate
from those of the bacon association, although most members belong to
both. The system of control is similar to that of the Danish
Co-operative iixport Association, the principal difference being that
with the egg association of the bacon factory the producers are
direct meinibers of the association, as the membership is restricted
to a limit ied territory, and the association collects its eggs
direct from the members. In the matter of payment, the Danish
Co-operative Egg Export Association pays the local association the
fixed quotation, (since the local m\ist arrange for collecting eggs
from its members), while the egg association of the baconfaotory
fixes a quotation which is paid to the producers, and the association
employs the egg collectors sent out direct from its headquarters to
gather the members' eggs and bring them direct to the plant. The
surplus at the end of the year is returned to the members in propor-
tion to total weight of eggs delivered, and any deficit is divided
on the same basis. The members are jointly and severally liable.
The Danish Co-operative Egg Export Association's quotation is slight-
m
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ly higher, but that is not the actual price paid the producers as
the members must stand the cost of collecting the eggs.
The principal sales are through export, the bacon-factory manager
usually selling the eggs to the British wholesalers and to a few
large retail companies who buy its bacon. Naturally the co-operative
egg-collecting associations of the bacon factories constitute a
strong coiq)etitor to the Danish Co-operative Efeg Export Association,
but as a rule they do not operate in the same territory, OnJ.y
seven co-operative bacon plants engage in the egg collecting and
exporting. Although more than four-fifths of the Danish farmers
belong to the local co-operative associations of creameries and
bacon factories, only about one-fifth of the farmers belong to the
local co-operative egg-collecting associtions.
Sales of Eggs through Private Merchants
t
The Danish merchants bvQr and export eggs through the usual marketing
scheme. The local village storekeepers buy the farmers' eggs, which
in turn are gathered by the merchants. Some supply the home market,
and the remainder are exported through the usual trade channels.
The merchants and exporters have been forced indirectly to urge and
demand eggs of good quality, especially for the export trade.
Co-operative egg-collecting and selling activities have brought about
great improvement in Danish eggs for export. They have forced the
private merchants to pay higher prices, and the merchants in turn
have demanded more careful selection of eggs for quality and grade,
and they have had to exercise greater care in collecting eggs direct
from producers. Although their collections are not supervised in
m

such complete detail as is done by co-operative associations, private
merchants through their egg-collecting activities have brought about
great irqjroveinent in the trade.
Poultry Breeding s
Under the supervision of government experts, poultry breeding has
been highly perfected. Breeding is based not only on the egg-lay-
ing of individual hens, but to a much greater extent on the progeny
they produce. Breeding research is carried on extensively at the
Grovemment Central Station. The poultry farms of the best breeders
are given the title "breeding centers" for a year at a time. From
these centers are renewed the stocks of other breeders who supply
the non-breeding poultry keeps—that is, ordinary farmers who raise
hens for laying and cockerels for tne market. One result of this
highly specialized system is that many setting eggs and breeding
birds are sold abroad as far as to Morocco and Siam,
Co-operative Poultry Packing:
Illustrative of quite new xmdertakings by the fexm co-operatives in
their efforts to make good their lost outlets, is the recent growth
of the co-operative poultry packing plants. From being an importer
of killed poultry, Denmark has within the last four years, first
supplied her own needs and nov/ has begun to supply other countries
with this commodity. Until a very few years ago, the object of
poultry keeping was almost exclusively egg production. As recently
as 1930 "the cost of imported table poultry amounted to almost a
million kroner (s^222,000) per year. This import has now practically
ceased. In 193U Denmark exported slaughtered poultry to the value
II
of three and a half million kroner. Between I932 and I935 four
large independent co-operative poultry packing plants have been
built in centers where they would be supplied by a large tributary
area of members contracting to deliver their entire output. Member-
ship has grown rapidly, one of the co-operatives for instance doub-
ling its initial membership of 5,700 in the two years I933 to 1935.*
Like all agricultural exports, poultry packing has been placed under
the supervision of the ministry of agriculture. By a device similar
to the producers' stamp on eggs, butter and bacon, poultry too must
be marked with a seal and registered number, and can be traced di-
rectly back to the processing plant. Its quality is thus guaranteed,
Danish Egg Exports into Great Britain.
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OTHER CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS
It is not alone in the buying and selling, of merchandise and farm
supplies that the consumers' co-operation is confined, for the
movement has invaded other fields. There are co-operative cement
and fertilizer plants and canning factories. Cow and sv/ine iiq)rove-
ment and breeding societies are maintained as well as seed-testing
organizations. One or more of these co-operative organizations
supplies the farmer with his necessities. There are societies for
insurance of various kinds; there are societies to prevent tubercu-
losis in cattle; there are control societies which keep accoimt of
the milk of the different breeds of cows and employ experts to .study
yields per cow and the amovmt of fodder consumed. Almost every con-
ceivable farm activity or agricultural need is represented by its
own co-operative organization.
Co-operative Breeding Societies:
The breeding and rearing of cattle, horses, swine and sheep is pro-
moted by co-operative breeding and control societies. There are
190 horse-breeding societies and 122? cattle-breeding societies at
the present time (195^) according to Mr. Howe's statistics. *
Deronark claims two native horse breeds, the Frederiksborg light coach
horse and the jutland draft horse. Although horse breeding has
played a more or less important economic role in Denmark for centu-
ries, the great improvement in the Danish farm horse (the Jutland
horse) has come within the last half century, and during this period,
the average farm has been provided with better horses. The improve-
*iiowe "Denmark, The Go-operative Way" p» 85
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ment is attributed to the co-operative horse-breeding associations.
Cattle-breeding has been of great importance in Lanish agriculture
from the very earliest days; in fact, during the Middle Ages the
export of fat bullocks was one of the chief sources of income of the
kingdom. As early as ^ Royal Decree was issued regulating the
trade in cattle* At first Germaiy was the chief market; then the
Netherlands became the best customers, but when the Danish Govern-
ment tried to raise money in I7I8 by increasing the export duty,
the trade fell off, "irtlhile at the beginning of the 18th century the
export amounted to about 50*000 steers, at the end of the century
it was barely 5*000 to 8,000. The large estates gradually left off
fattening steers, and took to dairy farming instead. The stock of
cattle was reduced, and much grassland was turned into arable land
for corn growing.
The peasants at that time had no idea of cattle breeding or of the
points of good cattle, selling the best animals, and using the in-
ferior stock for breeding. The poorer the district, the worse were
the cattle. Such was the state of cattle breeding among the peas-
ants at the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th centuries,
but before the moddle of the last century, the necessity for produc-
ing more manure to maintain a yield of corn crops began to be under-
stood by the large landowners, and consequently more attention was
paid to cattle.
In I83O tne Royal Agricultural Society of Denmark appointed commis-
sioners in the different districts to look into the economical con-
ditions. They decided that what was required was to instruct the

peasants in the knowledge of good cattle breeding, the importance of
using only the best animals for breeding, and the necessity of rear-
ing the yoimg stock in a better manner. By degrees the farmers
leanit to see the importance of keeping more cattle, and cattle of
better quality.
In 1881 a kind of breeding society was formed in the north of Jutland,
faDious from of old for its fine horses and its good cattle. This
society is still in existence, TOien co-operative dairy societies
sprang up all over the coxmtry, the peasants realized more and more
the iir^jortance of keeping dairy cattle able to convert the crops of
the fields into milk, and the means adopted to obtain such cattle
were sought in co-operative breeding societies. Thus one kind of
co-operative action led to another. As in the other instances, it
was by private initiative.
In 1895 four breeding centers for pigs were formed, and by the sup-
port of the agricultural societies, similar centers were soon spread
over the country as a whole. This arrangement paved the way for
Co-operative Pig Breeding Societies on similar lines to those for
horses and cattle, Danish farmers were poor when they switched
to livestock production. They had no money with which to import
blooded stock, and were con^elled to improve their native animals.
The co-operative idea was harnessed and excellent progress was made
on the average farm.
Control Societies:
The control societies aim to improve the breed of farm animals by
keeping accounting systems as to the quantity of milk produced per
I
covf, its content in butter fat, as well as the relative cost for
maintenance. By such observation the best breeds of cattle are
ascertained. The first control society was established in 1695»
In 1936* according to Howe*, there were 1,712 such societies with
55>i+$8 members, representing 725*351 cows, or over one-third of the
total number of covfs in the country. An inspector visits each
fanner within the society every ei{^hteen days. The annual return
in milk is much greater than in the case of cows not under control.
Co-operative Gja.ttle Export Associat ions.^.
Lienmark has more cattle per thousand inhabitants than any other
country on the European continent, says the U, S. Dept. of Agricul-
ture in Bulletin ^12o6, In pre-v/ar times, besides supporting the
meat oonsun^tion of the nation, Denmark exported a surplus of
150,000 to 180,000 head of cattle annually. In I9I3, Denmark ex-
ported 152,000 head of cattle and 33,300,000 pounds of meat. Then
the average weekly export to Germany was between 2,000 and ^,000
live cattle, Germany being the chief market. Since the war, there
has been considerable change.
Cattle are escported through several markets, generally in seaport
cities. Each market center may have one or tv/o market days each
week. The principal cattle market cities are Esjberg, Aalborg,
Holstebro, Odense, Copenliagen, and Nyl^bing, Farmers living near
one of these market centers drive cattle in, while those at a dis-
tance from the market centers ship them by railway. Cattle export
is of vital importance to ijanish farmers, rggaking next to butter,
bacon and eggs. Co-operative effort is active in this field to
m
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find the best possible foreign markets and effect greater economy
in marketing;; the surplus cattle.
First Go-operative Association:
The first co-operative cattle export association was organized in
1898j t)ut the movement has attained its present development within
the last twenty years. The majority of the associations are
formed on the Jutland Peninsula, Each association functions and
operates independently. The associations whose cattle are brought
to the same market often combine their export shipments to foreign
buyers. Altnough the fifteen associations operate independently,
they have formed one national federation, the National Federation
of Danish Cattle Export Associations, The purpose of this federa-
tion is to promote the common interests of the cattle-export busi-
ness rather than to do actual trading.
Form of Organization:
The form of orj^anization in the different co-operative cattle-export
associations is similar. They are usually organized in different
sections of the country and only around the edges may their member-
ships overlap. Membership is open to all farmers and there is no
fee or initial charge. Each member is by contract obligated to the
association in two ways: he is pledged to deliver all his surplus
export cattle to the association for a definite period, usually
three years. If this pledge is violated, the member must pay a
fine to the association, usually lOyo of sales price. Secondly,
necessary operating capital is raised by bank loan against the mem-
bership's guaranty. Members are jointly and severally liable for
any deficit incurred by the association.

1The board of directors oomprises seven to nine members, elected by
the members at the annual general meeting. This board engages the
manager, who is a highly qualified, expert cattle buyer, and he as-
sumes complete charge of the association's business*
Marketing Practices:
Sach member of the association has a registered number, which number
is placed on the animal when it is shipped to market. At the market
the manager teukes complete charge. Each animal is appraised by the
raajiager and two other experienced cattlemen elected by the associa-
tion. The value affixed by this coimnittee on each animal is based
on market prices and classification, and this amoimt is remitted to
the owner immediately. Generally 1% of the valuation is retained
by the association to cover any incidental damages or losses in ex-
port transit. After appraisal, the manager is free to dispose of
the cattle as he thinks best. He may export to foreign buyers,
sell direct to exporters, slaughter at municipal slaughter-houses
and export tne neat, or sell to honje butchers. Export is the
principal method of sale. The cattle are usually consigned to
regular customers in foreign countries, which may be slaughter-
houses or cattle importers. The association's manager often sells
to better advantage to foreign buyers than a private buyer can do,
because of the large number of cattle at his disposal.
m
Any surplus in the association's business at the end of the year is
divided among the members in proportion to value of cattle delivered.
A deficit would be divided in the same way, A part of the surplus,
(usually one-fourth) is retained for a reserve fund which provides
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CO-OPERATIVE BUYING
Co-operative buying among the rural population has been extensively
developed in Denmark in the purchasing of both household necessities
and agricultural supplies.
1
Co-operative Fertilizer Supply Association:
It was as a measure of defense against the threat of monopoly and
increased prices that the co-operative bacon plants were established.
The same incentive led to the establishment of other co-operatives.
Thus in 1915 "the Danish Fertilizer Supply Go. had gradually monopo-
lized the large trade in artificial fertilizers. It notified its
customers that they must bind themselves for a period of five to ten
years to buy their entire supply of all sorts of artificial manures
from the company on penalty of being cut off from receiving any
supply. "This", says J^'aber, "caused great and widespread indigna-
tion in farming circles throughout the country, and Danish farmers,
large and small, felth that another occasion had arisen for meeting
a threatened trust by applhing the co-operative antidote."
II
At that time, various small co-operatives for purchasing fertilizer
existed in Jutland, Meetings were called to discuss what action
should be taken to counter the threat of monopoly, and by July I916,
at a meeting of 87I delegates of farmers' associations, the organiza-
tion of a central purchasing co-operative to cover the whole country
"was unanimously and vociferously carried." * This central co-op-
erative buys all kinds of fertilizer in the world market and dis-
tributes to members at prevailing prices. Its membership consists
Faber "Co-operation in Danish Agrioultui^e" p. 128
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of local associations for buying and distributing fertilizers, chief-
ly among the small holders and o-vvners of middle-sized farms.
Central Association:
The central association's necessary bank credit and purchasing lia-
bilities are covered by a special contract with the local associations
Each member of a local association must sign an agreement pledging
himself to buy all commercial fertilizer used on his farm for a 10-
year period, A fine of 20>b of the trade value is incurred by viola-
tion of this agreement. Withdrawal at the close of each 10-year
period is allowed by giving one year's advance notice. In case
of withdrawal, members may receive two-thirds of their share of the
reserve fimd of the central association. Further, the board of
directors of each local association must sign a "guarantee certifi-
cate" equivalent to 0,5% of the taxed valuation of the farm holdings
of the local association members. Individual members of the board
are jointly and severally liable to the central association for the
amo;mt of this guarantee together with the purchasing liabilities
of the local membership.
It is this guarantee certificate which provides for the central asso-
ciation both banking and purchasing credit, A part of the yearly
net earnings is segregated for depreciation of the association's
provincial warehouses; from one-third to one-half is placed in the
reserve fund and the balance is returned to members in proportion
to purchases.
m
In 1953 "t^Q membership consisted of l,i+50 local associations with
60,000 members. The turnover was over 16,100,000 kroner,
*HoY/e "Denmark-The Co-operative Way" p. 76

Before the formation of this central association for the purchase
of fertilizers, a consumers' organization, the Go-operative T/Vhole-
sale Society, in 1880 initiated the first co-operative buying of
agricultural supplies. In 1901, 22 local purchasing associations
for fertilizers in Jutland foraed the banish Co-operative Fertilizer
Supply Association. At first its activities were restricted largely
to Jutland, but both territory and membership were gradually en-
larged as shown above. In I9I6 the association was reorganized to
cover the whole kingdom and is now one central association embracing
all co-operative buying of fertilizers among the Danish farmers.
The central association buys all kinds of fertilizers on the open
market and distributes to members at prevailing prices. It main-
tains headquarters at Copenhagen and two branch offices as well as
several warehouses in provincial towns.
The movement for the purchase of farmers' supplies has developed
widely along special lines, purchasing societies having been organ-
ized to buy and distribute one particular kind of farm commodity.
Of these supply associations, none is more important or has had a
more significant career than the co-operative for the growing and
supply of seeds.
Co-operative Seed Growers' Associations
t
"Nowhere in riuropean agriculture has the gulf between the producer
and the consumer been so successfully bridged as in the banish seed
industry", says Goldimrk, "The producers of good seed are guaran-
teed a market and the consumers are guaranteed well-grown and clean
Goldmark "Democracy in Action" p. 67
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" seed of superior strain. Through this splendid organization, the
growers' association,with its direct control of seed growers and
knowledge of seed and market conditions, was able to regulate the
acreage during and irmiediately after the War and thus avoid over-
production. As a result, the growers' association and its members
are now operating on a sound basis, while many of the private Danish
seed merchants are bankrupt,"
The "splendid organization" in seed supply referred to is a unique
agreement between the Seed Growers' Co-operative and the wholesale
consigners' society, whereby the former is responsible for the pro-
duction, euad the latter for tne retail sale, of seed. The benefit
to Danish agrioultxire has been two-fold. Forage yield has been
greatly increased, and an important seed industry has been developed
with a large surplus seed export of orchard grass, meadow fescue, tur
nips, and cabbages. In 1933 this export trade amounted to 7 inil-
lion kroner (^1,500,000).
How the Danish seed industry has been scientifically developed to an
extent elsewhere unparalleled is most interesting. With the cnange
from grain growing to animal husbandry, the Danish farmers were
necessarily obliged to adapt their crops to the new order. "The
yearly acreage in root crops, including potatoes, rose from 2.6%
to 13.6/i in forty years. In 1933* this acreage had increased to Id'/o
of the total. The area in grasses, clover, alfalfa, together with
that for hay production and pasture, forms approximately IjO/o of the
farm lands." * TWhen the change first came about, the farmers had
much difficulty in obtaining the needed farm supplies from the mer-
Goldmark "Democracy in Action" p. 67
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chants who had previously provided materials and implements for grain
growing. Better grass seed, for instance, was wanted and grass and
clover seed was imported from abroad, "But ignorance or dishonesty
on the part of the mercJiants, together with ignorance on the par-t of
the farmers often resulted in very severe losses for the latter.
There was much fraud. Glover seed was mixed with stone powder, dead
seed, or badly germinating seed. Bran was adulterated, chemical
manures, sold under fancy commercial names, were found of small value,
Co-operativeTOT£lesale^S^ociety:
It was to meet these abuses that in the late eighties the Co-opera-
tive Vfliolesale Society established a special department for the pur-
chase of seeds and fertilizers. A movement was also stax'ted to im-
prove the production of home-grown seeds from improved selected
strains. It invested in three experimental farms for this work.
lAlhen seeds were thus grown under supervision from stock seed, they
could for the first time be guaranteed as genuine. This led to
the later formation of the special Co-operative for Seed Growers.
Membership in this association consists of two classes* "A" members,
that is "agricultural societies which do not actually grow seed or
share profits but which promote the used of controlled seed, etc.
;
and "B" members, individuals who grow seed for commercial use. Of
these members tnere are approximately ^,kO0 (in 1933) *
How carefully the scientific supervision of the industry is carried
on is shown by the rules of the association.
"Only a member of the agricultural society who is recommended
by the county agricultural society's committee on plant cul-
ture, may be admitted tothe association as a seed grower.
When a farmer has been properly recommended, he must then

"enter into a contract agreement with the association to grow
seeds according to their direction and supervision. Each mem-
ber is supplied with selected stock seed and properly instruct-
ed to guard against cross fertilization. All fields grown
by members under control are carefully supervised and inspect-
ed during the growing period by a staff of seed inspectors and
specialists employed by the growers' association,"
A control committee of three leading plant-breeding and seed special-
ists govern the work. It decides not only on all matters of cultiva-
tion, strains to be selected, etc., but sees to it that all seed sent
out is tested by the Danish State Seed Testing Station,
In consequence, the guarantee to purchasers as to quality of seeds is
nowhere in the world higher than in the Danish seed trade. The guar-
antee covers not only cleanness and germination, but also origin--
that is, the place where the seed was grown. Moreover, and most sig-
nificant is the fact that compensation is paid by the seed trade for
losses in crops which may occur from any mistakes in filling the order.
As in all co-operatives, provision is laade for the participation of
members in the election of supervisory officers. The control committee
is aiJpointed by a board, which in turn is elected by the agricultural
associations on the basis of one member to each 10,000 members in the
agricultural societies.
The turnover of the association in 1933 was 3,700,000 kroner.
Bulletin ^1266 p. 63

CO-OPERATIVE CEMENT ASSOCIATIONS
Character and Gro-vvth:
i
Uerunark claims the first and only co-operative association cement fact-
ory in the world. The association owns a tract of 193 acres with
chalk pit and clay areas, together with an up-to-date cement factory
in IMorth Sundby in northern outland. This achievement on the part
of the cement users marks one of the most interesting accomplishments
in Danish co-operation. Here the users of a product have harnessed
the co-operative idea to gain their economic freedom from trust organ-
ization. This freedom was attained through what is commonly known
as the cement war in Denmark 1911-1913
•
"In the first year of operation, 1913* forced a drop of
2 kroner (then ^^»bcents) per barrel by the cement ring,
—
the United Cement Factories of Denmark, VVith the country' 's
normal use of 1,5>00,000 barrels, this meant a saving of
^80i4.,000 the first year. It was a farmers' co-operative,
the Jutland Association for the Purchase of Feedstuffs,
which took the lead in organizing a cement co-operative to
coD^ete with the trust. The trust, comprising cement fac-
tories in the Scandinavian countries and northern Germany,
was formed in 1899* by I9II was at the height of its
power. To free themselves from the ring prices, members
were quickly enrolled. By the end of 1913* "t^® co-opera-
tive plant was built. i-our hundred local co-operatives
and 116 individual shareholders had signed five-year con-
tracts to take cement as well as a definite amovint of
share capital. The first year of operating its plant,
which had a capacity of 300*000 barrels a year, the co-
operative association announced net earnings of ^li|,20i4.. " *
Tnese results were not obtained without nximerous difficulties, especial-
ly in the matter of financing. It called for careful consideration and
dg^ing initiative, for naturally the trust had powerful influence with
the large banking institutions of Denmark, It was only at a late
date that the association finally was able to get a loan of ^160,800
from a large bank in CopenJaagen for the needed capital. Membership
Goldmark "Democracy in Action " p. 71
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shares and a loan from the Jutleaid Feeding; Stuffs Co-operative covered
the balance. The operating capital of j|53*000 banks refused to
supply, whereupon it was raised by private loans from the co-operators.
Associations such as co-operative stores and purchasing societies, as
well as individuals, may be members of the cement co-operative, both
being liable for the factory's obligations only to the extent of their
share capital. Cement is sold at prevailing prices to members, and
the net surplus earnings are returned to the members on patronage
basis. After members have been supplied, the co-operative sells to
outside purchasers at home and abroad, including in its export busi-
ness Korv/ay, Sweden, Germany, the V/est Indies, Brazil, Africa, and the
Far East Colonies.
The business management of the plant is carried on by a manager elected
by tne board of directors. These in turn are elected by a committee of
25 representatives, who are themselves elected by the whole membership.
In order to compete successfully with the up-to-date co-operative, the
older private cement factories in Denmark have had to be reorganized,
and modernized, so as to reduce costs of production and distribution.
"'kmile its output represents no more than one-fifth to one-sixth of
the cement used in Denmark, the co-operative plant has thus acted as
a yardstick of efficient production and fair prices. The users of
cement in Derunark,—farme rs , and industrialists, home-owners and the
State—are in consequence getting this iii5)ortant commodity at fair
cost,"* In this connection Goldm.ark says f\irthers
"in contrast Americans may contemplate tne spectacular
rise in the cost of cement in this country, being today
^Goldniark "Democracy in Action" p. 73

"abovtt twice what it was in 1913* ^ third more than
in 1932* The cost per barrel was about 90^ 1913»
about $1.22 in 1932* and about ;frl.b2 in 1935* ifioreover
since the bnited States Government in its great engin-
eering projects is the largest purchaser of cement in
tne country, it is the tax-payers of the United States
who have contributed most to the spectacular rise of
oenient prices.
"Moreover, as though to add an ironic footnote to this
comparative record, one of tne largest private cement
works of L-enmark, which has had to compete at home wj.th
the co-operative cement plant, has supplied the United
States Government with tv/o great mixing machines at
Boulder Dam, At this greatest engineering project in
the v^orld, two Danish machines were installed in 1933*
known as the Fluxo transporters for pneumatic conveyance
of pulverized material. There they are pvunping k§ mil-
lion barrels of bulk cement from the railroad to concrete
mixing plants, over a mile in distance, at the rate of
about 500 barrels per hovir," *
In 19li+* the Co-operative Cement f actory Association consisted of 83?
members, doing a turnover business of 1,100,000 kroner j in 1933 "^^^
1,097 members v/ere doing a business of 3*000*000 kroner, **
*Goldmark "Democracy in Action" p, 73
* Howe "The Co-operative rtay" p, 76
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THE DANISH CO-OPERATIVE COAL SUPPLY ASSOCIATION
In 1913* "t^hs banish co-operators formed the Laaiish Go-operative Coal
Supply Association at Aarhus for the purchase of good coal and distri-
bution to members at reasonable prices. The bulk of the coal is de-
livered to associations where coal is required to operate their enter-
prise, ratlTer than to the individuals. Consequently its membership
consists of local coal-purchasing associations, co-operative creameries,
bacon factories, consumers' stores, etc., which are regular users of
coal. During the first fiscal year, the central association had a
membership of '^00 local associations. World War conditions made it
necessary to suspend its activities at times; but with approaching
normal trade conditions, the association resviraed its operations. It
now has more than 6OO menibers and handles 70*000 tons of coal annually.
Coal is imported chiefly from Great Britain where the Association buys
direct from the shippers. The central association maintains storage
houses, but a large part of the coal is delivered direct from ship by
rail to the local associations. The central association distributes
the coal at prevailing prices.
The membership obligation involves a ^-yesix agreement for the purchase
of its coal consumption and a guarantee sum equivalent to §2.68 per
ton for the approximate amount of coal needed. This provides the
necessary bank credit for financing the central association's pur-
chases. *
1
Lanish Bulletin f=1266 p, 73

1CO-OPERATIVE CREIjIT ASSOC IMIOIMS
Purpose of Establishment:
With a long established national policy of encouraging farm ownership,
as opposed to tenancy, one of the essentials was to provide credit,
}io single factor has done more to realize the national aim than the
co-operative credit associations which supply long-term mortgage
credit. As the Danes have so largely done away with the middleman
in agriculture, through producers' co-operatives, so through their
credit co-operatives nave they enabled farmers to do their own farm-
ing. Mr. Howe says: *
"They recognize that a banking system under the control
of industrialists is an insecure foundation on which
to build. The farmer must have his own credit agencies,
and these agencies must be like the tools he uses on
his farm. They must be local, intimate, and woven into
his entire economic life, I would place a democratized
credit first in the agencies which have been brought
together for the rebuilding of this little state, as I
would place it first in any agricultviral program,"
Law of 18^0
Co-operative credit associations were first established in Denmark
under the law of 1850, They were modelled, after careful study, on
earlier credit associations long existing in Prussia. The Danish
credit associations are not regular banking institutions, nor do
they supply members with personal credit. The association is non-
profit and voluntary, and the membership consists of borrowers seek-
ing individual loans again first mortgages on their real estate.
The association brings together the borrower with real property as
security, seeking a long-tem loan at low rates, and tne lender who
seeks a safe investment yielding a fair return. As far as the
creditor is concerned , all risk is practically eliminated because of
Howe iinnals of the AnBrican Academy of Political Science ivCarch 193i4
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the association's solidarity through the principle of joint liability.
No person beconies a member in a credit association until he has re-
ceived a loan from an association a^^ainst the first mortgage of his
real property. According to the banish law of 16^0, the farm loans
granted by a credit association can not exceed 60% of the amoimt at
which the property is valued. The loans granted usually do not ex-
ceed 50/'o of the value.
Character of Loans:
The loans granted by the credit associations bear a low rate of inter-
est and run for a term of 1+5 to 60 years. The borrower pays the asso-
ciation a fixed semi-yearly installment and this covers the interest
and repays the principal on the amortization plan during the term of
the loan. Such loans cannot be cancelled so long as the borrower
pays his regular semi-yearly installments. For instance, on the
most popular type, the bonds, the borrower will pay 5?<> on. the
original loan; ai^er the interest on the bond is cared for, the re-
mainder goes to redeem the bonds, to defray administrative expendi-
tures and to form a small reserve fund to care for any possible losses
in each series. This reserve fund is returned to the members in that
series when their loans are liquidated.
The loans are granted to the borrower in the form of credit associa-
tion bonds, which may be disposed of readily on the Copenhagen Stock
Exchange or privately. Daily quotations on the stock exchange record
the market facilities for such bonds. The interest rate ranges from
3^ to l^oi the bond being the most common type. The interest
is paid to the creditor by the credit association. The credit asso-
ciation issues these bonds in series and the members within each

series are mutually liable for all mortgagees within that particular
series. Each series closes when its total capital amounts to at
least 10,000,000 kroner (;^2,680,000 par),
lio financial support or guaranty is given by the Danish government
to the credit association, but in accordance with the law of I65O,
all credit association bonds are exempt from taxation. Government
supervision gives the credit associations a degree of stability which
inspires confidence among bond purchasers.
Organizatj.on;
The credit association is governed by a democratic membership control.
Only borrowers become members, and only members have voting provileges,
except in one association where the creditors may also vote. The
association's territory is divided into district units. Each district
elects onae representative, and these form the board of representatives
which control the management of the association, and appoints an
executive board of three directors, one of whom must possess a legal
and another an agricultural training. Each district elects three
appraisers for a term of three years to appraise the property of
those seeking loans within the district.
The loan seeker must himself be farming the land on which he wishes to
borrow. He first submits to the local appraiser his application with
complete information and documents concerning his property. Two of
the local appraisers are then obligated within fourteen days to exam-
ine the property personally and appraise it. The application, together
with the appraisers' report, is delivered to the district's representa-

tive, who forv;ards it to the association. Final decision on the
amount of the loan and membership is made by the executive board of
the association.
Rapid Grovrbh:
As stated, the first credit association was established following the
credit law of I85O by the farm owners of Jutland. In I85I another
association was formed (in tne island of Sjaelland, By 1680 there were
seven credit associations engaged solely in farrft-mortgage business,
all of which are doing a sound, substantial business today. As a
rule these credit associations restrict their business to a certain
area. They operate independently, and their business activities are
in no way centralized. In fact, it is the policy for each associa-
tion to lend only on property holdings of a uniform type. Special
legislation later extended similar credit-association facilities to
toYm and city property owners, and separate credit organizations
were formed which specialize in such property, but in each case the
loan must meet the requirements specified by law.
Small-holders Credit Ass ociation;
The small-farm proprietors felt that the existing credit associations
did not properly satisfy their credit needs, so in 1880 additional
credit legislation was enacted to provide for the formation of small-
holders' credit associations, of which there are now two; one on the
islands, and one on the Peninsula, In organization and operation
tney are similar to the credit associations mentioned above, except
that loans granted can not exceed ^Oyo of the valuation and repayment
is generally based on the i4.5-year amortization plan. The loans are
smaller and the bonds issued by the small-holder credit associations
are guaranteed by the State. The State guarantee was found advisable

HI
to avoid low quotation of these bonds on the market, and has made these
bonds very attractive, especially to foreign capital. This has re-
sulted in a sli£,htly higher quotation on these bonds than on other
land bonds bearing a similar rate of interest.
There are now thirteen credit associations in Denmark providing long-
term credit on first mortgages. Loans through these credit associa-
tions have grovm steadily until they have become the most important
form of long-term credit in the country.
The latest figures available are those for the end of iiarch 1921,
when these thirteen credit associations had outstanding 277>767 loans
whose aggregate value was 2,705*168,000 kroner (stii+90,987#992 at ex-
change as of that date). This represented more than half of the
total long-term first-mortgage credit utilized by the Danish farmers,*
Although cases of abuse of the facilities for raising loans offered
by the credit associations do undoubtedly exist, the benefits accruing
from these associations have been evident and wide-spread. Internally
the Associations have secured for their members constantly improved
conditions, and externally they have gained unprecedented confidence,
so that the security offered to capitalists, even in the minds of
investors abroad, approximates that offered by the Bovernment. The
Danish Credit Associations may, therefore, be said to have fulfilled
their object in a very satisfactory manner, and to have contributed
in no insignificant degree to the economical prosperity of the country.
* Danish Bulletin Tfl266
material in this chapter based on Faber's "Co-operation in Danish
Agricultiire" pgs 137-1^4^* a-s well as Bulletin ^1266

CO-OPERATIVE BANKS OF LENMARK
Rural Co-operative Banks:
Separate from the Credit Associations, and satisfying different needs
in rural life, are the co-operative rural banks. For the credit asso-
ciations are not regular banking institutions, as stated, in that they
do not provide personal credit for their members. This is supplied
by the co-operative banks. Each bank serves its own locality and is
independent of similar banks in other communities. The first co-opera-
tive rural bank was organized in 1915 the present time number
about 150. The members are jointly responsible for its liabilities.
The bank may accept deposits from non-members, but grants loans only
to members. The majority of these co-operative rural banks have pur-
chased shares in the Danish Co-oj-e rative Bank at Copenhagen, which
gives them good banking connections for loanjs and deposits.
The Danish Co-operative Bank: Purpose of Bstablis
h
ment
The central co-operative bank was long felt to be indispensable to
the growth of the great central co-operatives. They not only needed
available supplies of money, but would, it was felt, benefit by the
earnings of their own large banking transactions. "Frequently where
a new large co-operative enterprise was to be financed, the private
banks lent money with great reluctance and demanded unreasonable
security." * The financial difficulties experienced in obtaining
operating capital for the new co-operative cement factory hastened
the opening of the central co-operative bank in 19li4-» Aarhus.
Since I9I8 the main bank has been located in Copenhagen where it oc-
m
Bulletin fl266 p. 85
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cupies its own building. It is a capital-stock association and is
incorporated under the L-anish State corporation laws.
Besides its primary pxu'pose of financing the great co-operatives, the
bank enga^jed in all phases of banking business and in ten years became
one of the five largest banks in the country during the war-time in-
flation. It was the nation's clearing house for the financing of its
agricultural export trade. About 75^0 of the foreign money for agri-
cultural exports came through this bank, yet the voting privileges of
shareholders were so arranged that control of the bank rested with
co«>operative associations, a factor which was to prove determining in
the bank's career.
Two-thirds of the stock was held by 1698 different co-operative asso-
ciations and savings institutions. Among these stockholders were 1^2
co-operative creameries, 2k. co-operative bacon plants, 750 consvimers'
co-operatives, etc.*
Loss Due to YiTar Conditions:
During the postwar period of deflation, the co-operative bank like
all banks, incurred heavy losses, most of which it was able to make
good. "The co-operatives of the more centralized type, such as the
consumer stores federation, the co-operative feed-supply, and the
co-operative cement factory, took action to svipport and continue the
bank, but the Federation of Local Co-operatives, the packing plants
and co-operative creameries did not," ** The electorate of these
associations were unwilling to accept liabilities for which they were
only in part responsible. In 192U the bank therefore closed and
was liquidated. It was, hov/ever, able to pay "to its creditors,
Goldmark "Democracy in Denmark" p, 77
** Jensen Chapter XII

— '"''^ iHiililinj; owiK'd and oceupifd by tlu> Danish ('ooiJeiati\ f Bank, Copenhagen.
Ihe caiJital stock is owned by the various eopeiativo associations in the country.
The very same year, a small group of dairy fanners started a new co-
operative bank directly under their own control. This bank has now
g>rown to be approximately half the size of the first co-operative bank.
If it had not been for the War, there is no reason to think the first
co-operative bank should not have continued to prosper, but the finan-
cially dangerous years after the War proved too difficult. The new
bank called the Danish Go-operative and Folk Bank started with a
capital of 11,000 pounds sterling, but soon increased to 100,000 pounds.
It has many branches in the different tovms,
Danish Village Banks : Purpos e of Establishment
An independent development has led to the formation in Denmark of a
special kind of Co-operative Village Banks. The large So-operative
Bank has made it one of its objects to assist in forming these small
local banks and to co-operate with them. The object of the village
bank is to carry on limited banking transactions on co-operative lines
in the village, and to grant members small loans for a short period.
1
1

What gave rise to these village banks was two different requirements.
One was caused by the aocxomulation of savings in some of the co-opera-
tive distributive societies, which, when invested in the usual way,
were withdrawn from the locality where they might have been usefully
employed. If, by means of a local bank, these amounts could be invested
locally and lent to local farmers, it would be an advantage to them.
The other was the need of farmers to get small loans to provide work-
ing capital. This need was felt all the more urgently, as it had until
recently been filled by the State.
By the law of 1898 on Land-Loan Societies, the Government was en^ovirered
to lend 280,000 pounds sterling of the funds of the State at ^% inter-
est (in I9O8 increased to "^o societies of farmers formed for the
purpose of granting to their members loans to run for a maximum term
of nine months at a rate of interest not exceeding h^o interest (in
I9O8 increased to 5i^o)/ However, as time went on, most of the Land-
Loan Societies were dissolved, and the need of small loans for a short
period to provide small farmers with working capital was felt in many
districts.
It was but a very natural thing to meet these needs in the village by
forming bxl institution which could act both as a savings bank and as
a loan bank, so the Co-operative Village Bank was designed for this
purpose. But its chief use was soon found to lie in another direction.
In eveiy place which can be considered as a center of co-operative
activity, there is a great deal of money changing hands; every week the
co-operative dairy society pays the farmers, who axe almost all co-
operators in the dairy, for the milk delivered; the co-operative store

receives njoney for goods supplied; the same is the case with co-opera-
tive societies for supplying seed, fertilizers, etc. All these trans-
actions, even tne distribution of considerable amounts paid annually
as surplus from the co-operative dairy or co-operative slaughter-house,
are effected in cash. It is the aim of the Village Bank to avoid this
risky and costly handling of cash by giving each co-operator an account
to which can be credited what he is to receive from some of the co-opera
tive societies, and debited with what he has to pay to the other co-op-
erative societies. It also introduces the use of checks for money
transactions between man and man, and may do some other single banking
business. From the money available, including the savings of members,
the Village Bajok is able to grant the short loans for working capital
needed by many small farmers. Finally, it has considerable educational
effect, being formed by and managed by the farmers themselves, who in
this way gradually learn to handle money economically.
Rapid Growth:
The first Go-operative Village Bank was formed in Best Jutland in 1915
•
The following year seven others were formed, and dviring the next six
months seven more. In 195^ there were 96 of these banks, all doing
well. About half the number have joined an association called "Deuiish
Village Banks", It is estimated that the 96 banks have an annual
t^irnover of 16,500»000 pounds sterling, and a total balance of 800,000
pounds sterling. Members are jointly and severally responsible for
their local bank. The general assembly, where each member has one
vote to be given personally, elects a comuiittee of representatives who
in turn elect a managing committee, *
Based on Faber "Co-operation in Danish Agriculture p, II1.9-I5I
1
In a special circular (No«372) issued by the Department of Comnierce,
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Washington, September 19J>6,
it is stated that the thirteen credit associations of Denmark had
loans totalling 5»115»000,000 crowns outstanding in 193^1 that the
Mutual Mortgage Associations iwhich lend money on second mortgages
had loans totaling 5U0»000»000 crowns outstanding; t^at the Danish
Co-operative Bank, witl> its fourteen brajaches had clearings in
1935 which totaled 5,828,000,000 crowns; that the I50 small rural
co-operative banks had clearings totaling 250,000,000 crowns in 1935*
and that the co-operative workingmem's bank established in Copenhagen
in 1919 ^ovT has annual clearings of about 800,000,000 crowns.

CONSUMERS' CO-OPERATION
Origin of the Movemant;
It has been shown that the co-operative movement in Denmark is highly
developed in several directions, whereas in other covmtries it is
often developed in but one. One reason for this is the financial
strength of Danish co-operation and its close relationship and sympathy
with otiier branches of the movement. Anotner fact is that co-operatio
has been operating for more than fifty years in Denmark, and a couple
of generations have been brought up trained to think and act together.
Then again, the co-operative banking system, as has been explained,
is strongly developed, and is designed to help the man at the bottom
as well as the man at the top. So with financial security, with
experience, with a government thoroughly syn^iathetic, it is not strange
that co-operation should have expanded into so many different fields.
A further factor is the resourcefulness and courage of the people.
As Mr. Howe saysj
"To channel a pig from the farn^ard through all stages to a
retail dealer in London, and to do the same thing for butter
and cheese, or a few eggs from a farm but little bigger than
a good-sized back year, to the breakfast table in Scotland,
is an indication that other motives than capitalistic profit
can achieve results comparable to those which issue out of
purely private enterprise."
ifVhile the consumers' co-operative has not gained the momentum that the
producers' co-operative has, nevertheless it has attained a large vol-
ume. The volume of trade from retail on the commodities which passed
through consumer co-operative channels in 1933 "was from I7/0 to 20%
of the total retail trada of the country. In 1933"3^ "t^® sales of
the I82J4. local consumers' associations amounted to $73>16U»000*
Howe "The Go-operative Yifay" p. Ik

i m
The consumers' movement was started by a pastor in Jutland •who had
visited England and knew of tne co-operative system there. He set
up the first successful consumers' co-operative in Denmark, and the
movement continued to grow conservatively. The first co-operative
store was founded in 1866 j but 1885 there were 200 co-operative stores,
i/Vhen the Danish constitution was liberalized in 1885* "the farmers saw
in the co-operative store a means of strengthening themselves in oppo-
sition to the merchants who were in opposite political parties.
From this time on the movement grew rapidly.
Growth and^ Present Strength;
Tne following figures show the growth and present strength of the con-
suners' co-operatives: *
Year dumber of
Soc ieties
1900
1935
837
1,562
Hvaaber of
Members
150,131
21+3,855
335,900
Total Business
in Kroner
38,[iDO,000
175,800,000
i;02,600,000
These 18211 consumers' co-operatives, with their 335»900 members consti-
tute about 9»2J% of the population according to figures published in
the Monthly Labor Review (U, S. Dept. of Labor) January 1936« This
population proportion is exceeded only by Great Britain with 15*97%
Finland with 13,5270, and Switzerland with 10.29i^i.**
The above figures for Denmark do not include the transactions of the
purely farm purchasing or supply co-operatives. The great majority
of these co-operatives are still in the rural districts. Statistics
for 1929 show that of a total of l,7l;0 societies, 1,665 were located
in rural areas, and 70 in the provincial towns, while in Copenhagen
there were five.*
* Howe "The Co-operative Yvay" p. IO3» iiow in u v , iu^
* Monthly Labor rteport Jan. 1936 p, 101

A large proportion of the aembership in the consumers' societies was
enlisted from the small-holders just as in the case of the purchasers'
co-operatives.
One explanation of the growth of the consumers' societies among the
farmers is the influence of the Folk High Schools, Leaders came for-
ward from among the students who organized and managed the stores,
gaining an experience which enabled them to extend its influence over
widening fields. This is the major e:!qplanation of the slow develop-
ment in the towns as compared with the country districts, in the opin-
ion of Mr. Howe, who has made a study of this subject,
Princ
i
ples of Organization;
The Danish co-operative consumer societies in general follow the Roch-
dale principle in their organization, viz.,
1, The sale of goods at the prevailing market prices
2, Buying and selling strictly for cash
3, Dividing the surplus or profits among members in
proportion to the volume of their purchases
1+. Joint liability of all the members
5. Membership open to everybody
6. Each msmber one vote
7. Members control the business through a committee
elected at a general meeting of the members, and
independent auditors.
According to the Danish Bureau of Statistics, in 1933 about one person
out of eleven in the country was a member of a consumers' co-operative,
or in other words, one for every 2^ families. This is equivalent to
li2!fo of the Danish households. There are 28,000 members in Copenhagen
alone. In 193^* price in co-operative stores "averaged 7% lower
than those for private profit stores, and when dividends on purchases
are taken into account, the savings effected through co-operative
purchasing was l4.i4^ *
Howe "The Co-operative Way" p, lOU

The individual consumer societies found it necessary to protect their
members, so in I896 they organized the Co-operative Wholesale Society
of Denmark. This gave momentum to the movement. The head office and
warehouses are in Copenhagen, and there are branches and warehouses
in smaller towns. Only co-operative stores can be members of a whole-
sale society. They organize the VVholesale, subscribe for the capital
stock, and manage the business.
Co-operative Y<holesale Society
t
The position of the consumers' wholesale is shown by the following
table taken from the "People's Year Book, 1936» publisned by the
Co-operative Miolesale Society of England and the Scottish Co-operative
Wliolesale Society:
Statistics Kroner 27 cents 1953
Mill. Kroner
Total Sales of Retail Societies,which
are Members of the Danish Distribu-
tive miolesale 25O.O
Total Sales of the Danish Distributive
^olesale 151.9
Total Sales of Vilholesale' s Own Production I42.9
Number of Societies, iinembers of Co-oper-
ative Joint Committee 7886
Number of Retail Societies I8I5
Number of Societies kembers of Co-oper-
ative Yyholesale 1833
Membership of Retail Societies Affiliated
with the Danish Distributive Wholesale ^7*600
Employees in Wholesale Society 3#356
I93U
Mill. Kroner
not yet knovm
168.0
1+7.5
1853
309100
3356
The above shows that while the consiaraers' co-operatives may be less
distinctive than the co-operatives of producers, they are, neverthelessj,
almost as widely organized. About one-fifth of the retail trade of
Denmark is carried on through co-operative channels.

KaiBIWIWMM
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Danish Distributive Co-op <3rative Society;
The most important wholesale co-operative is the Danish Distributive
Co-operative Society which did a business amountinj^ to |i|.0»709#200
in 1935 and ^1^.5,0214-, 000 in I93U. Of this, it produced in I933
goods to the value of :!iill,Ii.97,200 and of $ll,50U,i+57 in 193lj.. The
smaller wholesaJLe society has 69 affiliated societies, and in 1933
did a 1830,800 business; in I93I1. a total of $911,200.*
Howe "The Co-operative Way" p. 75
Ml
I
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MISCELLANEOUS CO-OPKRAJIVE ORGMIZATIONS
Denmark has a large group of voluntary co-operative insurance societies
of all kinds; life, farm employers' liability risks, hail, storm, live-
stock, etc. In the rural conmunities there are large numbers of co-
operative electric light and power plants, of co-operative bakeries,
two co-operative potato-msal factories, and six local potato-marketing
associations*
Central Go-operative Council; Federation of All Societies
Each group of co-operatives (creameries, butter-export associations,
bacon factories, purchasing associations of various kinds, etc)
have formed federations for general service purposes. As early as
I898 these federations worked together through a Central Co-operative
Council/ This co-operative effort in the interest of the whole co-
operative movement resulted in the formation of the central organiza-
tion, the Federated Danish Co-operative Association, in 1917» Its
membership nov/ comprises 16 co-operative federations and large co-
operative enterprises such as the Danish Co-operative Bank, Its
activities are directed by the Central Co-operative Council, whose
membership is composed of representatives from the respective co-opera-
tive federations. The co-operative associations jointly publish their
own weekly journal under the direction of the central co-operative
committee.
After due allowance is made for other factors, the result of agricul-
t\aral co-operation in Denmark has been tv/o-fold: (1) Standardized
high-quality agricultural products have become a fundamental basis
m
mm

for efficient distribution through more direct marketing channels
with costs reduced to a minimum; and (2) a rational adjustment has
been made in farm production to meet better the consum.ers' demand in
the modern markets. This co-operative organization, so successfully
developed by the Danish farmers, rests fundamentally on a correct
training in rural life. The Danish system of rural education supplies
this unique training in scientific agriculture and rural citizensnip,
jier enlightened farm people, trained to rely on their ovm capacities,
enable Denmark to pursue this rational policy in farm economics and
progress in rural life.
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Sales Turnover of All Classes of Danish Co-operative Belonging
to The Federated Danish Co-operative Associations:
The sales tura-over of all classes of Danish co-operatives which be-
long to the Federated Danish Co-operative Associations, and the pre-
mium income of co-operative insurance associations, increased to
1#719»300,000 crowns in I935 from 1,652,200,000 in 19514-; 1,568,000,000
cro\ms in 1953; 1,295,300,000 croms in 1932. Details for I935
follow;
Sales Turnover Millions
of crowns
Consumer Co-operatives:
Consumers' Societies 286»0
Joint Associations of Denmark's consumers' societies*. • • 18i|.«0
Ringl^bing Coimty Purchasing Union 3«5
Producer Co-operatives:
Agricultural production and sales associations:
Go-operative Dairies 14.85 .0
Butter Export Associations ll+2»9
Co-operative Abattoirs (meats )•» » 14+1 •!+
Co-operative Abattoirs (eggs).. 6.1).
Danish Co-operative Egg Export Co 19«0
Cattle Export Associations 7«7
Danish Farmers Co-operative Seed Society. 6«6
Agricultural Purchasing Association
Feedstuffs Purchasing Association 85 •O
Danish Co-operative Fertilizer Association 21.i{.
Danish Joint Purchasing Dairy Association & Machine Fac, 8«2
Danish Co-operative Cement Factory 5«l4-
Dsmish Co-operative Coal Association 6.3
Fyns County Coal Purcliasing Association 0«9
Premium Income
Other Co-operative Associations:
Tryg Co-operative Life Insurance Association 5*8
Dairymen's & Farmers^ Co-operative Accident Insurance Assn. 3»6
Assn. of Rural Mionicipality Councils for Accident Insur-
ance of Farmers •3
Co-operative Pension Association 1.2
Danish Association for Insurance Against Storm Damage
Co-operative Associations' Sanatorium Society .3
Total for all classes .1719-3
Special Bulletin Ho. 372, Dept. of Cora::ierce,
Biireau of Foreign and Domastic Com:!ierce. Vvash. c>ept.lS .I936
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CONCLUSION
The facts presented in this thesis show that through co-operative
movements, agricultiare can be made an alluring as well as a profitable
profession. The wealth that can be taken from the ground is measured
by the intelligence of the farmer and the lav/s that determine the
distribution of the produce.
The need for agricultural organization was originally brought about
by a combination of causes, including (1) the greater application of
science to production ;(2)the consequent growth of commercial industries
for the provision of fertilizers, concentrated feeding stxaffs, machin-
ery, etc, which, if the farmer is to produce his crops economically,
he should be able to obtain at the lowest price and of the best quality,
without having to pay too much for intermediate profits; (3) the great-
er inflvix of food supplies from abroad following on the development
of virgin soils in new covmtries; (ii) the increased facilities for
ocean transport, and the application of refrigeration to the carriage
of perishable commodities; (5) the effect of conummication on commer-
cial relations; and (6) the whole tendency of today for business of
every kind, including the business of agriculture, to get more and more
into the hands of powerful combinations.
To meet changing conditions, co-operative societies were formed for
the purchase of agricultural requisites, for provision of greater
credit facilities for the farmer, and for the application to various
forms of agricultural production of that "factory" principle which
has done so much to spread urban industries; for the ensuring of an
i
effective distribution of agricultural produce on the basis of scienti-
fic marketing; for the utilization of surplus supplies in times of
over-production, thus avoiding either waste or an undue fall in prices;
for the improvement of livestock; for co-operative tenancy of land;
for insurance; and, in fact, for every purpose connected with agricul-
ture in regard to which combined action may be of advantage.
Co-operation is the thing for which Denmark is so widely known; and
this co-operation pervades everything. It is of the veiry texture of
the every-day life of Denmark, Through the thousands of co-operative
societies, the economic life of the people moves, just as their polit-
ical life moves through the political state. And the men who have
been trained in the co-operative movement are the men who have risen
to political power. This co-operative movement of the farmers
has ended the duality that prevails in other countries. It has put
an end to the artificiality of a political state governed by lawyers,
land-owners, or a privileged class, and an economic state separate
and detached from the political state. In Denmark men work and govern
as a single xindertaking. The economic and political state are merged.
They reflect one another. The state is a farmers' state and the
political state mirrors the need of the farmer. In this little country
of some 3*^00*000 people, approximately ^% of those engaged in agri-
cultiire are members of co-operative societies which cover almost every
activity of the fann. The tvirnover in 1935 of the co-operatives of
the country was slightly less than $500,000,000, of which $395,000,000
was in connection with producers' co-operatives. This, however, tells
only a small part of the story. The various co-operatives are woven

iinto one another; they have a common objective and a common psychology.
They are, in effect, the equivalent of a huge, nation-wide corporation
with which the vast majority of the people are in some way directly
connected. Within these co-operative agencies and the control of the
politics of the state is to be found an explanation of the power of
the Danish farmer and his high standard of living,
Denmark has no overseas ambitions; she has no interest in other peo-
ple's lands. She is concerned solely with the intensive development
of her own territory and tiae promotion of the well-being of her people.
She offers a demonstration of how a nation can come back to life, of
how agricultvire can be made both profitable and attractive, of how the
people can be contented, and how the hopelessness and poverty of the
world can be corrected by orderly political action.
Denmark is a demonstration of the possibilities of democracy, industria]|
as well as political. It is a demonstration of the resourcefulness of
the average man. Though it may seem that Denmark's recovery is slight
when compared to world figures, the significant point is that in the
aggregate the increased returns from the various co-operative efforts
have sufficed to turn the economic corner, Denmark's danger point,
the excessive cost of imports, on which only a few years ago it looked
as though the coujitry would be wrecked, has been in fact weathered;
it has been the logical outcome of long established tendencies. For
long past Denmark has cared to bring about certain things. "The
people have slowly made up their minds to control the conditions of
their living, and to make the machinery of life subordinate to the
spirit of life; they have slowly learned how to do this,'**
Goldmark "Democracy in Action" p. 162
1
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Procuotion, the material condition of living, have been primary con-
cerns. They have had to be for the country to live at all. In fact,
the Danes have beaten at their own game some of the nations in which
production has been most highly organized and most deeply prized.
The essential point is that to the Danes production has not, in the
main, been an end in itself, but important only as related to the
needs of man. Man has been the central, the determining factor.
Keeping control of "the machiner^^ of life" has meant never ceasing
vigilance and steady development. For in learning to exercise control,
wnether agricultural, or industrial, political or social, the people
themselves have been progressively educated. They, like their own
soil, enrich and not depleted through years of use, have been them-
selves developed in intelligence, in judgment, in character. Through
the responsibilities shared by so many, in the co-operative movement,
in the political democracy, in their widely ramified educational
agencies, they have learned how to grapple with problems as they arise.
Of necessity, the account given herein is but a brief one of the im-
portant points in Denmark's recovery, and therefore far from complete,
but indicative. It shows that the tide which was running so strongly
against Denmark only a few years ago has been stemmed bj/" democracy
of effort,"
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